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literature draws

attention to

importance of congruence between strategy,

strategy and

structure,

Bearing this

in mind,

exploratory,

institutional

industry,

focusing

and the potential

extensive,
regional

branch manager
a concern

level.

at two

semi-structured

level,

study of the

specifically on

focus

for disjuncture.

we developed a cross-national,

implementation at the unit
methodological

technology

levels

retail

banking

information technology
The

study employs

of analysis,

interviews

a

dual

with

at the corporate

and

followed by a questionnaire at the unit,
level.

A response rate of

for the timeliness

of the

• •
Vll

81%

research.

seems

to

imply

In both Canada and the U.S.A.,

governmental

deregulation and widespread technological developments have
resulted in
industry.

increased competition and restructuring of the
Against this backdrop of turbulence,

information

technology has the potential to change significantly the
decision-making structure of the branch system.
The most striking difference between the banking
systems of the U.S.A.

and Canada are the disproportionate

number of branch units per bank,
important aspects,

approximately 1:10.

decision-making in the Canadian bank is

decentralized to the branch manager level,
U.S.A.

In some

while in the

bank decision-making is centralized to the regional

level.
The study concludes that the strength of the Canadian
bank rests on its extensive,
Conversely in the U.S.A.,

decentralized branch network.

the bank is restricted in its

expansion by the lack of decision-making at the branch
level.

Arguably,

technology can be used to centralize or

decentralize decision-making,

constrained by existing

structure and technological capability.
the technology strategy

In both countries

is somewhat incompatible with

structure.
Constrained by industry structure,

both banks espouse

different strategies,

and have dissimilar structures.

Competitive strategy,

in Porter's terms,
• • •
vm

is shown to be

inappropriate,
efficiency,

with both banks seeking to maximize cost

and simultaneously develop differentiation.
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

General

The

relationship between

constant

and

literature

central

from

Frederickson,
Advances

(Chandler,

1962),

to

Miller,

theoretical

strategy,

Thanheiser,

1967;

Miller and

technology

attention

In this

structure.
variations
strategy

The

is

and

congruence.

drawn to the

and

structure

institutional

technology

and

Lorsch,

(Rumelt,
importance

of

strategy

fit between
1986).

study we

are

literature points

which generally

strategy,

Pooley-Dias,

strategy and decision-making

Differences between the
of

of the

relationship between

relationship between

structure,

implementation

the

(Barley,

strategic management

in the

(Lawrence

extrapolation,

exploratory,

strategy,

1973;

and performance

concerned with understanding the
corporate

strategic

strategy and technology

and by

strategy

1984)

1988).

consideration

(Channon,

environment

Friesen,

of

a

1986;

Govindarajan,

development

structure

compatibility between
1985),

1987;

(Barley,

importance of

1972;)

Furthermore,

(Porter,

is

strategic management

1972;

1974) .

structure

of the

management point to the
fit between

strategy and

theme

1986;

in the

Issue

with the

strategy,

to

technology

seek to maximize

formulation and the
creation

of

emergent

2
strategy

(Mintzberg,

1979;

Ackerman & Rosenblum,

Quinn,

1977)

call

1980;

into question the resulting

fit with decision-making structure.
facilitating the original
with the

Uyterhoeven,

An existing structure

strategy may become unsuitable

introduction of a new strategic focus and with the

introduction of information technology.

The literature

review chapter III expands and clarifies this relationship.
A clear case for consideration of the impact of
information technology on the strategy and structure
relationship,

exists

the

services

financial

banks,

one U.S.A.

branch level
banking,

is

industry.

a subset of

Our study examines two

bank and one Canadian bank,

levels of analysis,
In our study,

in retail branch banking,

using two

the corporate level and the unit level.

the information technology in use at the bank
is

identical,

in common,

the institutional context,

but the element of decision-making at

the unit level

is dissimilar.

organizational

structure in all

scope of the study,

While an examination of
its aspects

is beyond the

we use lending authority as an estimate

of decision-making and as one component of structure.

Purpose of the Research

The purpose of the research is to understand the
involved in the implementation of
two organizations.

issues

information technology in

The research is circumscribed by the

3
relationship between organizational
making at the unit level.

strategy and decision¬

This exploratory research is

specifically concerned with understanding the context for
implementation of computer information technology.
Therefore we examine and then analyze corporate managements'
views of the use of
branch level.

information technology at the bank

Secondly,

we examine and analyze the

perceptions of the managers at the unit level,

specifically

in relation to information technology effects,

and in

general with regard to their roles as branch managers.

The

juxtaposition of these two levels of analysis allows us to
point out disjunctures,

while the use of two banks

from

different nations allows us to understand more completely
the dynamics of the situation.
The

institutional emphasis taken is a reflection of

concern for the practical

implications of the implementation

of information technology.

Calls for research on the

effects of information technology implementation recognize
our current lack of understanding of the
changes which may affect organizations
1987) .

Institutional

far-reaching

(Nord and Tucker,

studies are part of a rich tradition

leading to the development of the strategic management
field.
Bamforth

Numerous researchers beginning with Trist and
(1951)

and Chandler

(1962),

based their knowledge

and expertise on comprehensive studies of specific
institutions.

This tradition is arguably being superceded

4
in the

1980s by the development of a school

of researchers

who would seem to favor methodological rigor over
phenomenological

significance

(Lundberg,

1984).

Lundberg

points out that the development of any field enters a period
of

"respectability",

where younger members emphasize

researching over scholarship,

conceptual edifices

for

scientists only and reification over elucidation.
Information technology represents a new and important
area

in the development of the strategic management field.

Abundant prescriptive work on the practical
of computers

implementation

fails to consider the full ramifications and

potential of this new development,

which combines

information flow with mechanical technology,
intricate way.

in a unique and

Attempting to open up the debate,

two institutions without seeking to prove causal
My aim in this

institutional

we examine
linkages.

study is to develop a

sound understanding and background in the area of
information technology,
of theoretical,

which will

lead to the development

scholarly contributions to the strategic

management field.

The study is specifically oriented

towards computer information technology and the ways

in

which managers are able to conceive and implement this
potentially powerful

instrument.

The study does not pretend

to describe the two organizations in the classical case
study sense,

we are concerned with current organizational

realities rather than historical development.

In the

5
strategic sense,
directions

the study offers

for retail banking,

insight on

future

in the concluding chapter.

The Banking Industry

In both Canada and the U.S.A.,

governmental

deregulation and widespread technological developments,

have

resulted in increased competition and to a considerable
extent,

a restructuring of the financial

(Bleyleben and Wurster,
management,

1985).

strategy,

industry

Strong pressure on corporate

to develop competitive strategies to deal with

the turbulent environment,
successful

services

calls into question the

arrangement of strategy,

especially technology

with decision-making structure.

The expression "changing the level of the playing
field"

(Rau,

1987)

has been used to describe the changing

environment of the banking business
senses,

in the 1980s.

In many

the business of banking has expanded beyond the

traditional

functions associated with banking,

new products and services,
the past,

to include

and many new institutions.

In

regulatory restrictions on geographic location,

product offerings and specific business
different effects

functions have had

in Canada and the U.S.A.

More recently,

a

relaxation in legislative restrictions has generated
extensive bank mergers and acquisitions,
U.S.A.,

and somewhat in Canada,

particularly in the

allowing banks to expand

6
their physical
regions.
machine

locations within and/or across geographic

Technological development of the automated teller
(ATM)1

simultaneously increases the density of

coverage of a geographic area.
In recent years,
technology in general,
online,

rapid development of information
and the specific deployment of

advanced information technology,

have offered retail

banking opportunities to streamline and enhance their
product line.

Recent expansions

in the banking services

industry,

such as the development of

(Metzger,

Mitroff & Rau,

1984),

offerings by savings banks
in Canada,

"non-bank" banks

and the expansion of service

in the U.S.A.

and trust companies

would have been difficult or impossible without

the use of computerized information technology.
It is argued that corporate management develops a
strategy to combat the new deregulated environment,
among other measures,

with,

specific formation of an aggressive

information technology strategy.

Distinctive information

technology strategy is made possible by advances in the
capabilities of computerized information technology.

The

focus of this research is on the decision-making role of
retail bank branch managers,

in Canada and the U.S.A.,

in

light of extensive information technology change.

Automated
teller
throughout this paper.

machine

will

be

abbreviated

to

ATM

7
The branch
is

the mechanism

manager

is

corporate
the

structure

of

individuated unit

for operationalizing

on the

front

line

strategy.

of the tactical

financial

and

of

individual

in managerial

banks
terms,

centralization of decision-making
but weakens managerial

implementation of

The extensive use

the branch

is

both

in

a

for managers.

increases

If

financial

development,

results,

of

then

is

the banking

both

industry,
terms,

bears mixed

fruit.

information technology

of branch automation,

a

considerable

agent

in the

form

for change

in

in Canada and the United States.

branch automation

countries,

with

products.

Hardware vendor offerings,

use

same basic technical

of the

Assuming that

information technology without adequate

understanding of possible

In practical

of

are understandable both

revenue generator and a training ground

controls,

The branch

application

strategy and technology strategy.

resources

operations,

is

specific modifications

for unique bank
however,

systems,

with a multitude

of

of the

and differences between the New England

Bank strategies

leading to the

as

and products,

a whole.

economic and

and

centralization or
affect the delivery of

subsequently the banking

In our twentieth century
financial

in-depth analysis

systems.

decentralization of decision-making,
services

an

dictate the

Chapter

and Canadian branch banking

offers

in both

software programs.
similarities

II

similar

system hinges

society,
on the

a

system

sound

reliability of

8
the banking system,

and its suitability for the needs of

both business and private customers.

The bank branch

mechanism serves as a monetary conduit which expedites the
delivery of a variety of customer transactions.
Modifications

in the decision-making role of the bank branch

manager directly affect the services and products with which
the customer is provided.

Research Questions

The major research questions of this study ask,
1.

What is the role of information technology in

implementing corporate strategy?
2.

What

implications does

information technology have for

the decentralization or centralization of decision-making at
the bank branch level?
3.

Do bank branch managers see their decision-making role

changing with the implementation of information technology?
As the study developed,

our inquiry into the

interrelationship between strategy and structure,
by these original questions.

was guided

The questions themselves were

amplified and made more precise and rigorous,

as the

theoretical and background literature search provided a
greater understanding of the issues
IV,

involved.

In Chapter

the resulting six research questions are presented to

guide the research,

delineating the topic more precisely.

9
This research focuses on investigating the espoused
corporate strategy and technology strategy,

and the

decision-making structure at the branch level.

We seek to

determine corporate and individual perceptions of the bank
branch manager's decision-making role in a common,
changing,
nations,

though

technological environment in two disparate
the U.S.A.

questions are

and Canada.

While the research

fundamental to both institutions,

we use a

comparative method to highlight the situation of each bank.
The nature of a cross-national and cross-organizational
comparison allows us to identify specific similarities and
specific dissimilarities of the two subject banks,
representative of different banking systems.
chartered retail banking is nationwide,

Canadian

ensuring a

amount of familiarity with a centralized system,

fair

but

concurrently allowing for considerable decision-making
authority at the branch level.

New England regional banks

have been actively amalgamating individually owned banks,
serving local or town markets,

and typically,

regional

branch banking has tight central control with limited
decision-making authority at the branch level

(Korthals,

1988) .
Mouzelis

(1967)

emphasized that he believed that

only way to understand the organizational

"the

features which are

specific in one society is to compare them with the
organizational

features

in other societies."

(pl74)

Such a

10
comparison hopefully
in both cultures.
U.S.

banks

aims

sheds

The

light

on organizational

juxtaposition of

effects

implementation

on

retail

organizational

centralization and the

branch manager.
is

quite

this

Barley

likely that

contexts

we

aims

banking systems,

(1987)

compare

and

ratified

in

identical

by Canada

research especially
The potential
with the

for

lowering

Many

similar

used

In
in a

structures.

research design,

this

systems potential

The

"it

(p81).

study
for

Free Trade Agreement,

and the United States,

makes this

relevant to our contemporary concerns.

further
of

international

expansion of banks,

legislative barriers,

calls

for

competitive

strength

1989) .
observers

of the banking

the next

few years there will

banking,

(Danielson,

nationwide banking

1987)

be

is growing more

to

industry assert that

large

perhaps

in the U.S.A.

legislative barriers
fall,

"

in

technologies

increased concern about trans-national
(Porter,

the view that

into different

comparative

of

of the bank

structures...

future development.
1988

in terms

technologies used

to highlight more clearly each

current

for

both

role

expresses

introduced

employing a

and

information technology

identical

banking context but
By

of

can occasion different

research,

Canadian banks

to maximize the possibilities

understanding the

features

regional

eventually,

leading to

The possibility,

international

realistic.

scale

retail

in

that

banking will

Investigation of the

11

Canadian nationwide banking system will aid in understanding
the operation and ramifications of nationwide banking.

The

experience of the Canadians with far flung branch networks
is essential knowledge for the rapidly,
expanding U.S.A.

banks.

Conversely,

geographically

technological advances

at the branch level are preceeding somewhat faster in
certain New England regional banks than in Canada.

The

results of this investigation should be of value to Canadian
banks,

where branch technological developments are

encountering resistance attributable to geographic,

temporal

and product peculiarities2.

Technological Developments

Rapid development of information technology has far
exceeded our understanding of its implications for
organizations

(Zuboff,

1985).

At best,

evidence of

technology's influence on organizational structure is
confusing and contradictory
Mohr,

1971;

Barley,

Blau et al.,

1987).

(Hickson,

1976; Gerwin,

In particular,

Pugh & Pheysey,
1981; Fry,

1969;

1982;

information technology

presents a complex variation to the traditional analyses of
information flow and task effects within the organization.
Moving from a position emphasizing technological determinism

Canadians frequently use a passbook method of account,
passbook itself is unwieldy for electronic reading.

The

12

(Burns and Stalker,

1961; Woodward,

1965)

through a position

emphasizing the importance of task differentiation and
integration within the organization

(Lawrence and Lorsch,

1967), we reach the understanding that the predictability or
uncertainty of the task is a primary determinant of
organization form

(Galbraith,

1980).

With information technology we enter a realm where the
flow of information itself and consequent decision-making,
is directly affected by the technology,
technology,
(Thompson,

whether serial

transactions technology or custom technology
1967).

the technology,
structures,
Potentially,

The task is changed by the capability of

bringing variability into the possible task

with less emphasis on uncertainty reduction.
organization structure can more likely

determine the task structure than vice versa.
In banking,
product,

the task,

can be structured as invariant,

objective measures
score)

perhaps the selling of a loan

(e.g.

certain APR,

time period,

credit

or it can be structured as variant to some degree,

using additional subjective measures
to bank,
etc.).

using mainly

other accounts,

(customer relationship

future customer career prospects,

According to Galbraith's categorization

(1980),

possibilities for decision-making are twofold:
(1)

information can be processed and a decentralized

decision made on-site in the bank unit,

ensuring the

possible consideration of more complete information or

the
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(2)

the organization can take action to reduce the amount of

information required
criteria)

(in banks,

perhaps ignoring subjective

or increase the capacity of the structure to

process more information,

such as using centralized computer

credit score ratings.
Information technology application will depend on the
understanding of corporate management of its potential uses
and benefits.

The potential for differential task

development is an important consideration in formulating and
implementing strategy.
Examination of the strategies of corporate managers,
and the implementation of those strategies at the bank
branch level,

should provide further insight into the

potentially centralizing effects of information technology,
and the restructuring of tasks.

The role of managers in

systems which have recently been incorporating information
technology presents a timely target for examination.
Strategies emphasizing implementation of technological
innovations directly affect the development of
organizational structure

(Porter,

1985).

Organizational

centralization or decentralization of decision-making
changes over time

(Chandler,

1962).

The ability of

information technology to overcome geographic restrictions,
to restructure time considerations and alter relationships
(Hammer and Mangurian,

1987)

affects the centralization/

decentralization of decision- making.

The size of an
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organization may not necessarily dictate decentralization of
decision-making,
fast,

where information technology can act as a

continuous conduit for information flow.
Damanpour and Evan

(1984)

point out that both the

technical and administrative components of innovation must
be considered for the comfortable integration of innovations
with the organization.

While technical innovations have

been given major attention by strategists,

in contrast,

administrative innovations have been given barely a modicum
of consideration.

Recent literature dealing with the issue

of the conceptual requirements of information technology
(Adler,

1987;

complex,

Zuboff,

1985)

make this an imperative in our

technological society.

In the banking industry,

the potential for an imbalance

between strategy and structure becomes a consideration,
given the rapidity with which deregulation and technology
development drives the implementation of competitive
strategy.

The speed with which innovation is occurring

strains the capability of corporate control.

By examining

the effects of information technology on decision-making at
the unit level and the relationship of bank branches and
their managers to the overall corporation,

this research can

illuminate our understanding of the strategy/structure
relationship.
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The Bank Branch

To set the stage of this research,

in the following

section we will examine the branch itself,
role of the branch manager,

specifically the

branch automation,

branch

revenue structures and bank customers.

The Branch Manager

The strategic focus of the organization and the
structure put in place to carry out that strategy should be
aligned.

Corporate strategy requires the development of an

appropriate structure for new information technology
purposes and within that rubric,
jobs.

In retail banking,

the design of individual

the job of the bank branch manager

is a major part of the organizational structure.
Consideration of the role of bank branch managers in
contemporary banking and the extent to which their decision¬
making powers have been centralized or decentralized by new
technology,

will offer insight into the implications for new

technological development.
Banking literature emphasizes the need for bank
branches to spearhead the entrepreneurial thrust of retail
banking today

(American Banker,

1987).

In addition to

strategies emphasizing the lowering of costs,

through ATM

installation and the reduction of branch locations, more
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emphasis is being placed on the ability of retail banks to
actively offer an expanded product-base, via cross-sales,3
to customers

(Bleyleben and Wurster,

1985) .

Corporate strategy that aims to develop entrepreneurial
or relationship banking,

should consider possible expansion

of decision-making responsibility at the branch level.
Corporate strategy to implement information technology,

if

potentially designed to standardize the decision-making
capabilities of the bank branch manager,

may have the

ancillary effect of nullifying initiative and reducing
effective decision-making at the branch level.
run,

In the long

this may be counter-productive to the espoused

strategy,

as customers are unable to have direct contact and

negotiate with a decision-maker.
The implementation of complex and interactive
information technology may be an adequate substitute for
decentralizated decision-making, while retaining corporate
control over decision-making.

Insufficiently sophisticated

information technology or institutional restrictions on
decision-making, makes the expansion of the branch manager's
job in today's world difficult.
The authority and responsibility of branch managers
must be consistent with the role of the branch in the

3The term "cross—sales"
commonly used in the U.S.A.
is
employed here to mean the sale of additional products to existing
customers.
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system.

If more emphasis is to be placed on the ability of

the branch to serve the customer,

then the tool of

information technology should be used to aid the branch
manager in this endeavor.
Recent work by Adler

(1986)

on banks,

brings into

question the common association of de-skilling with the
advance of industrialization and high technology.

Adler

raises the issue that the notion of de-skilling as the most
likely outcome of automation is false.
work in retail bank situations,

He reports,

from his

that growth in the degree of

conceptual knowledge required for task performance,

seems to

indicate the need for greater skill levels at some employee
levels.

Adler is concerned with the task performance of the

individual worker,

however,

by extension it seems that the

task of the branch manager probably requires different skill
levels nowadays.

Today's branch manager is not only

responsible for traditional banking operations,
deposit taking and lending,
a multitude of new products,
employees,

such as

but also for the introduction of
and for the operation,

by

of sophisticated branch automation.

Branch Automation

In this thesis,

the term,

information technology,

specifically refers to branch automation.
whole,

In banking as a

branch automation is one area of many in which
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information technology is making an impact.
exposition,

For clarity of

we are categorizing branch automation as

consisting of three major categories.
automated teller machines

(ATMs),

These groupings are,

teller transactions and

platform transactions.
The introduction of the ATM increases the expansion of
bank accessibility,

however at this time the legal status of

the ATM is still in guestion.

Debate continues as to

whether the ATM is to be considered a branch.

For our

purposes we will deal with the ATM as a further extension of
branch automation,

as in some cases,

especially in Canada,

the machine is actually on the branch premises and typically
it functions to supplement teller transactions.

In 1987,

the Canadian subject bank had 661 ATMs located in major
cities mostly, while the U.S.

subject bank had 150.

Teller transactions are those routine transactions that
take place in the branch between teller and customer,
as check cashing and depositing.

such

Teller transactions have

typically comprised the bulk of the work of the branch,
demanding proportionately heavier staffing needs.
The term "platform",

a U.S.

expression,

is used to

describe the area of the bank where more complex
transactions occur,
form of loans,
transactions,

in particular,

sales of products,

certificates of deposit,
IRAs etc.

In the future,

include insurance products,

in the

money market
these sales may

travel and real estate services
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(Bergen,

1986).

Typically,

the platform is usually the area

where the servicing of customer accounts takes place,

and

problem solving is a major function of the personnel.
Future branch automation seems likely to come in the form of
touch-screen computers,

and interactive,

systems combining text and graphics

on-line video

(Bergen,

1986).

Although banks in both Canada and the U.S.

are still

constrained in the securities market by legislation, many
now offer a much wider range of products.
computer information file

(CIF),

The creation of a

a recent trend,

tremendous data bank for several purposes,

acts as a

from retail and

commercial customer assistance,

to preparing marketing

programs and for cross-selling

(Binhammer and Williams,

1976;

Bergen,

1986).

While new computer and telecommunications technology
allows for the development of new products or product
variations,

it also has led to profound changes in the

process of banking.
The retail bank has traditionally reached the customer
through the bank branch office.

Now,

increasingly,

the

customer can do banking business without necessarily using
the branch office,

by utilizing off-site ATMs.

bank branch the two main functions,
platform area,

Within the

the teller area and the

are steadily being automated and supplemented

by on-site ATMs.

Automation allows the branch to deal

economically with the overall increase in volume of
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transactions,

despite a slight decline in actual number of

customers per branch.
A variety of computer systems can be used to automate
branches,
ways.

and these are currently implemented in two primary

First,

a system which allows for interactive

transactions with the main computer host,
or delayed.

Second,

either real-time

a system which allows access to

information via dumb terminals, without the capacity to
perform instant updates of customer information or perform
product transactions.

Variations on these types,

mean that

branch automation differs substantially between banks.
Without doubt the ability to offer multiple services
has been facilitated through the implementation of
information technology and sophisticated telecommunication
systems.

The strategic use of information technology leads

both to the formation of new types of product
cash management account),
banking processes
However,

(such as the

and to a vast improvement in

(such as external batch processing).

the use of information technology to automate

rather than "informate"

(sic)

(Zuboff,

1985)

may fail to

ensure full use of the potential of information technology.
Automation is frequently designed to increase cost
efficiency.

Information technology can arguably be used to

increase the responsibility and scope of the task,
to better utilize staff potential.

in order
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Transformation of Bank Revenue Structures

With the gradual
based products

shift of importance

from interest-

(products that generate revenue through

interest payments)

to

fee-based products

(products that are

purchased with an attached fee as bank revenue),
structure changes

in turn dictate performance measures based

on return on equity
(ROA)

(Boreham,

revenue

(ROE)

1987).

rather than return on assets4

A decreasing percentage of interest

revenue coming from the traditional bank loan business,
appears to necessitate
and for other products.

income production from fees

for loans

Additional product line costs

associated with the variety of new products,

are covered by

fees paid by consumers with the purchase of each product.
The introduction of branch automation potentially
enables banks to increase sales of products to customers.
The ability to access product and customer information
instantly has the potential to speed up transactions and
increase the number of transactions.

The advantages of

branch automation are evident in the sales area.
expansion of the product line available,
legal changes,

The

made possible by

can be presented more easily and efficiently

because of the development of computerized information
technology systems.

4Assets are loans

Revenue enhancement is therefore an

in bank accounting.
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important goal
the

financial

exist

of bank automation,

although accurate data on

impact of banking technology does not yet

(Kutler,

1987).

Bank Customers of the

1980s

The profile of the financial service customer has been
changing from the traditional
to that of

investor.

image of the client as saver,

The increasing percentage of well-

educated people with more disposable income to invest,
fueled the development of more flexible investment vehicles
(Boreham,

1987).

Initially,

banks were unable to meet this

demand for an increased range of financial
gap was

filled by non-bank financial

The legal
customers,

and the

institutions.

restrictions on banking,

are rapidly dissolving.

services,

often irksome to

People can choose now

from an array of products via a number of distributors.
Indeed the trend towards shopping for better deals,
of investment vehicles,
1970s and the

1980s,

in terms

which occurred throughout the late

has pressured the banks to call

for

continuing deregulation of the industry.

Summary

The banking environment,
legislation,

in terms of competition,

information technology capabilities and
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consumer trends,
strategists.

is extremely challenging to corporate

Within the space of a

few years there have

been many changes,

creating an environment that requires a

specific strategic

focus

successfully.

in order for banks to contend

Banks have moved from a situation where they

are demand-driven to one where they are supply-oriented
(Kolari,

McDaniel

& McKenzie,

1986).

a particular competitive position,

The decision to adopt

determines the subsequent

development of technology and the importance of the role of
the branch manager in the bank.

In order to understand more

clearly existing banking systems

in Canada and the U.S.A.,

Chapter II

looks at banking individually and then in

contrast.

Chapter III provides the theoretical background

to the study,

relating specifically to banking.

Chapter IV

describes the study methodology and chapters V and VI
present the results.

Chapter VII

summarizes and draws

conclusions

from the empirical work in relation to the

literature,

presenting implications of the study and

suggestions

for future research.

CHAPTER II

A COMPARISON OF BANKING IN CANADA AND THE U.S.A.

Cross-National

Dimension

Major differences exist between the U.S.A.
in the political,
countries.

economic and legal

systems of the two

These disparities have led to the development of

dissimilar banking systems.
a whole

The Canadian banking system as

is more closely aligned with the centralized British

banking system,

than with the individuated unit banking

system of the U.S.A.

In the U.S.

system,

tend to be centralized to the regional
bank,

and Canada

while to some extent in Canada,

branch decisions

level within each
decisions are

decentralized to the branch level.
This difference in decision-making is largely due to
the geographic,
each system.

political and legal

Historically,

limitations

in Canada,

imposed on

difficulty in

communicating across large territories and five time zones
forced decisions to be made on-site.

In the U.S.,

state

limits on branching restricted terrritorial expansion and
allowed decisions to be made more readily at corporate
headquarters.

The recent development of sophisticated

telecommunications,
barriers

by diminishing temporal and geographic

is changing the possibility for control and

centralization of decision-making in the U.S.

and Canada.
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In Canada,

headquarters can increasingly maintain

closer and quicker contact with the branch,

thus the

possibility for increasing control and centralization
arises.

In the U.S.,

where corporate management already has

extensive control and centralization of decision-making,

on¬

line interaction could potentially be used to give bank
branch managers more flexibility,
relationship banking5.

in a strategy to develop

It is widely believed in the banking

world that the future of banking lies

in creating and

maintaining strong and complex relationships with customers.
Above and beyond these system differences,
is posed,
managers?
legal,

the question

are Canadian managers different from U.S.
Obviously two countries which develop dissimilar

political and economic systems have distinct national

values and characteristics,

(see Milman,

comparison of Canadian and U.S.A.
However,

1986,

for a

managerial perceptions).

it is beyond the scope of this research to review

the literature on culture and cross-cultural management.
U.S.

and Canadian political,

economic and cultural

have been studied extensively,

relations

and the reader is advised to

consult further literature for a more in-depth understanding
of that relationship.
of essays

(For example,

in Doran & Sigler,

an excellent collection

1985).

Relationship banking implies providing the customer with a
multitude
of products,
establishing a
relationship,
in which
products may be "bundled" together.

The

focus of this study is on the comparison between

banking systems,

and the effects of information technology

on bank branch managers'

decision-making.

In this chapter

we discuss cross-national aspects with specific
consideration for their application to the two banking
systems.

This thesis provides

cross-organizational concerns,

important empirical work on
somewhat redressing the

apparent lack of previous studies comparing the strategic
implications of the U.S.

and Canadian banking systems.

Banking in the U.S.A.

We start this section with a review of the legislative
background of the U.S.

banking industry,

then proceed with a

description of banking industry structure.

Legislative Background

This overview gives a summary of the U.S.A.
background of banking,
taken from Boreham

drawing substantially on

(1987).

legislative
information

Until recently the major pieces

of 20th century legislation governing the United States
financial

services

industry have been:-

1.
The McFadden Act of 1927,
prohibiting commercial banks from
branching across state lines and
permitting national banks to branch
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within a state only to the same
extent as state-chartered banks.
2.
The Glass-Steagall Act of 1933
barring banks and their subsidiaries
from underwriting or trading
corporate stocks and bonds in the United
States.

Recently,

two new pieces of legislation,

with various landmark judiciary decisions,
instrumental

in combination

have been

in determining the development of financial

intermediaries.

1.
The 1980 Depository Institutions
Deregulation and Monetary Control Act
(DIDMCA) made all institutions equally
subject to the Federal Reserve's
required reserves, and required the Fed
to charge full market rate for all its
services and to compete for some
services.
It also required the gradual
removal of interest rate ceilings, and
authorized the offering of negotiable
orders of withdrawal (NOW) accounts,
while increasing government deposit
insurance coverage to $100,000.
2.
The 1982 Garn-St. Germain Depository
Institutions Act continued the process of
reserve reduction and was significant in
bringing other institutions (such as savings
and loans) more into line with traditional
banks.

Judiciary permission enabled banks to move into new
product areas and acquire supplementary subsidiaries
operating in non-traditional businesses.
1985 on,

Additionally,

some states allowed the entrance of banks

estate development,

travel agencies,

from

into real

insurance underwriting,
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and various areas of investment banking.
the 1970 Bank Holding Act,

Following on from

various court decisions fueled

the movement towards interstate banking.

Industry Structure in the U.S.A.

In the decade of the 1980s,

significant changes in the

banking industry have more appropriately rendered it the
financial services industry.

Whereas banking in the U.S.A.

was previously legally limited in three major areas,
geographically,
(products)

in interest rate caps and by type of assets

that could be held

(sold),

deregulation is

currently modifying the structure of traditional banking
organizations.
Technological advances and consumer awareness of
technological possibilities have paralleled deregulation as
a force for industry change.
product proliferation,
customers as investors,

In conjunction with financial

and the increasing sophistication of
the restructuring of existing banks

and the introduction of new non-bank players,
the intensity of competition in the industry.

have increased
Increased

opportunity for geographic expansion is leading to a
substantial number of bank amalgamations and industry
concentration

(Arthur Anderson Report,

1985), with small

local banks frequently dissappearing into the maw of larger
regional banks.
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The

financial

services industry can be divided into

commercial banks,

savings and loans

various

intermediaries,

financial

and brokerage houses.
engage

institutions,

and

such as money market funds

Commercial banks are now able to

in a majority of these relatively recent product

transactions.
Overall,

the U.S.

banking industry is characterized by

the large number of commercial banks,

(approximately 15,000)

and the variation in size of those banks.

Banks may consist

of one branch unit or they may be multibranch and statewide.
The development of the U.S.

banking industry has been shaped

by the restrictions placed on expansion by both state and
federal

law.

diverse,

Consequently,

the industry is considerably

in terms of structure,

offerings,

in terms of product

and in terms of delivery systems.

Bryan and Allen,

(1988)

classify three predominant

geographic categories of commercial banks;

the small

community bank,

the mid-size regional bank and the large

national bank.

We are concerned here with the regional bank

category.

Regional banks

(state chartered)

have developed

large in-state branch networks and are now expanding these
across state lines,

with the relaxation of legislation.

The introduction of both proprietory ATMs and bank
membership of independent networks such as NYCE,
Plus 24,

have expanded the delivery system.

CIRRUS and
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With some recent modifications,

all commercial banks

are prohibited from branching across state lines,
restricting branch networks.
(national)

thereby

Federally chartered banks

numbering approximately 5,000,

are forbidden to

branch within a state above the levels of state chartered
banks,

and have also developed limited branch networks.

Community banks are small

in asset base and generally have a

very limited number of branches.
Banks are also

identifiable in terms of speciality,

such as product group and customer relationship expertise.
Many of the products which banks can now sell,
from other agencies,

are available

so that competition is more widely

dispersed than ever before.

Banking in Canada

Again,

we will

start this section with a brief

description of the legislative background of Canada and move
on to industry structure.

Legislative Background

Deregulation,
legislative
operates.
through the

in a Canadian form,

has been changing the

framework in which the Canadian banking industry
The primary legislative control
1863

Bank Act,

over banking is

which has been revamped
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periodically throughout the nineteenth and twentieth
century.

Although branch banking has never been explicitly

legislated for,

it has become established as a right.

The right to establish branches or
agencies has been a part of every bank
charter granted since 1822 and appears
in the same language in Section 75 (1)
(a) of the Bank Act now in force.
(Evidence of Mr.J.A. McLeod before the
MacMillan Commission of August 8th,
1933)
Chapman and Westerfield, p337.

The following summary of changes
Canada
U.S.

in the banking law of

is derived from a thorough review of the Canadian and

Banking systems by Boreham

the 1980 Bank Act,
objectives,
financial

(1)

(1987).

The provisions of

were designed to achieve two primary

to assure continued Canadian control of the

sector,

banking industry.

and

(2)

to increase competition in the

The following provisions were

instituted:-

1.
Foreign banks are now allowed to
operate in Canada (through a subsidiary
incorporated under the Act) on the same
footing and with the same competitive
opportunities as domestic chartered
banks, subject to some stringent
limitations with respect to size and
branching.
2.
An optional "letter patent" process
of bank incorporation was introduced
(thus an act of Parliament for each bank
is not required).
3.
It became easier for a near-bank to
become a chartered bank.
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4.
Lower cash reserve requirements and
a change in their form were introduced.
5.
Authorized banks are now allowed to
conduct financial leasing of equipment
and factoring through subsidiary
companies.
6.
Greater freedom is permitted in the
range of options available for bank
capitalization.

Regulation of the financial services industry is
currently in a state of flux, with several far reaching
proposals being made by the Canadian government on the topic
of industry regulation and ownership.

In 1987,

a series of

new rules were proposed by the federal government,

designed

to introduce the following changes.
These rules allow banks to offer investment advice and
portfolio management services,

and to provide a full range

of fiduciary services through their own trust companies.
Requirements to maintain non-interest bearing reserves with
the Bank of Canada will be phased out from 1990.

Trust,

loan and insurance companies will gain full consumer and
commercial lending powers.

All institutions will be able to

offer each other's services through their branches except
for the sale of insurance policies which will continue to be
monopolized by the insurance industry

(Simon,

1987).
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Canadian Industry Structure

The Canadian banking system is in many ways the
antithesis of the U.S.
describing the U.S.

system.

In the previous section,

banking system, we said that it is

composed of a multiplicity of autonomous banks and financial
services,

restricted by state and federal legislation but

undergoing change in a deregulatory era.

In this section

the description of the Canadian system is characterized by
nationwide branch banking with central corporate control,
and strict legislation on financial institution product
territories.

Canadian banks are also operating in an era of

governmental deregulation.
Canadian commercial banking consists of 8 widely held
and domestically owned,

larger

closely held and foreign owned,
B)

banks,

(Schedule A)

banks and 59

generally smaller

(Schedule

chartered or incorporated by the federal

government and operating under the authority of the Bank
Act.

Four of the Schedule A banks are ranked

assets)

among the 60 largest in the World

(by size of

(Boreham,

1987).

All foreign owned institutions are required to incorporate
under the Bank Act,
loans,

if offering checking deposits and making

although this distinction is not made explicit for

domestic banks.
In this study we are concerned with federally chartered
banks which are governed solely by federal legislation.
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Chartered banks are allowed to take deposits of all
to

issue demand,

and companies,

kinds,

term and mortgage loans to both individuals

to invest in securities,

limits on eguity holdings,
distribute government bonds

although with some

and they may underwrite and
(Department of Finance,

1985).

The Bank Act forbids the underwriting or trading of
corporate securities

in Canada,

by chartered banks.

Canada has one of the highest degrees of accessibility
to banking services

in the world.

Canadians are able to

locate and use a branch of their own bank,
where they are geographically in Canada.

regardless of
This

is due to the

multibranch banking structure,6 which blankets the country,
providing branches

in even the smallest towns.

The

complementary development of ATM systems has contributed to
customer access,

challenging the importance of the branching

mechanism as the sole delivery system.
Although the advantages of an on-line system would seem
to be great in a multibranch structure,

demographic and

geographic features constrain the pace of automation,

with

the metropolitan areas being much more advanced than the
rural areas of Canada

(Binhammer and Williams,

1976).

ATMs

are now common in most of the major cities and the chartered
banks engage

in sharing of systems such as Interac and Plus

Systems Inc.

^ultibranches
branches

in an area.

is

bank

terminology

for

high

density

of
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In Canada the
banking
up to

legislative barriers

industry are

10%

strong,

ownership each,

ownership

of

a

single

(Economic

Council

of

and

other property developers,
which dictate

concentration of
In general,

banks,
the

of

reduction

structural

sites by shopping
and by the

to
by

center owners

length of

lower costs with

changes

in the

foreign

acquisitions,

and

lines

of

increased

system range

seemingly
As

increasingly tougher,
restrictions

to

through to the

from rising costs

in the U.S.A.,
while the

from

chartered

liquidations,

owned chartered banks,

in bank branches,

government

Economic barriers

in number of domestically owned,

diminishing productivity.
becoming

total

sites.

due to mergers,

rise

to

non-resident

existence of multibranches,

restriction

the decline

access

25%

into the

individuals

foreign,

reach

1976) .

the

communication,

of

allowing

institution to

entry are manifested by the

entry

allowing Canadian

and

Canada,

to

and

competition

freeing up

creates greater challenges

is

of
for the

existing banks.

A Comparison of U.S.A.

The
Canadian
general

following

and Canadian

section compares

Banking Structure

and contrasts the

chartered bank system and the U.S.
sense,

and with

specific

regard to

bank system
retail

in a

banking.
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We will

start with an recapitulation of the Free Trade

Agreement of
Affairs

1988,

in Canada,

published by the Department of External
in order to provide a contemporary

framework for banking.
Both Canada and the U.S.A.
international

are very well represented in

financial markets,

with Canada having a

significant representation in the U.S.A.
1980,

U.S.

market.

Until

banks have been limited in the possible range of

their banking services

in the Canadian market,

1980 Canadian Bank Act and 1988

but with the

Free Trade Agreement,

are

increasing their market presence.
A considerable amount of Canadian foreign banking
income is related to U.S.

operations and activities.

Canadian banks have had the right to operate in more than
one state

in the U.S.,

(although not as

full

service banks)

and will continue to exercise that right in the future,
putting them at an advantage over their U.S.

neighbours.

Previously restricted by the provisions of Glass-Steagall,
Canadian banks

in the U.S.

will now be able to underwrite

and deal

in securities of Canadian governments and their

agents.

Additionally,

will

future amendments to Glass-Steagall

apply to Canadian banks as well as U.S.

banks.

The often expressed Canadian concerns with sovereignty
are somewhat assuaged by the retention of some limitations
on the ownership position of foreigners.
prevents any single non-resident

The

10/25 rule

from acguiring more than 10
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percent of the shares,

and all non-residents from acquiring

more than 25 percent of the shares of a federally regulated
Canadian-controlled financial institution.
will be exempt from this rule,

U.S.

investors

although the 10 percent

restriction still applies to holdings in the larger banks.
U.S.

bank subsidiaries will be exempt from the 16 percent

ceiling on the size of the total foreign bank sector.
Canada retains the right to review applications by U.S.
institutions to establish operations in Canada.

The freeing

up of the restrictions on banking in both countries provides
many opportunities for expansion,

both geographically and in

product offerings.
As mentioned in the previous section,

in Canada,

chartered banks are incorporated under federal law and are
subject to federal law.

While,

in the U.S.,

the banking

system is a dual system, with all banks subject to both
federal and state legislation.

As the political and legal

systems are quite distinct, we will briefly comment on and
compare the two methods of government.

Governance

Essentially,

governance in both Canada and the U.S.

a version of federalism.

The system of federal and state

government originated in the U.S.
nineteenth century,

is

and was adopted in the

by the fledgling Canada,

in a modified
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form.

The balance of power between the states and federal

government in the U.S.
disturbances
1985).

was deemed to be the source of

leading to the American Civil War

Naturally,

difficulties.

(Robertson,

Canada was keen to avoid these

Federation appeared to have the advantage of

allowing large regional areas to develop suitable
government,

but at the same time a central

federal

government could deal with nationwide issues.

The regional

strains that pull a country apart must be counter-balanced
by a sufficiently strong national government,

to provide

overall unity and a sense of nationhood.
By specific design the Canadian system of government is
comprised of the
dimension.

federal dimension and the provincial

Paradoxically,

the desire to limit provincial

power has not been fulfilled,
governments,

and the provincial

vis a vis the central government,

considerably stronger than their U.S.
In Canada,

is

governors,

state counterparts.

federal-provincial conferences are frequent,

having no parallel
premiers

are

in the U.S.

The power of provincial

far in excess of the power exerted by state
and because Canada has no U.S.

style senate,

provincial premiers may arguably have more power than U.S.
state governors.

This continual power battle between the

provinces and the federal government often leads to stymied
policies.
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In view of the strength of the provinces

it is not

surprising that Canada has maintained a greater diversity of
interests between provinces.

The ability of banking

institutions to straddle the disparate interests across
Canada has been exceptional.
called for in the U.S.

Such an ability has not been

and on-going expansion of the branch

system there will subsequently be more complex.
U.S.

banking system,

Unlike the

the Canadian system has required the

development of decision-making at the branch level,
to be more

in order

immediately responsive to widespread markets.

Consequently,

the Canadian banks have developed a broader

base of responsibility.

Legislative Comparison

In both Canada and the United States,

increases

in the

level and volatility of inflation and interest rates,
technology developments and legislative changes have all
been important factors
Canada,

1985).

chapter,
financial

for banking

(Department of Finance,

As we have discussed earlier in this

one of the major events of deregulation of the U.S.
system has been the lifting of interest rate

ceilings.
on deposits

Ceilings on the interest rates that could be paid
(Regulation Q),

exposed deposit-taking

institutions to outside competition for deposits when
inflation pushed market interest rates above those ceilings.
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Massive amounts of funds shifted out of the deposit-taking
institutions,

especially retail banks.

reaction to inflation was moot,

In Canada,

this

as Canada did not have

interest rate ceilings.
In terms of bank and non-bank powers,

changes

in

regulatory controls are generally leading to an expansion of
opportunity to engage in more activities
endeavor.

In the U.S.

securities brokerage,

especially,

in wider fields of

banks can now engage in

and in underwriting insurance.

Canada there has been and still

In

is a stricter separation of

powers - with the latest legal changes,

concerns are being

expressed about the wisdom of allowing the already powerful
Canadian banks to expand further.
The rapid expansion of global banking has opened up an
array of novel products and services,

and the world's

biggest banks are eager to compete in this arena.

Changing

legislation for Canada's chartered banks has meant the
continued development of subsidiaries
banking,

for international

and the development of new units to cover new

product areas.

For the U.S.

the ability to compete

internationally and nationally is a major issue,
banks seek to expand in size,

as the

and across territory,

with

deregulation.
The

free trade agreement between Canada and the U.S.,

ratified in 1988,

will

the banking industry.

increase the magnitude of change in
As the U.S.

and Canada are the
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world's biggest trading partners,

it is

inevitable that the

banks will expand further across national borders,
acquisition,

and by new subsidiaries.

chartered banks are experienced in

by

The Canadian

international banking and

are poised to move across to the large market south of the
border.

Some U.S.

counter moves,

banks are likewise poised to perform

however,

the regional banks are not generally

so experienced in the international area.

In this study,

both of our subject banks do have experience in
international

Financial

financial dealings.

Comparison

In financial terms,
dissimilar.

In the U.S.

the two systems are quite
there are approximately 15,000

commercial banks and in Canada there are 67
banks.

Therefore an aggregate

commercial

financial comparison

compounded by the vastly differing number of banks
country.

Asset bases are very different,

is

from each

with cash assets

representing a much larger proportion of total bank assets
in Canada,

probably due to 80% of cash assets being interest

bearing interbank deposits

(Boreham,

1987).

This percentage

is changing as Canadians move from interbank deposits to
fees

for services.

comparable,

While loan to asset ratios are

the Canadians have smaller holdings of

securities relative to total

resources than the U.S.
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Canadian banks tend to have higher profit margins than U.S.
banks.
In general,

the Canadian banks have a higher proportion

of deposits to total liabilities than U.S.

banks,

a much

lower ratio of demand deposits to total deposits,

a much

higher level of personal savings and other term and notice
deposits,

and a somewhat lower ratio of capital and reserves

to total liabilities.
Boreham points out that

Despite these broad differences in the
aggregate balance sheets of American and
Canadian banks, an examination of recent
financial behaviour in both nations
leads to the conclusion that the
practical distinctions between the two
banking systems are becoming
increasingly unimportant.
(p40)

The financial data presented implies that overall,
Canadian banks have been more conservative and more
efficient with their resources.

This is perhaps due to the

stability of the nationwide Canadian banking structure and
strict federal regulatory climate.
correspondingly,

The U.S.

banks

have been limited by their regional banking

structure and more piecemeal system of regulatory control.
As noted above,

aggregate data conceal the vast differences

in intra-bank performance,
Consequently,

particularly in the U.S.

activity by U.S.

banks in the international

arena, where business loans are a growing involvement,

is
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obscured.

Similarly,

data which shows that Canadian banks

have a higher proportion of business loans to total loans,
compared to the U.S.A.

banks,

is only true in some

instances.

Branching Comparison

Geographically,
respects,

Canada and the U.S.

are similar in some

both countries having vast territorial expanses,

measuring thousands of miles across,
environments.

and covering a range of

The territorial similarity has not

predisposed the two countries to develop similar branching
systems.
As noted earlier,

in Canada,

geographical,

legal and

political factors have led to the development of large,
multibranch banks which are national and provincial.
U.S.,

these factors have led to unit banks,

national and state banks.
the U.S.

In the

which are

The complicated restrictions on

branch system has sharply curtailed growth across

states and within states.

Branching structure thus seems to

be a major difference between the two countries.

The

chartered Canadian banks draw strength from a large retail
customer base,

a limited asset in the U.S.

Nevertheless,

access to a limited retail customer base has not prevented
some U.S.

federally chartered banks from growing to be world

class competitors.
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Wells and Gootzeit

(1985)

link the development of unit

banking in the U.S. with the events of the Great Depression,
and the corresponding institution of Federal Deposit
Insurance

(FDIC).

The weakness of the system of unit

banking has been obscured by this insurance system.
Canada,

during the depression,

In

the system of nationwide

branch banking proved strong enough to survive.
Additionally,

Canadian banks can now act faster,

larger loans than all but the largest U.S.

banks,

having to put together a multi-institution deal.
advantages of a large,

and provide
without
The

diverse geographic base come from the

differing economic bases,

so for example,

a bank in Canada

is not reliant solely on a farm or industrial base.
The geographic separation of branches in Canada led to
the development of more or less autonomous branches, with
central control being achieved by a tall hierarchy of middle
managers

(Murray and Javidan,

consists then,

1988).

The banking structure

of a loose-tight arrangement, with

centralized control and decentralized decision-making.
is in comparison to U.S.

banks,

This

where the span of control is

short and decision-making is mainly centralized.

Summary

Any comparison of the banking systems of the U.S.A.
Canada is compounded by the tremendous and fundamental

and
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differences that exist.

Interestingly,

the differences

between the two countries may well be becoming less
striking,

in particular with the ratification of the recent

Free Trade Agreement,

1988.

Banking certainly will be able

to take advantage of the reduction in legislative barriers,
and retail bank branch networks could well extend across
international boundaries in the future.
While banking in all countries is concerned with
similar basic services,

there are considerable differences

in the delivery mechanism and in additional service
renderings.

As we have seen in the above discussion,

legislative,

political and economic disparaties exist

between Canada and the U.S.A.

The impact of information

technology creates tensions specific to the country,
although the implementation of information technology will
perhaps be an impetus towards the creation of similar
systems,

in the more cooperative economic climate of the

latter part of the twentieth century.
Political developments appear to have significant
effects on the future of the banking industry in both
countries.

Recognition of environmental forces,

such as

customer demands for more sophisticated banking,

and the

parallel development of new technology,
banking industry,
legal system.

puts pressure on the

on political representatives and hence the
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Comparing banks from two such different systems is
problematic,
U.S.

however by choosing a regional bank from the

and a chartered bank from Canada, we are able to match

branch sample size using total branches of the regional bank
and a sample of 100 from the Canadian bank.

Although the

size of the branch networks differs by 1:10,

the density of

coverage of a geographical area is comparable.
size is actually quite similar,

Asset base

and both banks are money

center banks as well as retail banks, with only a proportion
of income generated from retail banking.

The introduction

of fairly similar information technology highlights the
different effects in the contrasting banking systems.
Little conclusive research has so far been done on the
impact of information technology on the strategic
performance of individual banks.

Evidence concerning the

success of the implementation of information technology has
been inconclusive.

Economies of scale seemingly desired by

banks, may well be better achieved by the use of information
technology,

however initial costs have been large and real

returns on investment are still ambiguous.
This research seeks to address the issue of banking
strategy in relation to technology strategy and the effects
on decision-making at the unit level.

In this era of closer

economic ties between Canada and the U.S.,

this comparative

study hopes to shed light on the various possibilities for
branch automation and branch system development.

In order
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to develop a sound theoretical base for this study,
literature search was conducted,

a

focusing on discussions of

pertinent concepts from the strategic management field.
next chapter presents this material and discusses its
relevance for the study.

The

CHAPTER III

THEORY

Literature Review

The conceptual model underlying this study focuses on
the relationship between strategy,
structure.

technology strategy and

An understanding of this

particularly the reciprocal
(Frederickson,
management.

1986),

interrelationship,

nature of the relationship

is central to the field of strategic

In our exploratory study,

this relationship

provides a background to understanding two subject banks.
Early theoretical developments which stressed that
structure follows strategy
Stopford,

1968?

Rumelt,

(Chandler,

1974)

1962;

Fouraker and

have been largely superceded

by literature emphasizing the constraints that structure has
on strategy
Bower,

(Cyert and March,

1970).

1955;

March and Simon,

Structure is shown to constrain both strategy

implementation and the strategic decision process
(Bourgeois and Astley,

1979?

Burgelman,

1983?

in particular with regard to strategic choice
Ford,
1977).

1980;

1958;

Hedberg,

Nystrom,

and Starbuck,

In the banking industry,

itself

Fahey,

1981),

(Bobbitt and

1976?

Jelinek,

a turbulent environment

forces management to reconfigure strategy and develop an
appropriate structure for implementation purposes,
the constraints on managerial choice.

within
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The primary focus of a strategy is translated into a
series of secondary strategies and tactics
implementation.

The strategic focus should drive these

subsets of strategy,
(Porter,

for ease of

1985).

giving a coherent direction to the firm

Technology strategy is a sub-strategy and

as such we will examine the literature on technology
strategy.

It is obviously important that technology

strategy and overall

strategy are coupled,

and that emergent

technology strategy is not counterproductive to the primary
strategic focus.

The capacity for uncoupling exists when

the potential power of technology capability is allowed to
drive the development of the strategy and structure of the
organization.

A strategy which emphasizes differentiation

via closer customer contact,

implies the decentralization of

decision-making to lower levels

(Kanter,

1983).

Technological capability could override the recognition of
the importance of a decentralized structure.
review of technology and centralization will

A literature
investigate

this question.
The literature review chapter is composed of
parts,

which provide a

empirical

research.

four

framework for the conduct of

We will

examine here relevant

literature on strategy and structure,
strategy and innovation,

strategic choice,

information technology and

centralization of decision-making and technology strategy.
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Strategy and Structure

The discipline of strategic management is concerned
with

"the major decisions that serve to match organizational

resources with environmental opportunities"
In general,

(Andrews,

1960).

it is accepted that the aim of an organization's

strategy is a match between its external environment and its
internal
1984;

structure and processes

Galbraith & Nathanson,

& Schendel,
Mintzberg,

1978;
1978;

Jemison,

(Frederickson & Mitchell,

1978;

1981;

Grant & King,

Miles

Snow & Hambrick,

& Snow,

1980;

1979;

Hofer

1978;

Summer,

1980).

The interrelationship of strategy with organizational
structure has been extensively documented
March and Simon,
changes

1958

(Chandler,

and Cyert and March,

1955),

in strategy being linked to alterations

(Channon,

1973;

Pooley-Dias,

1972;

Thanheiser,

1962,

with

in structure
1972).

A

series of work also focuses on the links between strategic
content and environment
Glueck,

1980;

(Hambrick,

Miller and Friesen,

1983a;
1983).

Jauch,

Osborn &

The process of

strategy-making is related to both structure and environment
in another strain of work
Friesen,
1980).

1978,

1984a;

(Mintzberg,

Grinyer,

1973;

Miller and

Al-Bazzaz and Adrdekani,

While the present study acknowledges the work

linking strategy,
configurations,

structure,

we will

and environment,

in various

specifically focus on strategy and
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structure.

The

following section deals with the

strategy and structure,

issue of

beginning with systems theory.

Systems theory is concerned with problems of
relationships,

of structure and of

interdependence rather

than the constant attributes of objects
1976).

(Katz

and Kahn,

Katz and Kahn describe open systems as being able to

maintain themselves through constant interaction with the
environment.

One of the aims of the open system approach is

the need to stay ahead of the continual tendency towards
entropy,

due to the positive inflow of energy from the

environment.

It is postulated that failure by managers to

appreciate the benefits of an open system often,
leads to entropy and eventual
Weick

(1979)

in fact,

system failure.

questions the universal attribution of the

benefits or actuality of open systems by pointing out that
some organizations exist in a closed system for long periods
of time.

"Organizational

inertia and organizational

attentiveness to one's own past experience can continue
unpunished for long periods of time"

(p239).

Indeed,

Weick

argues that organizational environments are acts of
managerial

invention rather than discovery,

calling into

question the

"true"

exemplifier,

we understand that change in the financial

services

existence of open systems.

As an

industry has been accompanied by reluctance on the

part of some individual managers and companies to
acknowledge and introduce new information technology and
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structural

change speedily

(confidential

interview,

1988).

The banking world has been a particularly stable and closed
system for a long period of time.
Within the organization,

the responsibility for

information search and the development of strategy,
typically belongs to management.

In a situation where

management prefers to be closed to outside influence,

the

corresponding strategy of the organization will be poorly
attuned to the market and to industry in general.
Simon

(1958)

hypothesized that managers

perform limited searches.
will

in organizations

Eventually these limited searches

lead to a commitment to the system,

organizational

March and

so that

success depends on doing better at what one

is already doing,

rather than depending on the development

of a new and perhaps more complete set of distinctive
competencies

(Porter,

1985).

This approach leads to

managers being unable to deal with fundamentally different
problems,

and to a retardation of organizational

In order to facilitate the
open systems,

Ackoff

(198)

"necessary"

suggests

learning.

development of

interactive planning,

or

on-going planning between participating employees and
managers,

stressing that it is the process that

and not the product.
growth are
are

important

Ackoff's point is that obstructions to

found externally

found internally,

is

but obstructions to development

so that freguently,

organizational
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structure

is an obstruction to development of

internal

resources.
Miles and Snow
concerning the
structures,

(1978)

in their concluding statements

future development of organizational

stress that managers will be required to be able

to perform systems diagnosis,

and to assume a larger sense

of responsibility by allowing greater decision-making
freedom to subordinates.
In organizations which are closed,
will be severely inhibited.
industry,

systems diagnosis

In the financial

failure to perform the diagnosis

services

in such a rapidly

changing environment may result in unsuccessful

strategies.

Greater responsibility via decision-making freedom for
subordinates,

is only true if managers are indeed spending

more time on systems diagnosis and second,

if managers

believe that subordinates are capable of greater decision¬
making .
In an era of information technology change,

the

temptation to use improved technology to introduce further
controls

is evident

(Rajan,

1987).

limited by bounded rationality,
a potential weakness
system approach.

Managerial abilities,

(March and Simon,

1958)

in the implementation of a total

Additionally,

structural

are

open

limitations on

the strategic decision process will tend to lead strategy
along familiar lines rather than towards new methods of
problem-solving

(Frederickson,

1986).
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Ten years ago in 1978,
of managers to

Miles and Snow saw the ability

facilitate rather than control,

and the

corresponding ability to be able to encourage learning,

as

the key to developing greater alignment between strategy and
structure.

This prophesy,

is being born out differentially

in the business world of the 1980s.
Organizational theorists such as Miles and Snow
and Weick

(1979)

(1978)

place emphasis on the enacted environment

of managers which is severely constrained by,

first,

existing knowledge of alternative organization forms and
second,

by managers'

be managed,
Miller,

beliefs about how people can or should

(see Mitroff & Kilmann,

1984,

1976;

Ket de Vries &

for work on managerial beliefs).

believe that people cannot be properly guided,

If managers
coordinated

and controlled in decentralized types of organization,

then

it is likely that strategies seeming to require
decentralized structures,
operable.

will be unable to become fully

The strategic task of trying to maintain an

effective alignment with the environment while managing
internal

interdependencies,

Research on the

is enormously complex.

importance of the impact of the

environment on the relationship between organizational
structure and strategic process,
1967;

Duncan,

1972;

Downey,

itself

Hellriegel

(Lawrence & Lorsch,
& Slocum,

1975)

stressed in the development of a model emphasizing
uncertainty reduction,

differentiation and integration

is
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(Lawrence &
Friesen,

Lorsch,

1982,

1967;

Khandwalla,

1972,

1977;

Miller &

1984a).

Uncertainty reduction "involves the absorption of
environmental unpredictability and fluctuations
that allows

for more rational,

administration"

(Miller,

differentiation,

1987,

in a manner

informed and orderly
p57).

Simultaneously,

including decentralizing decision-making,

occurs to handle a broader array of contingencies,
integration devices,
differentiation,

while

essential to control and coordinate

develop.

This line of reasoning points to

a requirement for managers to concentrate efforts on the
communication within the organization and particularly allow
for the

"empowerment"

Obviously,
a vacuum.

of the branch banker

(Whittle,

1986).

decisions on structure do not take place in

The process of change in an organization is

usually incremental over time,

as corporate management seeks

to minimize disjuncture and maximize the learning process.
As Barley

(1986)

points out,

process - the structuring process
constraint on human endeavor.

structure is a continuous
is both a product and a

Theorists who view structure

as an emergent property of ongoing action emphasize the
interactive and cognitive elements
1979;

Van Maanen,

continually,

1977,

1979).

(Silverman,

Weick,

Structuring occurs

influenced by environment,

strategic choice,

1971;

human actions,

performance outcomes etc.

Evidently,
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structure cannot be viewed

in isolation but should be viewed

as
"simultaneously a flow of ongoing action
and as a set of institutionalized
traditions or forms that reflect and
constrain that action" (Barley, 1986,
p80) .

This study aims to further research into the
interrelationship of strategy and structure,
specific

industry situation.

The changes,

by looking at a

partly

attributable to the introduction of unit automation,

will

illustrate the difficulties which face corporate
strategists.
stable one,
planning.

The banking world has traditionally been a
leading to the development of a closed system of

The brisk wind of changing environmental

influences affects the rate at which and type of strategic
decisions being made.

Strategies to combat the new aura of

competition must be cognizant of the restrictions or
enhancements of organizational structure in order to be
effective.
levels,

Arguably,

input from the organization,

is necessary for the banks to be

Strategic decision-making suffers
limitations

at all

fully competitive.

from managerial

in the form of perceived choice.

Structure

rarely achieves a prominent position in the determining of
strategic direction.
traditional model
(Ferguson,

1984).

Bureaucratic structure as a

of organizing is

infrequently questioned

Certainly the concern of top management
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with a newly competitive environment and a newly available
technology,

overshadows the importance of the organizations

structural configuration.

Traditional attitudes to the

inevitability and appropriateness of hierarchy reflect the
apparent strength of technological determinism.
In the next section,

we give consideration to the

social context of structure,

by examining strategic choice

and its limitations especially with regard to structure and
information technology.

Strategic Choice

The traditional arguments explaining variations in
organization structure by environment,

technology and size

are augmented by the ability of top managers to make
strategic choices

(Child,

1972).

The ability of managers to

make strategic choices is constrained by accepted beliefs of
organizational rationality.
In general,
technology,

decisions to implement computer information

are designed to create competitive advantage,

such measures as reducing labor costs and increasing
efficiency,

improving decision-making,

taking advantage of

deregulated legal environments and imitating competitors.
In the banking industry,

strategic decisions to exploit

market opportunities are further fueled by the opening of
the industry to new competitors.

Top managements'

by
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corresponding efforts to implement new information
technology may create a significant change in organizational
operations.
The implementation of computer technology affects the
organization in many ways,
jobs,

through changes in individual

how jobs are organized into work groups and through

changes in organizational structure and process
1986).

(Floyd,

Organizations typically function through a

combination of formal and informal contacts.
points out,

As Er

(1987)

the failure to consider both the formal

organization structure and informal information networks is
naive.

Information technology implementation can be

conceived of as automating existing formal procedures but
also as creating new approaches for organizational
development, which include informal channels of
communication.
Strategic choice as to the type of computer technology
and its implementation must consider the implications for
information flow and its possible alteration,
or enhancement.

Raj an

(1987)

constriction

points out that new

technologies have generally reinforced management control
through the creation of an instantaneous information system
rather than creating new ways of conceptualizing tasks.
Strategic choice implies that senior management has the
opportunity to create and choose among alternative
structural and technological arrangements.

Strategic
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choices therefore will determine the outcome of information
technology implementation with regard to centralization of
the organization.

Wilkinson

(1983)

attributes to top

managers a strategic role in choosing the path of
technological change,

which would allow a measure of social

action and correct for structural determinism.
In actuality,
initiate change.

managers may not be aware of or able to
Edstrom and Nauges

(1975)

posited the

idea

that top management do not perceive the possibility of
computer implementation across organizations,
globally,

but

in a piecemeal,

that is

incremental unit fashion.

The

consequent restriction on global development of computer
information technology is apparent,

if this is a correct

proposition.
A substantial body of literature based on the
assumptions of resource dependency and environmental
determinism assumes considerable restraint on the ability of
individuals to exercise choice
Blau,

Falbe,

Mckinley,

& Tracy,

(Carter,
1976).

1984;

Pfeffer,

1978;

Traditional work on

technology often succumbs to or is seduced by the
capabilities of technology,

such that it would seem that

technology determines possible managerial choice.
position is correct,

then managers'

choices are inherently

limited by technology to a smaller opportunity set,
global

sense.

If this

in a

Accepting technological determinism limits
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the

ongoing development and change

of

organizations

globally.
At this

point

in the

extreme position of
pragmatist,
structure

I

discussion,

complete

information technology does
of tasks

and

is

study,

the

likewise

is

a

flawed.

introduction of

culturally different

would not
or

However,

the

As we will
identical

of

a

choice,

assumption that

into two

arguably tells us more

is

embedded

about the power of

in this

technology

manner

does

As

re-structuring

examine

organizations

it

choice.

known and entirely predictable

about the way we construct

than

the

Unsophisticated

limit potential

organizations

in which technology

free

take

interrelationship

capability.

organizations.

information technology
entity

free will

acknowledge the

and technological

I

culturally,

and the

in our organizations,

technology to drive

our

organizations.
A good

example

technological

of work based on the

determinism

newspaper organizations.

assumption of

is Nancy Carter's

strategic

choice.

work examines

computerization as

with

emphasis

specific

organizational

on VDTs7,

structure

piece

on

We briefly discuss here her

representation of this viewpoint to provide
to the discussion on

1984

a

counterpoint

Her well-constructed

the predominate technology
and

seeks

in two areas,

to predict

locus

of decision-

7VDTs are visual disply terminals, presumably connected to a
central computer host, although Carter does not make this explicit.
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making and division of labor.
structure,

The relationship between

technology and size is the focus of her work.

Carter suggests that research before 1970 tends to support
centralization,

while research after 1970 tends to support

decentralization.

She attributes this to organizational

learning and/or technological advances,
technological determinism,

both forms of

allowing no discussion of

possible strategic choice or indeed other "causal"
influences.
Carter's work is based on the assumption of the
computer as an automation tool,

but it is arguable that

information technology is much more than this
previously,

see Zuboff,

1985, Adler,

1986) .

(as discussed
Carter herself

appears to reach some realization that this is the case,
her concluding statement.
decisions,

Measuring automation of

and the corresponding locus of decision-making

and division of labor mediated by size at the unit level,
may well be missing the global potential for information
technology.
The acknowledgement of traditional restraints on
managerial choice in the area of structure are a familiar
echo.

Hierarchy and its embodiment at the core of our

organizations is well documented throughout history,
culminating in Weber's definitive works
1958).

Barley

(1986)

(Gerth and Mills,

points out that a full account of

structural change appears to require a synthetic view of

in
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structure as both a product and a constraint on human
endeavor.
In particular,
industry,

choice is constrained in the banking

a venerable and stable hierarchy.

The idea of

decentralized decision-making authority falls on stony
ground for many bankers,
Additionally,
U.S.A.,

especially in the U.S.A.

recent problems with delinquent loans in the

in both banking and the savings and loans industry,

are somewhat worrisome to the banking community.

The belief

in the efficacy of decentralized decision-making is further
shaken.
In threatening times,
change,

and especially times of industry

the reaction of top management is more immediately

to face the external threats,

in the form of competition,

and merger and acquisition possibilities.

It is not

axiomatic that managers will understand that the
organization can draw additional strength from its
structure.

Decentralization has its own foes in the form of

wariness and unease with delegation of responsibility,

a

familiar bugbear of managers.

Constraints on Managerial Choices

Patterns of thinking in a society are continually
developing and changing,

values and norms are developed

which incrementally seek to incorporate new ideas.

Emery
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and Trist

(1973)

point out that important social processes

emerge as small deviations which grow in importance,
people to realize the change in their world,

causing

and that these

new processes exist with characteristics of their own.
managerial attempts to cope,

In

strategic choices in a

turbulent environment can be based on out-dated values or
assumptions

(Metzger,

Mitroff & Rau,

1984).

The development of values involves a lengthy process of
gradual acceptance of new ideas and the reduction of adverse
reaction to these new ideas,

the nature of human society

being essentially resistant to rapid change
Narayanan,

1986).

(Fahey &

Understanding that our lives are shaped

by a set of values and norms can increase our understanding
of how we make decisions.

If our present values are

understood as inappropriate in any area,

perhaps the

possibility for more rapid change increases.
By examining the assumptions,
of truth,

that is the suppositions

which are held by society as values or important

ideas, we are able to develop our knowledge of the different
paradigms that exist in society

(Burrell and Morgan,

1979).

Based on our understanding of these paradigms we can develop
the insight necessary for deciphering the intricacies of
social reality.

While values are often not consciously

chosen but are a reflection of our upbringing and societal
position,

it is possible for sentient beings to try to
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examine those values,

in the hope of understanding their

meaning and applicability.
We can direct attention to the efficacy and
appropriateness of our values,
past situations,

assumptions and paradigms in

in present organizational situations and in

the anticipated future for organizations.

Designing

organizations that incorporate a desired change in values
can increase our future control over turbulent environments.
Emery and Trist point out that

If we can spell out the possible choices
in design, we can see what alternative
values are involved and perhaps hazard a
guess at what values will be pursued by
western societies.
(1973, p71)

Human society has typically developed sets of social
norms based on the underlying and relatively stable values
shared by members of society,
the world.

in an attempt to make sense of

Social norms arise in response to the need for

regulation of relationships among independent actors
and Seashore,

1981) .8

(Moch

Investment in a set of lasting and

resistant to change normative guidelines,

allows individuals

to operate on a daily basis without a continual reassessment
of normative validity.

8Social norms are principles of perceived right actions,
binding upon the members of a group, and serving to guide, control
or regulate proper and acceptable behavior.
Definition provided
by Webster's dictionary.
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While the link between norms and values is generally
durable and resistant to change,

there must be some concern

that the expression of changing values may be thwarted by a
rigid normative system.

Fundamental ideological beliefs

about social means for gaining valued ends can be
inappropriate.

Shared assumptions, values and beliefs which

are constrained by an outdated normative system will lead to
dissatisfaction,

anomie and denial.

Thus,

for example,

values held by individuals which emphasize social
responsibility will be distorted or subordinated by a
normative system that is designed to foster individualism.
Western capitalism emphasizes primarily individual
responsibility for oneself and by extension for one's
family.

In the U.S.A.,

the notion that society as a

totality should be considered has only a shadowy existence
in the consciousness of the majority and has weak
legitimation in the constitution.

In Canada,

the political

and societal system is more considerate of the community as
a whole,

and the responsibility of the state for individuals

(Doran and Sigler,

1985).

The design of nationwide banking,

embodied in the

legislature,

shows a concern with the provision of national

opportunity.

Cooperation between disparate regions and the

ability of central management to coordinate far-flung
operations,

are more highly developed in Canada.

of diminishing legislative boundaries,

In an era

this has far-reaching
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implications for the future of organizations,
U.S.

bank organizations in particular.

in general and

Academic concern

with the challenge of cross-national development leads us to
believe that this may be the next important frontier
Porter,

(see

1989).

The design of organizations will establish a normative
work flow system which can enhance or detract from the
values of the human components.

Moch and Seashore

(1981)

point out that while nineteenth century norms emphasized
primarily economic success,

the human relations movement of

the twentieth century placed more emphasis on the importance
of the development of group norms and interdependence.
Sutton et al state that

The problem which "human relations"
attempts to solve is nothing less than
that of integrating the hierarchical
society of employer and employees.
It
is the method of motivating the
employees to act consistently with the
objectives of the whole business
organization.
(1956, p215)

The improvement of the lot of the common worker due to
the human relations movement fell into line with the
objectives of the organization of the twentieth century.
The primary concern of any redesign of the organization was
an improvement in the wellbeing of the mass of employees but
only in so far as it also benefited the organization.

This

approach focused on workers espousing managerial philosophy,
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and helping to achieve the goals and objectives of the
organization.
It has been stated that in the high technology
environment of the 1980s,

the employee who is innovative and

creative provides the thrust necessary for survival of the
organization

(Kanter,

1983).

An espoused primary concern of

the organization and its owners is to ensure that the
creativity of its workers remains constant.
articles in the popular press
Sept.

30th,

1985)

(for example,

As innumerable
Business Week,

remind us, management spends a

considerable percentage of its time discovering ways to
upgrade and enhance innovation and creativity.
The values held by members of organizations have
changed gradually.

The employee is still encouraged to

identify with the goals and objectives of the organization
but at the same time is expected to develop individually
diverse ideas.

The basic values and norms which are

expressed in an organization's culture are those values
propogated and supported by top management and the reward
system.

Discrepant values held by less influential members

can often ignored or trampled underfoot by the prevailing
normative system if they are not congruent with the
organization's overall strategy.

Needs and need

satisfactions will be shaped according to the degree of
success which they achieve in an organization
Johnson,

1980).

(Ghiselli and
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The possibilities for the encouragement and
implementation of innovation must be considered in the
design of organizations,

realizing the role that management

values play.
Fahey and Narayanan

(1986)

and organizational beliefs,

link strategic adaptation

and suggest the following four

operant assumptions:-

(1)
Belief systems are an integral part
of an organization's mind-set.
They are
the lenses through which decision-makers
view the world (Benedict, 1967)
(2)
These belief systems represent the
concepts and cause-effect relationships
imposed by decision-makers to understand
the world and to act upon it (Axelrod,
1976)
(3)
The belief systems of the top
management in a dominant coalition are
an important determinant of the
strategic behavior of the firm (Miles
and Snow, 1978)
(4)
As such, part of the explanation of
the performance of a firm may be traced
to the belief systems of the dominant
coalition (Fahey and Narayanan, 1986,
P7)
The links between the beliefs and needs of an
individual are intertwined,

and since managers may be

expected to attempt to maximize their own need satisfaction,
it is apparent that their system of beliefs will influence
the particular strategy and structure which the firm will
develop.
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Empirical research on information technologyimplementation and the effects on the long-term changes in
organizations by Keen

(1981),

current belief systems,

points out the effects of

investigating the issue of

technological ineffectiveness.

Keen examines barriers to

information technology effectiveness such as social inertia,
resistance,

and counterimplementation.

organizations are pluralistic,

He concludes that

and that tactics for change

must be facilitative and incremental,

rather than coercive.

Resistance to change and to the adoption of new
technology is frequent.

In order to ensure system success,

writers in the information systems field recommend the
involvement of the user in the design and implementation
process

(Floyd,

1986).

Markus

(1983)

postulates that people

resist the implementation of an information system for three
basic reasons:
objectives,

internal factors

(personality,

etc.)? poor system design;

career

interaction of

specific system design features with aspects of the
organizational context of system use.

From her research,

Markus develops three theories of resistance,
determined,

system-determined,

people-

and people-plus-

system-determined .
From the viewpoint of the information systems field,
consideration of organizational structure is not the primary
determinant of system implementation.

Structure is designed

to conform to the information system's needs,

rather than
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the needs of the overall strategy.

The link here allows for

technology strategy to assume a stronger place than perhaps
the strategic focus warrants.

To increase the probability

of strategic success, we advocate that structure should be
considered in the planning stages and not as an addenda to
implementation.

In implementing a new strategic

orientation, managers may still be operating according to
the dictates of an existing structure and be unable to
comprehend its limitations.

The strategy/structure balance

would be non-optimal and possibly hamper the efficacy of the
strategy.

During a period of strategic development of

innovation,

the concurrent time lag of organizational

structure development will be due in large part to the
values and beliefs of management.
Turner's

(1987)

study of technological ineffectiveness

concludes that the lack of power of the MIS department and
function,

inhibits the development of an organizational

structure maximizing the benefits of information technology.
Organizations that fail to appreciate the revolutionary
aspects of technological change will fail to give their
managers sufficient power and training to change the
structural system.
In our study,

a major concern is the provision for

structural development by corporate planning.

Input into

the planning process from branch managers and consideration
of possible changes in the branch manager role will be
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examined.

Study of corporate strategy should help to

determine the strategic focus adopted and point to the
concurrent structural considerations.
attitudes to banking as an industry,

Information on
and awareness of

environmental change allow us to begin to understand
corporate positions.

A poorly developed sense of the

structural dimension affects strategic choice,

and calls

into question the appropriateness of the structure
strategic

for the

focus.

Strategy,

Structure and Innovation

The postulation that the major role of managers has
become the generation of innovation
suspect.

As discussed above,

by their beliefs,
otherwise.

(Jennings,

1971)

is

managers continue to be bound

whether or not they seek to behave

Recently however,

this preoccupation with the

encouragement of innovation has become an engrossing theme
of modern day management.
Increasingly arguments are made concerning the need to
encourage

innovation.

describe the

A new word has been coined to

inculcation of a specific type of activity

termed "intrapreneurship."

Studies of intrapreneurship seek

to ascertain the most effective means of encouraging
managers,

within existing organizations,

to develop
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strategies to combat the perceived increase in threats to
organizational

success worldwide.

Michael concluded that

Drastic changes in technology, the
proliferation of new products, and the
obsolescence of old, tough international
competition, as well as inflation and
energy problems:
all of these events,
trends, and changes in the environment
will require managers in the 1980s to
spend more time than they did in the
1970s acting as agents of organizational
change.
(1982, p67)

Externally to the organization,
acknowledged increase

there has been an

in environmental turbulence,

partly

due to the revolution in telecommunications and
computerization of information,
"shrinking of the globe."

leading,

effectively,

to the

Internally to the organization,

there has been the development of skilled individuals as
"gatekeepers" with control

over information,

concurrent decrease in management's control,

and a
due to lack of

knowledge of advanced skills

(such as computer programming

or aviation,

Combined with an increase

Ackoff,

1981) .

in

the desire of the human components of organizations for
greater work related satisfaction,

this has spurred the

development of new managerial techniques and experimental
organizational designs,

(Jelinek,

1981) ,

designed to

facilitate the company's ability to create a market niche.
In his classic study of strategy and structure,
Chandler identified the desirability of organizational
structure following organizational

strategy:
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Unless structure follows strategy,
inefficiency results .... Volume
expansion, geographical dispersion,
vertical integration, product
diversification, and continued growth by
any of these basic strategies laid an
increasingly heavy load of
entrepreneurial decision-making on the
senior executives.
If they failed to
reform the lines of authority and
communication and to develop information
necessary for administration, the
executives throughout the organization
were drawn deeper and deeper into
operational activities and often were
working at cross purposes to and in
conflict with one another.
(1962, pl6)

The

importance of the influence of structure on the

development of the organization cannot be over-emphasized.
The interrelationship between strategy and structure
determines the extent to which an organization can operate
efficiently.

In a stable,

established situation,

the "fit"

between strategy and structure will normally be good:
dynamic situation,

in a

the "fit" may not be close enough for the

organization to reap the

full benefits of its strategy and

structure combination.
The role of innovation in relation to the development
of a successful
been of

strategy/structure combination,

has always

importance to our understanding of how organizations

continue to develop and maintain a viable existence.
Drucker

(1985)

Peter

points out that "the only stability possible

is stability in motion."

However,

many theorists tend to
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restrict their concern with the organization to external
development rather than internal development.
For example,

Schumpeter

(1950)

described development as

the carrying out of new combinations.
"development"

His use of the term

seems to be equivocal to the use of the term

"innovation" here.

Schumpeter suggested that development

consisted of:-

(1)
(2)

the

introduction of a new good

the introduction of a new method of
production

(3)

the opening of a new market

(4)

the opening of a new source of raw
materials

(5)

the carrying out of a new
organization of any industry.

The thrust of these cases of development is towards the
technical area of organization.

Schumpeter does not include

the development of new organizational
combinations,

structures in his

except in the case of an entire industry

reorganization.

It would perhaps behove strategists to

consider internal developments as a considerably untapped
source of strength.
Internal

innovations can also be considered in the

following light.

The composition of innovation has been

elaborated by Damanapour and Evan
technical

(1984),

as consisting of

innovation and administrative innovation.

I
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believe that the increasing prominence of innovation in the
ranking of concerns of managers,
of

stems

from the dual nature

innovation and its comfortable integration with the

established organizational
organizational
complex,

system.

Internal

innovations of

structure have become more imperative in our

technological

society.

Damanpour and Evan

emphasize that
... a balanced rate of adoption of
administrative and technical innovations is
more effective in helping organizations to
maintain or improve their level of
performance than either administrative or
technical innovations alone. (1984, p392)

A considerable body of previous work on organizational
innovation,

has tended to concentrate on the technical

aspect of introducing and sustaining innovation within the
organization.
This emphasis can be traced from Woodward's

(1965)

classic study of British industrial organizations through to
present day research.

Woodward's study focused on the

development of a scale of "technical complexity"

ranging

roughly from a unit and small batch type production to
continuous-flow production.
Woodward made three

Using this scaling procedure,

important findings

1)
That there is a linear relationship
between such scaled technology and such
aspects of organizational structure as
the length of the line of command and
the CEO's span of control.
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2)
That there is a U-shaped curvilinear
relationship between technology and
certain aspects of the social structures
of organizations, such as the tendency
toward participative, as opposed to
mechanistic, systems of management.
3)
That when structures conform to
technologies, organizations are more
successful.

Disagreement with these
(1971)

findings ranges

from Mohr's

argument that technology and structure are such

multidimensional phenomena that it is
them in a simple way,

to Fry

(1982),

impossible to relate
who points out how the

effects of different conceptualizations of technology and
structure,

levels of analysis and measures affect research

findings.

Interestingly,

in research results,
structure.

he finds a remarkable consistency

which hold that technology does affect

Theoretical concerns with technology and

structure do tend however,
economic aspects of

to

focus on the technical and

innovation,

and reflect a large degree

of technological determinism.
Definitions of innovation tend to focus on the economic
approach to management of the firm.
innovation as early as

1958

March and Simon defined

as present

.... when change requires the devising and
evaluation of new performance programs that
have not previously been a part of the
organization's repertory.
(1958, pl75)
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These definitions tend to be used in reference to
technical

change rather than administrative change.

and Ramaprasad
of innovation,

(1984)

Iyer

further refine Thompson's definition

with generation as

"the production of ideas

to improve the effectiveness/efficiency of the

firm."

This

later definition allows only a somewhat broader view of
innovation.

However,

some academicians have become aware of

the need to develop both the technical and administrative
sides of approaches to

innovation.

The purely economic

approach earlier favored by authors such as Donald Marquis
(1969),

has developed into a realization by management

theorists of the

importance of internal organizational

consequences of change

(Barley,

1986) ,

affecting

administrative and personnel coordination.
Innovation is the inculcating of change in an
organization and can take place both in an incremental,
process type fashion or in a revolutionary,
fashion

(Abernathy and Utterback,

incremental change,

1984) .

product type

In the case of

the workforce has the opportunity to

absorb and direct the process of that change as
In the situation of a large change,

a product

the workforce may or may not be able,

it occurs.

innovation,

or be prepared,

to

evaluate the necessary adjustments and may fail to carry
these out.

This

is true

administrative area.

in both the technical area and the
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A strategy which emphasizes

innovation runs the risk of

upsetting the strategy/structure balance.
awareness of the organization’s position in
industry setting,

Increased
its respective

and the potential threats or opportunities

that await the organization,

may spur the development of

proactive strategies requiring considerable changes

for the

organization as a whole.
A previously well-balanced strategy/structure position
may become an unbalanced strategy/structure position,
the organization unable to do more than respond to
crises,

on a contingency basis.

with

immediate

The well planned strategy

will become mired in short term crises which detract from
the overall

success of the organization.

Organizational

structure largely creates the atmosphere

of the work environment.

The formal

structure delineates

the responsibilities and authorities of the organization
members and gives stability and direction to those members.
Within and around the formal

structure,

organizational

members create an informal network of communications which
may supplement the effective

functioning of the system.

may serve to countervail the system in so far as
perceived as

it is

inadequate by organizational members.

organization may not be operating according to its
guidelines.
unsuccessful,

It

Thus an
formal

This does not mean that the organization

is

it may merely be optimizing its resources and
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creating innovative ways to overcome inadequate structural
capabilities.
The

introduction of a strategy for innovation presents

the organization with a new set of requirements which will
most likely not be met by the existing structure.
Managerial

attempts to restructure the organization to

accommodate change,

need to take into consideration the

operation of both the formal
structure.

structure and the informal

Thus the task of remodeling the structure

becomes complex and the needs of the organization become
less easily defined.
the

informal

formal

The introduction of the desire to have

structure working coherently with the proposed

structure,

different skill

confounds the issue,

possibly requiring a

level or orientation of the system

designers.
Traditionally,

the

introduction of a technical

innovation has been the province of engineers
Chandler,

1981)

trained in the most efficient methods of

instituting technical processes.
of administrative
approaches,
techniques.

less

However the

introduction

innovation requires alternative
firmly based on scientific management

It is

in this area that the success of

innovation may well be most threatened.
understanding for the needs and wants,
future,

(Sayles and

of the human element will

A lack of
both present and

lead to a less than

efficient and effective organization structure.
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Typically the generation of

innovation has been

attributed to the organizational environment,

so Damanpour

and Evan state that

Environmental change or uncertainty
stimulates changes in the strategy and/or
structure of an organization, which in turn
leads to the implementation of innovations.
(1984, pp 406-7)

In order to develop a successful proactive strategy for
organizational development and growth,

we need to consider

internal

structure and its effect on the implementing of

strategy.

Strategists desires to combat environmental

threats somewhat singlehandedly,

while admirable,

ignore the

greater force derived from a finely honed organization.
Miles and Snow

(1978)

have been instrumental

in

providing a vehicle for future analysis of the organization
and the role of innovation.

They cite the alignment-

arrangement concept as portraying a fundamental
organizational behavior.

Alignment being the fit between

the environment and a business,

arrangement being the fit

between the management processes and the
Miles and Snow

feature of

(1978)

to examining organizations,

internal

structure.

developed a tripartite approach
the

industry overlay,

strategy overlay and the administrative overlay.

the
Briefly,

the industry overlay can be used to determine particular
alignment demands and possibilities,

the strategy overlay

focuses on organizations within an industry being able to
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develop a variety of competitive strategies,

and finally the

administrative overlay creates an administrative system
suitable for current activities and to allow for future
innovation activities.
The administrative system is both a lagging and leading
variable,

that is,

changes in the administrative system may

lead to changes in other dimensions, while alternatively the
administrative system may lag behind changes in the industry
and strategy dimension.

Thus in a situation of innovation,

the administrative system must be considered and developed
in order to promote change or it will be a drag on the
organization.
adaptation,

In general,

emphasis has been on external

as Miles and Snow illustrate

.... the effectiveness of organizational
adaptation hinges on the dominant coalition's
perceptions of environmental conditions and
the decisions it makes concerning how the
organization will cope with these conditions.
(1978, p21)

Currently available management philosophies or problem¬
solving styles are not equally well suited for all
strategies.

In 1959,

Edith Penrose stated that

Internal obstacles arise when some of
the important types of specialized
services required for expansion in
particular directions are not available
in sufficient amounts within the firm in particular when not enough of the
managerial capacity and the technical
skills required for the planning,
execution, and efficient operation of a
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new programme can be had from among
existing personnel.
(1980, p365)

The ability of the organization to recruit the
appropriate technical personnel necessary for technical
innovation,

in general,

far exceeds

its ability to retrain

those existing personnel who are responsible for the smooth
operation of a new program.
innovation to take place,

In order for administrative

the existing members of the

organization must be able to devise a system,

which

incorporates their knowledge of the organization,
same time develop a more appropriate structure,
the new strategy.

and at the

suited to

Sayles and Chandler succinctly point out

the difficulty which human beings have coping with change,

The human need for continuity and
regularity is both strong and
persistent.
Mankind has sought
permanent homes in all his world's;
the
world of work, of intellect, of physical
and family life.
(1981, p 535)

In the dynamic environment of the 1980s,

it would seem

that the ability of the organization to develop and maintain
a competitive position will depend not only on technical
innovation,

but to a large extent on the development of

appropriate managerial

and organizational

Managerial philosophies,

systems.

values and mind sets which are

expressed in organizational culture serve to drive the
technical components of the organization,

and their
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appropriateness will contribute to or detract
firm's performance.

Organizational

environmental turbulence
The

from the

response to

is a product of managerial culture.

introduction of a new technology compounds the

The capabilities of
enhance control,

issues.

information technology may be seen to

and not necessarily as offering innovative

ways to develop the organizational

structure and strategy.

Strategic choice often tends to lean towards control
and standardization of jobs
efficiency.

in a desire for greater

Hunter and Timme

in managerial thinking,

(1986)

illustrate this trend

in their work describing the

improvement of bank operations through incorporation of
economies of scale.

However,

the real benefits of

computerized information technology will be the increased
abilities which users bring to the development of change
(Kanter,

1983).

Strategy and Technology

A Definition of Information Technology

At this point it
of

is appropriate to present a typology

information technology.

The following tripartite

classification of technology is taken from the organization
theory literature:-
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(1) long-linked or serially
interdependent technologies,
assembly lines

such as

(2) mediating technologies, which are
basically transaction-based, as in
information processing industries
(3) intensive or custom technologies, as
in discretionary decision-making
situations with
a lack of standardized
procedures.
(Thompson, 1967)

Raj in's

(1987)

empirical work on information technology

found that organizations using serially-linked technologies
(1)

and mediating technologies

mechanistic designs,

(2)

tended to adopt more

while those organizations employing

intensive technologies

(3)

have tended to adopt organic

structures within specialist departments,

but have

maintained management control through timely information
systems.

Currently,

second category,
technology,

the banking industry falls

into the

typically using transaction-based

although the third category could also be

appropriate in situations of product sales decisions,

where

the bank loan officer is allowed discretionary decision¬
making.
Conventional wisdom in the literature,
transaction-based systems

(as

being a response to outside,
(see Floyd,

1986

regards

in airlines and banks)

industry pressure to change

for a discussion).

Transaction-based

technology with a concurrent mechanistic structure
potential

as

limitations on the banking system.

imposes

In order to
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truly

obtain the greatest benefits

must be

aware

of the

impact

information technology.

from automation,

of alternative usages

Strategies to

banks

of

establish

relationship banking and decision-making at the branch
may not be

appropriately

technology

alone.

intensive

served by transaction-based

It may be more

appropriate to

or custom technology assumes

The potential
"informate"

for

(sic)

rather than automate

consideration to be made

technology

adoption.
retail

banking

industry,

can be used to bind the branches
headquarters
decision to
in

a

ensure that

significant

role.

information technology to be used to

additional

In the

level

(Zuboff,

in the

choice

closer to

is

an

of

central

information technology

one way or the other

is

information technology

or to decentralize decision-making.
approach

1985)

The

implementation

further explored

in this

research.

Sociotechnology

Research
substantial

investigating technology

history,

concerning the

relationship between

implementation,
a preliminary

however empirical

strategy and

stage.

In this

implementation has

a

research and theory

information technology

structure,
section,

the approach of work that has been done

are,

in general,

at

we briefly explore
so

far.

The

study
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takes the perspective,
technical

approach,

(see Storey,

1987,

primarily of the organizational/

specifically the sociotechnical model,
for a classification of approaches).

The tradition of sociotechnical

research originates

with work performed by Trist and Bamforth

(1951).

Their

1950s study of the effects of technology on social
took place

in the coal mines of the United Kingdom.

order to improve productivity in the mines they
it was necessary to look beyond just
technical

structure
In

found that

"people problems."

systems of the mining industry,

The

the organization

of the work and the methods and equipment used,

strongly

affected not only productivity,

but also the miners'

systems.

in productivity could only

Hence,

an improvement

social

be accomplished via a thorough understanding of both the
technical and social

systems under which the miners

operated.
Zemke

(1987)

describes the sociotechnical approach as

resembling participative management and team building.
However,

although in the past,

approach in this way,

organizations have used the

the sociotechnical orientation is not

restricted to this modus operandi.
sociotechnical approach "is not to

The goal of the
'be participative',

to bring work under more effective control."
The

(Zemke,

but

p52)

implied association of the sociotechnical model

with the human relations movement is coincidental,
mandated by epistemological position.

not

Increasing knowledge
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of the effects of information technology will

enable

sociotechnical theorists to revise and redirect energies to
avenues consistent with these additional research findings.
Information technology changes the nature of work and hence
effective control of work.
In the

future the effects of information technology and

the computer on the workplace may well prove to be quite
different than anticipated.

The primary impact of the

emerging integration of computers and communications
technology seems to be,

the compression of time,

the ability

to overcome geographic restrictions and the restructuring of
relationships

(Hammer and Mangurian,

1987).

The whole tenor

of the workplace and indeed the actuality of the workplace
is changing to the vaunted "post-industrial era"
1973;

Ansoff,

(Bell,

1979).

A Definition of Centralization and Decentralization

Decentralization and centralization may be thought of
as comprising the poles of a continuum,
being more,

or less,

decentralization,
hierarchical

centralized.

with decision-making

The term,

can refer to decision-making in

levels

(Downs and Mohr,

1976)

or alternately it

can be defined as the organization-wide level of
participation in decisions

(Jennegren,

1981).

For the

purposes of this study I am using the term centralization to
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refer to the decision-making roles of managers at the bank
unit level.

Specific tasks of the job,

check verification,
the regional
It

loans,

and

can be performed at the unit level or at

level.

is assumed that development of structure is

influenced by cultural background,
business exigencies.
these

such as

Changes

legal environment and

in technology will reflect

influences by conforming to existing structure.

banking system,

such as the Canadian,

with decentralized decision-making,
impact of

In a

which is nationwide

it is expected that the

information technology would enhance

decentralization of decision-making.

In a system which has

regional branching with centralized decision-making,
that of the U.S.A.,

such as

it is expected that the impact of

information technology would enhance centralization.

Information Technology and Centralization

The literature concerning the implementation of
information technology has been sporadic
1987).

(Nord and Tucker,

Although technology has been suggested as an

important area of consideration
Zimmerman,

1979)

(Drucker,

O'Connell

&

there has been a dearth of material on the

relationship of technology and strategy
Externally,

1985;

(Kantrow,

1980).

technology often represents an opportunity or a

threat to be considered in the scanning process

(Grinyer,
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Al-Bazzaz
1979)

& Yasai-Ardekani,

1986;

O'Connell

&

Zimmerman,

especially as technology can alter the structure of an

industry

(Willard & Cooper,

1985).

Blau et al.

(1976)

assert that when modern technologies alter relations of
production,

or the task,

shift organizational

they should also,

forms.

by implication

In spite of the considerable

impact of information technology on organizations,
organizational design is one of the least researched topics
(Rajan,

1987).

In particular,

as mentioned earlier,

research concerning the technological

current

impact of information

technology on the centralization of organizational structure
is

far from complete.

the statistical

In Chapter VI,

we will be analyzing

results of the administered questionnaire,

specifically looking at the effects of information
technology on centralization of decision-making at the
branch manager level.
Contradictory evidence of the relationship between
technology and centralization seems to be emerging.

There

are arguments both for and against decentralization under
conditions of information technology implementation.
Jennergren,
Gerwin

1981,

(1981)

(See

for a clear discussion of this evidence).

points out that "the longstanding controversy

over whether automation is associated with centralization or
decentralization is reflected in inconsistent results."
Information technology implementation is

(p3)

frequently

portrayed as moving an organization towards centralization
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(LaBelle and Nyce 1987).

In their discussion of the forces

driving organizations towards centralization,

LaBelle and

Nyce identify four factors as significant in the degree of
centralization achieved.

These are

(1) business characteristics, referring
to the environments and markets in which
the organization operates
(2) business strategy, the approach of a
firm in dealing with its business
characteristics
(3) scale economies, the level of
affordability of an approach
(4) organizational maturity, the firm's
readiness for a given approach (i.e.
centralizing or decentralizing).

La Belle and Nyce identify some specific functions
which require centralized management,
telecommunications,
policies,

these are

information ownership and sharing

and shared utilities and services.

If we can

extrapolate these functions to the banking industry,

then it

would seen that the development of sophisticated
telecommunications and information technology in the banking
industry would result in a high degree of managerial
centralization.
However,

the mediating factors quoted above

characteristics,

business strategies,

organizational maturity)
centralization.

(business

scale economies,

and

should affect the degree of

The lack of empirical studies examining
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this issue leaves room for substantial development of this
theoretical discussion.
The introduction of information technology entails the
possibility for the development of two basic structural
orientations for the organization.

The options seem to be:-

1.
Increased centralization with
accurate information more readily
available to top managers
2.
Decentralization with routine
decision-making at lower and mid levels
of management taken over, and due to the
structuring role of computers, the
increased capacity of manager at these
levels to make less routine decisions
(Er, 1987) .

Er's categorization can be made more complex, with the
degree of centralization varying among and across
industries.

However,

in essence,

the introduction of

advanced information technology would seem to influence
decision-making in one of the two basic directions above.
The regular growth pattern of companies prior to the
development of contemporary information technology,
well charted by researchers including Chandler
Ettlie,

Bridges and O'Keefe

(1984),

has been

(1962),

and

who tend to the

conclusion that organizational growth leads to
decentralization.
The implementation of new information technology
introduces a new dimension to the possibilities for
organizational control and the need for decentralization.
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Increasing decision-making by those managers closer to the
event/situation may increase motivation and innovative
capacities

(see Kanter,

in organizations).

1983,

for a discussion of innovation

The introduction of computer technology,

by allowing for a re-centralization of decisions and
standardization of decisions may eliminate some of these
potential benefits.

Organizational control can be confused

with centralization of decision-making,
to the other.

However,

as one often leads

control systems could also allow

greater corporate knowledge of subordinate decision-making
without restricting that decision-making.
Literature specifically referring to the implementation
of computer information technology is gaining in currency,
however it is generated mainly by systems management
researchers.
and Rule

Systems management theorists,

(1984)

century writers,

such as Attewell

refer back to Marx and other nineteenth
as examples of theorists interested in the

social effects of technology.

From their research, Attewell

and Rule point out that:-

New technologies that alter the quality
and availability of information are
likely to shift balances of power
between various groups of organizational
actors... The rerouting of information
may also create new dependencies between
parts of organizations and dissolve old
ones, paving the way for structural
changes.
(pll88)
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A general lack of evidence and the existence of
evidence which is fragmentary and mixed,
theoretical basis of this stance.

weakens the

Inevitably,

this lack of

knowledge leads to the conclusion that a priori assumptions
about the nature of computerized work are not valid or
valuable.
Limited numbers of studies,
Riley,

and Myers

(1984)

computerized system,

like that of Frederiksen,

examine the implementation of a new

and the complete restructuring of the

organization which occurred.

The development by management

of a long-range approach to organizational change,
form of experimental self-managed work teams,

in the

and emphasis

on organizational rather than unit goals,

provides us with

one example of organizational adaptation.

More empirical

research is needed to develop systematic theories about the
effects of computerized work.

Carter

(1984)

points out that

future research must be increasingly sensitive to the extent
and manner in which the computer is used,

and the

programmability of the tasks to which its utilization is
applied.
We conducted a review of the literature on bank
management,

to determine previous work in our subject area.

This search revealed a lack of empirical research on the
effects of information technology on decision-making.

The

industry literature is primarily concerned with
prescriptives for bank managers,

in particular suggesting
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suitable techniques for sales,

managing,

cutting etc.

(such as Clemons,

Isolated studies

leadership,

1988),

with the impact of technology on bank structure,
future technological advantage,

cost
deal

in terms of

but do not consider the role

of branch managers and decision-making.
Research on the problems of developing and implementing
structural changes in organizations is sporadic
Cammann and Mirvis,
in their research,
branches.
system,

1980).

(Nader,

These authors address this issue

developing feedback systems in bank

While this research is conducted in the branch

the sites are really incidental,

that is,

the

researchers could have used another industry to conduct the
experiment.
Bank management research,
nature,

in general,

is of this

bank managers are managers in banks.

In the current

research, we are much more specifically focused on the
banking industry as a good example of the on-going dilemna
between strategy,
making.

information technology and decision¬

The branch system is essential to this research.

Chapter IV lays out the research questions developed
for this research,

to provide us with some illumination on

the topics which have been discussed in this chapter.

The

extent to which technology impacts on the existing
centralization or decentralization of decision-making will
further the state of knowledge in this area.

The following

final section deals with the issue of technology strategy.
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Technology Strategy

This section presents a comparison of the work of
Porter and Schumpeter,

as representative of the major

paradigms of corporate strategy.

The analysis in Chapter V

will be guided by these conceptual frameworks,

examining the

corporate strategies and technology strategies of the New
England and Canadian banks,
interview data.

a contrast derived from the

The distinction between these two

frameworks provides clarity on the issue of corporate
strategy in a changing environment.
The first part of this section draws heavily on the
ideas presented in Porter's books,
(1980)

and Competitive Advantage

the framework.

Competitive Strategy

(1985),

briefly presenting

The section concludes with a summary of the

Schumpeterian approach.
Porter identified two generic ways in which a
competitive advantage could be sustained,
and differentiation strategies.

through low cost

A low cost strategy

emphasizes the need to incur the lowest costs in an
industry.

This strategy requires
aggressive construction of efficient
scale facilities, vigorous pursuit of
cost reductions from experience, tight
cost and overhead control, avoidance of
marginal customer accounts and cost
minimization in areas like R&r. service,
sales force, advertising and so on.
(1980, p35)
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A differentiation strategy seeks to make the

firm

unique along dimensions that are highly valued by buyers,

a

firm
selects one or more attributes that many
buyers in an industry perceive as
important, and uniquely positions itself
to meet those needs.
It is rewarded for
its uniqueness with a premium price.
(1980, p38)

Low cost strategy and differentiation strategy are not
mutually exclusive.
other,

Neither can ignore attributes of the

low cost strategy cannot

ignore quality,

features or other bases of differentiation,

while a

differentiation strategy cannot ignore costs.
advocates that the primary strategic

to

Porter

focus of the firm will

be either low cost or differentiation,
given to secondary factors.

service,

with consideration

Porter points out that actions

implement strategy are specific to each industry,

that the need to identify a
the key to a successful

firm's competitive advantage is

strategy.

Technological change

is a prominent

factor in the

changing of the rules of competition and in changes
industry structure.

Briefly,

information stems

in

technology is embedded in all

the components of the value chain,
virtually any activity.

but

so change may affect

In particular,

given that

from and is used for or in every activity,

information systems have a large effect.

Computerized
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information systems therefore have a system-wide effect,
both in terms of product and process change.
According to Porter,
advantage lies

the importance for competitive

in the effectiveness of technology and

whether it has a significant role in determining relative
cost or differentiation position.

Banking literature takes

up this position with reference to future strategic banking
moves

(Bleyleben and Wurster,

1985).

Under certain

circumstances such as change leading to lower cost or
enhancing differentiation,

first mover status or overall

improvement in industry structure,

a sustainable competitive

advantage will be obtained.
Technological change will also affect the structure of
the

industry,

the industry,

and the profit potential of all

firms.

Within

new technological developments affect entry

barriers,

buyer power,

rivalry.

Porter

(1985)

supplier power,
gives

substitutions and

four reasons why technological

change has the capacity to widen industry boundaries
number of ways:-

(1)
By reducing logistical costs,
geographic scope of the market is
enlarged

the

(2)
By reducing the cost of responding
to national market differences and
helping to globalize industries
(3)
By enhancing product performance,
bringing new customers and competitors
a market

into

in a
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(4)
By increasing the inter¬
relationships among industries

In the

interview analysis,

(pl75)

we will examine the banking

industry in light of these suggestions.

As a representative

of the Industrial Organization perspective,

Porter develops

a framework which assumes a relatively stable environment.
The

feasibility of achieving competitive advantage rests on

the limits of rivalry within the given industry,

rather than

on the outside

forces that might affect the firm

(Astley and

Raj am,

In an era

1987).

in which the current explosion of

information-related technologies posit the beginning of a
new industrial age
Piore and Sabel,
is shaken.

(Bell,

1984)

1967;

Reich,

1983;

Ayres,

1984;

the stability of industry structure

A framework which does not provide for a dynamic

environment is

inherently flawed.

Clemons and Row

(1987)

technology is available to all

argue that if information
firms,

the benefits of

information technology are more likely to be realized by a
specific

firm,

if they "exploit unique structural

characteristics of the

...

firm

(pl79)."

Technology itself

becomes a tool which any company may use to process data,
while structural variations between firms give an actual
competitive advantage.

It would seem that technology

itself cannot long remain the sole generator of competitive
advantage,
industry.

as

it is eventually dispersed throughout an
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As technological

life cycles grow shorter,

develops more rapidly,
substitutions occur,

obsolescence

and the pace at which technological

increases

(Astley and Raj am,

1987).

The corresponding environment is continually being reshaped,
as

in the

financial

services

industry,

and new product

developments and innovations are rapidly diffused,
challenging the
industries.

firms to compete in new ways and across

In such an unstable environment the

appropriateness of the Porter framework is called into
question.
In 1949 Schumpeter proposed an analysis of innovation,
as a

force of "creative destruction"

constantly realigning

boundaries of competitive domains and reshaping industry
structure.

Astley and Rajam

(1987)

of the Schumpeterian paradigm,

draw on the assumptions

to derive two generic

strategies relevant for firms competing in technological
environments.

As they state

Rather than erecting barriers to entry
with the aim of stabilizing industrial
environments and protecting the firm
from an invasion of competitive forces
from the outside, these strategies
destabilize current industrial
environments, open up entirely new
avenues of industrial development, and
create innovative growth opportunities
where none previously existed.
(p2)

The Schumpeterian paradigm centers on the notion of
dynamic disequilibrium,

in which the economy progresses
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through recession and expansion in waves,

based on new

technology developments and aided by the efforts of
entrepreneurs.

The development of new industries takes

place through their creation out of the shifting boundaries
of old industries,

leading to the idea of competition and

symbiotic interdependencies between industries.
technological

Shorter

lifecycles and greater technological

interdependence,

lead in turn,

to strategies of permanent

innovation and open systems.
Astley and Raj am make the suggestion that the Porter
strategic framework is inappropriate in unstable
environments with rapid technological changes.

Suggesting

instead that the Schumpertarian strategies are more
appropriate with their emphasis on continual
collaboration.
implications
reaching.

As we shall

innovation and

see in Chapter V,

the

for the financial services industry are far

Epistemological orientation on this issue

dictates very different strategies

for the individual

firms

and for the future of the industry as a whole.

Summary

In our discussion,

we have covered topics dealing with

strategy and structure relationships,
limitations on strategic choice,

the potential

for and

the impact of innovation,

particularly information technology innovation,

on the
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structure of the organization.

We have considered

technology implementation and centralization of decision¬
making and finally have examined technology strategy and the
importance of underlying assumptions affecting strategic
orientation.
The literature search seeks to connect all these
threads,

relevant to the research,

in an attempt to show

that innovation affects organizations

in different ways.

Innovation is constrained by managerial beliefs,
managerial

choice is limited.

and hence

The technical aspects of

innovation are more obviously dealt with than the
administrative aspects.
change is

Strategic planning for structural

less well understood and this may lead to the sub-

optimal use of information technology.

The potential

strength of information technology lies

in its ability to be

used to "informate"

(sic)

as well as automate

(Zuboff,

1985) .
The empirical research we conduct examines the
relationship between strategy,
structure.

technology strategy and

We appraise this arrangement and the portents

for the optimal use of information technology,
tool

for automation and for "informating."

both as a

The decision¬

making role of the bank branch manager reflects the emphasis
which corporate management places on the centralizing/
decentralizing power of information technology,

in
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conjunction with its greater control of information

(Er,

1987) .
The next chapter,
research questions,

Chapter IV,

presents the redefined

developed after study of the literature.

The exploratory nature of the research restricts the use of
specific hypotheses,
subsequent studies.

which will be more appropriate

in

CHAPTER IV

METHODOLOGY

General

Description

The study documents and analyzes the relationship
between corporate strategy,

technology strategy and

decision-making structure at the bank branch manager level.
Overall,

the study assesses the de facto centralization or

decentralization of the decision-making role of the bank
branch manager,

with the introduction of computerized

information technology.

The literature review chapter

examined these areas and the importance of their connection
for organizations.
In Chapter I we stated that the research is guided by
three underlying research questions.

Bearing this

in mind

and taking into consideration the literature review,

we

present next an amplified set of research questions.

Research Questions

Given the relationship of strategy,
structure,

outlined above,

six research questions were

developed to guide this research.
address the two banks
comparative dimension.

technology and

individually,

The research questions
they do not address the

As discussed further below,

the
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international comparison is the method by which we aim to
maximize understanding of two different national
institutions.

The exploratory nature of the

field research

is guided by the

first four research questions at the

corporate level,

stage 1,

and by the fifth and sixth

questions at the unit level,

stage 2.

The major research questions of this study ask,
la.

What is the strategic focus of the subject banks?

lb.

Does the information technology strategy in effect,
seem to be consistent with the overall

2a.

strategy?

Is the structural dimension of centralization/
decentralization of decision-making at the bank branch
level,

2b.

consistent with the strategic focus?

Is the technology strategy consistent with the
structural dimension of centralization?

and
3a.

With the continuing implementation of
technology,

information

how do bank branch managers perceive their

decision-making role?
3b.

Do they perceive any changes

in that role resulting

from branch automation?

Research Design

The study is conducted in two banks at two levels of
analysis,

the corporate level and the unit level.

This
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leads us to a two stage descriptive research design;
depth,

semi-structured interviews

questionnaire

in the second stage.

in-

in the first stage and a
Both the

interview

questions and the questionnaire were pretested with bank
officers before they were administered.
Initially,

information gathering interviews were

conducted with local W.
The purpose of these

Massachusetts retail bank officers.

interviews was to gain some

insight and

understanding of

institution specific knowledge,

language

and structures.

Concurrently a literature search was

conducted to provide historical background and to obtain a
grasp of the contemporary banking situation in both
countries.

The Subjects

The research is a cross-national comparison between
Canadian and United States banks.

As we discussed in

Chapter II,

representative of

the two subject banks,

different banking systems,
certain ways.

are similar and dissimilar in

The major purposes of the two banks

retail banking,

which typically serves the consumer through

the bank branch network,

and acting as money center banks,

dealing with larger commercial and governmental
opportunities

include,

(Danielson,

1987).

financial
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The two banks have a comparable asset base
U.S.$35 billion range,

with annual

U.S.$250 billion range.

in the

revenues matching in the

The major structural difference

seems to lie with the size of the branch network,
1:10

(U.S.

branching,

to Canada).

which is

The Canadian bank has nationwide

while the U.S.A.

bank has regional branching in

the New England area.

Parameters of the Research

Qualitative research is undertaken to determine the
parameters of the research and establish a descriptive
framework at the corporate level.

In this study,

interviews

are mainly conducted at the corporate management level with
some informational gathering interviews at the bank branch
level.

Quantitative research in the second stage

the branch manager at the unit level,

focuses on

using mainly

descriptive statistics and allowing for some open-ended
responses.
At the corporate management level,

the study

establishes the strategic focus of the two organizations,
and considers the

fit with technology strategy.

corporate strategy,

Given

the study evaluates the extent to which

corporate consideration was or is given to the structural
implications of decentralization/centralization for the job
of bank branch managers.
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At the business unit level,
questionnaire

perceptions of their role,

Canada and the U.S.A.

Additionally,

both in

we explore branch

perceptions of corporate strategy and the effects

of information technology on their job.
(see Appendix C),
authority,

an extensive

is administered to obtain information about

bank branch managers'

managers'

the branch,

The questionnaire

covers specific areas of decision-making

developed from the interview data,

and is

designed to allow us to construct an aggregate depiction of
the branch managers'

role.

Qualitative Research

This section details the application of the qualitative
research and describes the

instrument that is developed.

The Interview Schedule

The first stage of the research involves the conducting
of interviews with corporate top level managers responsible
for retail banking.
the interviews,
(Appendix B).

In order to facilitate the focusing of

an interview schedule was developed,
The schedule is based on preliminary

interviews with bank officials and data drawn from a
secondary literature search,
academic.

both institutional and

With the guidance of the pre-tested interview
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schedule,
the

semi-structured interviews are conducted covering

following subject areas:-

(1)

corporate strategy and strategic choice of information
technology.

(2)

corporate consideration of the implications of
technology introduction on centralization of unit
decision-making.

(3)

the

impact of information technology implementation on

the role of the retail bank branch manager in
particular.
In order to elicit more

fully bank officers'

perceptions and opinions of corporate strategy and its
implications,

encapsulated in areas

(1)

and

(2),

the

interviews are guided by broad open-ended questions.
Following a
1986)

"general

interview guide approach"

(Patton,

in which a set of questions or issues to be explored

is outlined before the
to probe,

explore,

interview and the interviewer is

free

and ask questions during the interview,

which elucidates and illuminates the particular subject.
Researcher bias can be minimized by the application of this
approach.
Questions on area

(3),

which more specifically concerns

the role of the bank branch manager are a set of prescribed,
open-ended questions which focus on specific issues of bank
branch manager decision-making situations.
"standardized open-ended interview"

Patton's

format is used,

(1986)
each
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respondent being asked the same set of questions

in the same

sequence.

Agreement on specific branch decision-making

procedures

is essential

for organizational consistency.

The Interview Data Collection Procedure

The
and

interviews took place over a period of three months

included executives both from the two proposed subject

companies

in New England,

U.S.A.

similar banking institutions.

and Canada,

and from other

Through the auspices of the

Institute for North American Trade and Economics

(INATE),

inquiries were made in order to locate banking institutions
suitable for the research.
of Dalhousie University,

Our inquiries led us to the Dean

Nova Scotia,

who graciously was

able to connect us with an agreeable Canadian subject bank.
Through the Dean of the School of Management,
Massachusetts,
New England.
appears

Amherst,

University of

a suitable candidate was

found in

(A copy of the letter to the various banks

in Appendix A.)

On agreeing to aid in the research,

the bank presidents

forwarded our request to the appropriate bank department
head.

Interviews could then be set up with corporate

executives,

responsible

for bank branch strategy,

development of branch electronics,

for the

and with regional

executives responsible for branch administration.
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The

interviews were

recorder,

in

subsequent

some

conducted with the

instances,

analysis.

in

order to

Sensitivity to

deemed necessary.

of

a

facilitate

interviewees'

with anonymity was paramount and the tape
off as

aid

tape
the

concerns

recorder switched

These tapes were transcribed and

supplemented with hand-written notes.
The

second

stage

construction of a
these

literature.

the

first

selected

stage
retail

research

involved the

questionnaire based on the

interviews

the

of the

(see
The

Chapter V)

of

and knowledge gained

questionnaire,

of data

analysis

collection,

developed
was

at the

from
end of

disseminated to

bank branch managers.

Quantitative Research

Quantitative
of

a

research was

standard questionnaire

banks.

This

survey

facilitated through the use

for data

instrument

collection across

is described

in the next

section.

The Questionnaire

The

questionnaire takes

Appendix C).
managers,
ensures

The

explains

anonymity.

the

introductory
the purpose
The

form of

six

sections

(see

letter to the bank branch
of the questionnaire

sections

cover

(1)

and

branch technology

Ill
level,

(2)

machine
(4)

branch automation and the automated teller

(3)

bank branch manager responsibilities and roles

training

(5)

bank strategy

(6)

demographics.

Section 1

uses a 3-point scale to determine the extent of automation.
Sections

2

through 5 use a 5-point Likert scale to capture

variation in response,

with some questions requiring numeric

responses and others simple choice.
straight

Section 6 requires

forward yes/no or numeric answers.

Finally the

questionnaire allowed space for open-ended comments of the
respondents.
The questionnaire was reviewed and critiqued by 5
academic researchers.

It was then pretested on a group of

local bank branch managers and regional branch managers to
ensure clarity of definitions,
questions,
questions.

to eliminate inappropriate

and to generate additional branch demographic
Completion of the questionnaire was estimated to

take 20-30 minutes.
The questionnaire package

included a stamped pre¬

addressed envelope and a stamped pre-addressed 3x5 card,
(Appendix D),
back,

requesting that the recipient send the card

with an indication of their desire to receive a copy

of the final report.

The purpose of this was to ensure

researcher knowledge of respondent response rate.
was coded to identify the sender,

Each card

obviating the need to code

the questionnaires and risk alienating wary respondents,
possibly losing some responses.

The package to Canada did
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not

include postage,

Canadian stamps

due to difficulties

in the U.S.A.,

in obtaining

it was not believed that this

would significantly affect response rate.
Questionnaire administration was closely monitored,
with subject bank sponsoring of the study contributing to
the belief that response rate would be high.

We anticipated

that a follow-up letter would be sent to recalcitrant
respondents,

however this did not prove to be necessary.

Questionnaire Data Collection Procedures

One of the major concerns with data collection via
questionnaires
response rate.

is the potential

for a low or inadequate

Procedures were followed to obviate some of

this concern and are described in the next section.
Techniques

for increasing response rates:

A branch of

academic research has specifically focused on the problems
associated with questionnaire return rates
others,
Alwin,

Bailey,
1977;

1982;

Heberlein and Baumbartner,

Armstrong,

Boek and Lade,

1963;

amongst
1978;

Bachrack and Scoble,
1972).

1967;

Considerations

for

following issues;

Inclusion of a pre-paid envelope for the return of

responses
2.

1975;

Dillman,

this study include the
1.

(see,

increases the response rate.

A regular hand-stamped envelope produces a better return

rate than a business reply envelope.
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3.

The survey title and the opening paragraph of the cover

letter can affect response rate by as much as 20%.
4.

Printed questionnaires tend to receive better response

rates than a photocopy document.
5.

The enclosure of a postcard to be used to indicate

separate response,
6.

helps

in assuring anonymity.

Rank order and open-ended questions are potential

problems and should be avoided.
7.

Questionnaires that require more than 30 minutes to

complete tend to receive poor response rates.
8.

University-based research tends to receive a higher

response rate.
9.

Corporate support for the survey can increase response

rate,

provided anonymity is assured.

10.

Attractiveness and clarity of the questionnaire

format.

11.

Positive style of cover letter is associated with a

higher response rate.
12.

Time of mailing,

by month,

could affect response rate.

The questionnaire construction and delivery was
sensitive to all these issues,

and the effect on response

rate is discussed in Chapter VI.

The Survey Time Frame

The projected time frame for the survey was
approximately 6 months,

from beginning the

interview stage
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through to the completed collection of the questionnaire
data.

Interviews took place through the summer months of

June to August.

Questionnaire development was a continuous

process during this time,
by October 31st.
banks'

completed.

in early November,

and a few days

instrument was ready

for in-house

later the Canadian mailing was

Minor in-house delays held up the actual

delivery to bank branch managers,
resolved.

final

The mailings went out to the New England

headquarters

distribution,

and the

but eventually delays were

Branch managers received the questionnaire

in the

middle of December and the data collection phase continued
until the middle of January.

Data Analysis Concerns

Data analysis provides many potential pitfalls,
we will

which

seek to minimize by concentration on the following

concerns.

These concerns were expressed prior to

construction of the research instruments and played a major
part

in decisions on procedure.

Quality Checks

for the Qualitative Data

Internal validity,
gathered,

the credibility of the information

was enhanced by two primary factors.

improved by the method of sampling,

It

is

which deliberately
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included a set of three corporate managers per bank,
individual

responsible

for strategy formulation,

electronic banking manager,
manager.

an

an

and a branch administration

This sampling ensured coverage of three different

corporate angles within each bank,

increasing internal

validity.
Triangulation,

or validation using other methods,

important guality check,
of data sources,
banking world,

took place

an

in the form of a variety

producing an enhanced description of the

and improving

internal validity.

External

validity is not a relevant concern of this study or method
as we are not seeking to generalize the study.
reliability of the data

The

is primarily enhanced by the

standardization of the interview schedule,

and the extent to

which data are confirmed by multiple records.

Quality Checks

for the Quantitative Data

The exploratory,

institutional nature of the study

limits the extent to which we are concerned with validity
and reliability.

Obviously,

as researchers we are concerned

with the clarity of concepts and readers'
our discussion.

We

potential problems

understanding of

focused our attention on reducing
for the questionnaire respondents,

the instrument design stage,

during

and on developing a

questionnaire that would cover a wide range of relevant
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subject areas.

The questionnaire was developed on the basis

of the interview data and reviewed by both academic and
industry advisors.

Rigorous pre-testing of the instrument

eliminated problems due to format,

item content and general

instruction procedure.
Recognition of the possibility of confounding
variables,

due to proprietory institutional demographics,

specific to the U.S.A.

and Canadian survey respondents,

requires the use of statistical control techniques
analysis.
age,

in

Demographics such as branch manager education,

gender,

length of employment and other bank employment,

in addition to branch characteristics,
deposit base,
of automation,

number of employees,

such as size of

and amount and sequence

may impact the investigation into attitudes

to decision-making and technology.

Chapter VI gives an

extensive breakdown of branch manager and branch
demographics.

Statistical Analysis

The study makes use of descriptive statistical analysis
techniques

including,

frequency distributions,

exploratory factor analysis.

The most common factor

analytic algorithms are exploratory in nature
Exploratory factor analysis
structure of the data,

t-tests and

(Field,

1984).

is effective in uncovering the

particularly when used in combination
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with frequency distributions.

The purpose of the technique

is to allow the researcher to develop a more
relationship with the data.

intimate

Inferential techniques can then

be employed more constructively in further studies.
Chapter V follows with interview analysis,

setting the

stage with an examination of corporate strategy for Chapter
VI and the analysis at the unit level.
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CHAPTER V

QUALITATIVE FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Interview Analysis Introduction

A series of
regional

interviews conducted with corporate and

level executives yielded a rich,

framework for the overall
Schedule).
managers
banking.

study

descriptive

(Appendix B:

Interview

The interviews took place with corporate

in charge of branch administration,

and electronic

The purpose of the interviews was to understand

corporate and technology strategy.

This research concern

includes examining the themes which influence the decision¬
making process,

with regard to branch automation,

the

overall corporate strategy and the different possible
avenues and constraints for implementation of the chosen
strategy.
The process of bank branch automation is a strategic
development primarily of the 1980s,
and Linker,

1985,

(see Lipis,

one of multiple references).

Marschall
Strategic

choices are still being made concerning the means to achieve
branch automation,
proposed and actual

in terms of resources and equipment.

The

effects on decision-making within the

organization are an area of urgent consideration,

given the
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potential

for "technological myopia"

Benjamin et al

(1984)

(Wyman,

1985).

As

point out

it is necessary... to maintain alertness
to possible new uses of the technology
at all levels of the organization especially among those personnel who
have customer contact.
(p9)

The emerging integration of computers and
communications technology tends to have a primary impact on
(1)

the compression of time

restrictions
Mangurian,

(3)

overcoming geographic

restructuring of relationships

1987) .

As we will explore in the

interview analysis,
automating banks,
these

(2)

(Hammer and

following

the possibilities which open up to

involve consideration of all three of

impacts.

Strategic Themes Influencing Branch Automation

There are many factors

influencing the strategic

decision to automate the bank branch.
presented here,

The

extracted from the data,

most important ones,

five themes

appear to be the

although their presentation should not

be taken to indicate ranking of importance.
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Theme Analysis

Theme analysis is a standard tool of ethnographic
interview analysis

(Spradley,

categorize the data
Theme

1:

1979),

into meaningful

and we use

it here to

and understandable form.

System-wide technological advances,

make

available the electronic capability for automation,
seen as presenting an economic imperative.

which is

This theme

supported in the literature by Benjamin et al

(1984).

is
The

increasing movement towards a technological society in the
1980s,

is

fueled by the development of sophisticated,

affordable and compact computer technology,

in conjunction

with the development of advanced telecommunications.
Theme 2:

At the same time,

market awareness of the

advantages of sophisticated technology,
catalyst for technological development.

tends to act as a
Consumers are

becoming increasingly sophisticated concerning information
technology,

and therefore consumer demand for automated

service is strengthening.
from

Broadly,

the industry has changed

demand-driven to supply-oriented

McKenzie,

1986)

(Kolari,

McDaniel and

implying the need for increased focusing of

strategy on specific markets.
Theme 3:

Changes

in demographics affect the

composition of the workforce,
labor costs.
Solomon,

worker availability and hence

This theme is supported in the literature by

(1986).

Nationwide in the U.S.A,

demographic
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changes are,

in part,

due to the natural decline

in the

birth rate and the aging of the baby boomer generation.
the New England area,
decline
of

economic resurgence and a sharp

in the unemployment rate exascerbate the difficulty

filling positions appropriately.

In particular,

entry

level workers are increasingly hard to find and hire.
Canada,

In

the birth rate

is also fairly low,

In

and population

increase takes place through a combination of indigenous
births,

and immigration.

workers

is

The problem of finding entry level

less severe than in the U.S.A..

Theme 4:

deregulation of the financial

services

industry changes the importance of comparative competitive
advantage,

in a marketplace undergoing significant

structural change

(Benjamin et al,

1984).

Deregulation has

led mainly to an increase in concern with cost structure and
service structure productivity
1985).

In the U.S.A.,

(Lipis,

Marshall

& Linker,

the competitive challenge comes

from

the lifting of some legal restrictions on financial
products,

such as

geographical

interest rate caps,

from changing

limitations and from the advantages to

competitors of telecommunications usage.
industry structure of Canada,

In the simpler

deregulation has

intensified

the competitive product environment and the convenience of
services.

The competitive environment will expand further

in the coming years to include greater international
competition.
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Interestingly,

in general,

at the corporate level,

deregulation is not considered to be of importance in the
development of branch automation.

The driving forces behind

automation are seen as the need to become more cost
efficient and to provide convenience in the form of extended
hours via the ATM.
actually,

Thus,

automation potentially,

if not

provides a convenience driven service with the

advantage of on-line,

real-time

information without the

disadvantage of increased labor costs.
Theme 5:

senior managements'

entrepreneurial

attitude

affects the timing and direction of technology innovation
(Benjamin et al,

1984).

Senior managements'

preoccupation with proactive strategy,
strategy will affect the decision,
implement technology.

level of

and technology

when,

if and how,

to

The established organizations of the

banking industry are faced with the paradox of potentially
performing an entrepreneurial

function,

shifting between control and chaos
1984).

Senior managements'

technological change,
banks studied.
management,

a dynamic situation

(Maidique and Hayes,

role as the champions of

is a very important theme in all the

The initiative

acting as sponsors

for change,

comes

for automation.

from top
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Industry Structure

Technological change affects the structure of an
industry,
1985).

and the profit potential of all firms

In the banking industry,

a combination of forces,

(Porter,

change has been effected by

of which technology is an element.

Industry boundaries have been weakened or cast aside to
create a much broader field of products offered by many more
firms.

Using Porter's typology, we can categorize

technological change as widening industry boundaries in a
number of ways:(1)

By reducing logistical costs,

the market is enlarged.
been enlarged,

the geographic scope of

In the U.S.A.,

bank markets have

both through legislation and through density

of coverage provided by ATM networks.

In Canada, ATMs have

provided higher density of geographic coverage.
(2)

By reducing the cost of responding to national market

differences and helping to globalize industries.
England region,

In the New

automation helps to further the amalgamation

of numbers of small banks into regional banks,

by increasing

the ability to introduce consistent controls throughout the
branch system and further control costs.

In Canada,

automation helps to service an already national market in a
more timely fashion.
(3)

Industry boundaries can be widened by the enhancement

of product performance and design,

as with new types of or
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variation on mortgage products,

bringing new customers and

competitors

into a market.

hastens the

introduction of new products,

current proliferation of

Technological

change in banking
leading to a

financial products

in both

countries.
(4)

The widening of industry boundaries by technological

change can increase the

interrelationships among industries.

The providers of banking services have proliferated due to
the development of sophisticated telecommunications
networks.

The Canadian system encourages more direct and

hence speedy dealings between banks,
of a policing body such as the U.S.A.
Simultaneously,

banking subsidiaries

brokerage services,

without the mediation
Federal Reserve.
in areas such as

are enabled to provide quicker and more

complete service with today's telecommunications networks.
It is possible that appropriate use of technology can lead
to advantages attendent on a redefinition of the industry
structure,

in certain circumstances.

So far,
proprietory,

technology internal to the branch is
whether it is connected to the central host at

headquarters or is

in the

from ATM networks,

the sharing of technology systems,

the airline
forseeable.

industry,

form of personal computers.

is as yet not operative,

Apart
as

or

While perhaps one day it may be possible to

enter any retail bank outlet and obtain an on-site

in
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comparative analysis of different bank products,

I tend to

doubt the possibility.
After years of stability,

the banking industry is

currently in a dynamic environment
1987) .

(Bank Y Annual Report,

The ability of individual companies to achieve and

sustain a competitive advantage in this environment is
called into question.

Strategies that seek to obtain an

advantage can potentially be outmoded in short time periods,
as the environment changes.

The belief

in a sustainable

competitive advantage may well be a trap for corporate
executives,

who must continually develop strategy in

relation to changes

in their industry.

Pressures on

business to maintain certain services continue
industry change,

and decisions may be effective in the short

term but less so in the long term.
examples will
Recent,
banks
This

The following two

suffice to point out the dangers.
1988,

consumer pressures

in Canada have pushed

into offering a no-service charge,
is

checking account.

in spite of the general move towards

services,

in a climate where

dramatically reduced,
squeezed.

in spite of

fee-based

interest rate spreads have been

and bank profitability has been

In the U.S.A.,

proprietory ATM networks have

become supplemented by widespread third-party networks,
ensuring all bank customers access,
using their own bank's machines.

without the necessity of

Significant inventory
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costs are

involved in the development of networks,

advantage

for individual banks is being eroded.

and the

Technology Strategy

In Chapter III,

we examined Porter's conceptual

framework for competitive strategy and discussed its
relevance for turbulent environments.
will examine the

fit

In this section we

into that framework of the New England

and Canadian banks according to the perceptions of the
interviewees.
Porter identified two generic ways

in which a

competitive advantage could be sustained,
and differentiation strategies.
that

Parsons

through low cost
(1983)

information technology should support the

strategy.

Technology is effective

emphasizes
firm's

if it has a significant

role in determining relative cost or differentiation
position.

Bleyleben and Wurster

competitive advantage
either

(1)

(1985),

in the banking industry will take

customer relations as a basis

wide array of products or
banking industry,

maintain that

(2)

for cross-selling a

a low cost position.

In the

technological change is a major influence,

revamping the system's potential and actual development.
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Overview of Corporate Strategy

The banking systems
implications
entrenched,

for corporate strategy formulation.

The large,

nationwide branch system in Canada covers a vast

variety of markets,
locations,

in our study have far-reaching

from rural based to city based

across 5 different time zones.

The smaller

region-wide branch system in New England also covers
different markets,

but with less heterogeneity of locations,

and without time zone considerations.
The Canadian bank adapts to

its constraints by ensuring

tight uniformity of branch controls,
procedures.

in the form of paper

Customers are treated as specific to a branch,

and all appropriate paperwork
to the branch after,
At the same time,

(such as checks)

increasingly,

is returned

divisional processing.

responsibility for branch profit and loss,

and responsibility for decision-making,
form of loan decisions,

especially in the

are decentralized to the branch.

Branches have discretionary decision-making authority in
such areas as check cashing,
for fraudulent checks.
different environment

and are

Branches are

financially responsible
independent in a very

from that of the U.S.A..

The New England bank's branch controls are applied less
uniformly and paper trails may even be different for each
branch or region.
more centralized,

Inversely to Canada,

decision-making is

with branch managers referring loan
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decisions to regional centers,
other New England banks,

in this particular bank.

In

loan officers working in the branch

are responsible for loan decisions and assume a more
important decision-making role.

In the U.S.,

customers are

not necessarily close to the product/sales decision point,
conversely in Canada,

branch managers are the decision

point.
Concern with loan losses has reached high proportions
in the U.S.,

at the retail

local

commercial nationwide level.

level and

indeed at the

Bank amalgamations have

resulted in a concentration on reducing the number of poorly
performing loans,

by foreclosing.

do not make loan decisions,

Individual bank managers

either personal or commercial,

and are therefore not responsible for loan decisions
particular bank.

In Canada,

responsible for personal

branch managers make and are

loan decisions,

with loan losses per branch manager.
directs commercial

in this

ensuring concern

(The Canadian system

loans to a regional

loan specialist).

Corporate strategy is both constrained by and affects
branch demographics.

Branch manager demographics

(extensively covered in chapter VI),

reflect the more

entrenched system in Canada with older,

less mobile,

male

occupants and the less entrenched system in New England with
younger,

more mobile,

female occupants.

In the U.S.A.

the

political decision to implement affirmative action programs
wields considerable clout.

Combined with the fact of a
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shallow pool of suitable candidates
by qualified female personnel
is greater than in Canada.

in New England,

the move

into branch manager positions

Arguably,

it is easier to change

corporate strategy in a system which has less entrenched
controls and more flexible,

transferable branch managers.

The interrelationship with the decision-making
attributes of the job itself are an interesting issue.
Specifically,

if the job of the branch manager is more

centralized in New England and is perceived as less
important to the organization,

is the traditional

of the bank manager more easily discarded?
make some deliberation in this study on this
data must be gathered to address

stereotype

While we can
issue,

it more precisely,

further
and a

future extension of the study will do so.
In both countries,

banking is constrained in its

ability to engage in low cost and differentiation
\

strategies.

The similarity of product offerings and

increasingly tight profit margins make
pursue low cost.

it difficult to

Likewise constrained,

differentiation

tends to take the form of product and service bundling,
achieve some evidence of difference.
emphasize service to some degree,
try to control costs.

As we shall

In general,

to

banks

at the same time as they
see,

the Canadian bank

stresses cost control more strongly than increased sales,
and New England bank vice versa.
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The

following sections examine the New England regional

bank strategy,

and the strategy of the Canadian bank.

New England Subject Bank X

Subject company X is headquartered in Boston,
the New England retail market.

We are concerned with the

New England Group which accounts
loan volume

in 1988.

serving

for a third of the overall

The Group offers retail and commercial

banking and trust services throughout New England to
consumer and corporate customers.
The Group is subdivided into seven regions,
non-uniform procedures.

practicing

The continuing acquisition of

smaller banks ensures a variety of operating procedures,
which are gradually being made compatible.

The bank is

considered to be a top-down decision-making organization
although the currently centralized budget will be generated
in the branches next year,

effectively beginning to change

this orientation.
The bank is constrained in its branch location
decisions by state and regional

legislation on banking.

It

is also constrained by state laws such as the Community
Reinvestment Act,
ensure banks'

which aims to protect local businesses and

social or community responsibility.

The bank is pursuing a strategy to become a superregional bank,

implying increasing emphasis on the retail
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banking side of operations.

In general,

bank corporate

strategy in New England emphasizes differentiation on a
variety of facets.
business,

Due to the nature of the banking

low cost leadership is not primarily stressed,

although lowering costs

is a major factor in automating.

As a component of differentiation,

low cost is sometimes

presented to the public as a benefit as

in the case of

bundling of products.
As one

interviewee pointed out "people seem to

that banks are not non-profit organizations."
margins have been squeezed substantially,
operating on a 1% profit margin,

forget

Profit

and banks,

have had to figure out

profitability by product/service and develop ways to
maximize their revenues.
to a certain extent,
offer unique services

Having dealt with the cost issue

the bank is attempting to proactively
in the marketplace.

Branch automation first appeared in the guise of ATM
introduction in the 1970s.

Initially,

were fairly unsophisticated and,

as

were mainly cash dispensing machines
Satisfying customer demands

in Europe and Canada,
(Kirchner,

at the teller and platform level

Technology in the branch,
is basically available from

and in some capacity most New England regional

banks now have automated branches with plans
automation.

1984).

for convenience gradually

assumed increasing importance.

two vendors,

the first machines

for complete
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In this bank,

if we disregard automation already in

place prior to acquisitions or mergers,
(using IBM 3600s)
same time

and ATMs,

in 1979.

teller automation

were introduced at roughly the

Platform automation followed in 1980

using IBM 4700s at a cost of roughly $7 million.

The

computer terminals connect with a controller at the branch,
which in turn connects to the central host,

external to the

branch.

This hookup enables operations at the branch to

continue

if the host goes down,

host later.
interactive

relaying transactions to the

The platform system does not allow for
"what if" projections or storage of customer

accounts at the branch level.
This bank originally introduced technology primarily to
control costs by automating existing procedures efficiently,
and not specifically to help sales.

Reduction in the number

of tellers due to ATM installation has been less than
anticipated with concurrently less reduction in costs.
Ongoing updating of technology currently continues to focus
on cost reduction and seeks to maintain market share.
The previous expensive investment in computer hardware,
aimed at

improving back office efficiency and cutting branch

paper requirements,
oriented functions.

is now inadequate for today's salesSubsequently,

the bank found itself

with a difficult decision to make in regards to technology
strategy.

Eventually a decision was made to update

technology rather than purchase a new generation of computer
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technology.

The costs associated with complete replacement

are larger than those associated with upgrading,

and perhaps

more difficult to budget for at one time.
Uncertainty as to the future of banking complicates the
ability to determine customer needs,

industry possibilities

and hence technological requirements.
can emphasize technological

Technology strategy

sophistication or relationship

banking with technological backup.

Increasingly

sophisticated technology which fulfills more than the basic
needs of the customer may be unwarranted.

Complication of

technological offerings may confuse and deter customers,

and

increase waiting time at ATMs.
Bank X's belief in the

importance of establishing

customer relationships restrains the necessity for advanced
technology sophistication for customer self-service,
places emphasis on the bank's skills via full
offerings such as product bundling.
supplement to the branch,
branch substitutes.
unit

service

ATMs are used as a

and not usually as stand alone

The branch is still the most important

for sales opportunities.

usage is a challenge

and

Customer training in ATM

for all the banks,

as many customers

prefer to use them as money dispensers and not as check
deposit points or for other services.
Strategies associated with close customer contact and
the development of a banking relationship,

may imply the

need to encourage decision-making at the branch level.

The
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possibility for increased control of branches through the
automated system has the potential to constrain decision¬
making at this level.
this issue,

Bank X expressed its concern with

one interviewee stating that "our goal is to

empower the banker,

so that the customer only makes one

stop."
Bank X has traditionally operated with a top-down
management approach,

using a strategy of differentiation on
r*—......~~—

the basis of personal service.

Bank branches function

somewhat autonomously with responsibility for profit and
loss,

but with regional control over decision-making,

areas of loans,

in the

personnel and customer service.

Traditionally,

"bankers were totally reactive",

attendant on customers coming to the branch to request
services.

The bank encourages branch managers today,

proactively sales and service oriented.
on an equal basis,

adjusted for size,

to be

Treating branches

the bank is in the

process of introducing evaluations based on sales
performance,
control,

as well as increase in deposits,

interest income and ATM revenues.

have responsibility for branch budgets,
purchase the new technology.
overdrafts to a certain limit,

expense

Bank managers

although they must

Bank managers can approve
tellers have signing

authority to cash checks to an individual limit,

managers

take loan applications but do not approve loans,

and
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managers
through

have

limited

regional

The

"branches

perceived

seen

a

is

the

nurturing,

line to the whole world

and

assertive

is

rated

loan officer,

and this has

are not

information

are

and that the

sales-oriented than

is perceived to be more
Interestingly,
job of the

implications

individuals

for the

job.

The

idea

is

considered to be better at
lack of extensive decision-making

authority at this

level,

homosexuals to be

acceptable,

enables minorities,
and perhaps

females

less

and

threatening

to the dominant white male group.
The branch
store,

modern,

of

have been

future will

technology

relieving customers
physically

the

function as

influenced and

of the work.

sales

a

square

feet,

and

Today's branch

is

retail

oriented,

smaller than the branch of the past,
70,000

as

less highly than the

occupy the branch manager's
females

and

service-oriented.

job

"nurturing"

creative

ability.

of the bank manager

creative

broached that

in banking."

interviewees perceive branch managers

personable,

job

as

lack of decision-making

entrepreneurial

the manager's

chosen to

done

in the branch,

increasing centralization of

corporate

The

is

to help managers

of the branch managers to be

outgoing,

before.

is

increase control

front

threat to

The
more

not to

as being constrained by

nor

as

staffing which

headguarters.

are the

abilities

power,

into

stated technology objective

make decisions,

The

input

now between

is
which may
1500

and
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2500

square

feet,

a move partly due to higher rents.

anticipation of the retail

focus,

formal training is being

increased centrally and regionally.
in the branch will change to skills
sales,

In

The skill

requirements

in sales and cross¬

with the branch manager as the system manager.

need to focus more on training good managers
the comment

is evidenced by

"the other thing banks don't do very well

teaching people to be managers."

The

is

Branch managers are

perceived to have a very important role

in the

future.

Canadian Subject Bank Y

Subject bank Y is headquartered in Toronto,
Canadian retail
bank serves

and commercial market.

individuals,

businesses,

serving the

Domestically,

financial

the

institutions

and governments through a network of approximately 1000
branches and offices across Canada.

Internationally the

bank offers credit and non-credit services to businesses,
multinational corporations,

governments and correspondant

banks.
Bank Y has a broader range of activities than Bank X,
however the success of the bank in all areas rests

initially

on the stability offered by the retail branch network.
Personal

Canadian currency deposits now account for 70% of

the bank's total Canadian currency deposit base.

Volume

growth in personal deposits exceeds that of other major
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banks giving a stable and diversified funding base.
bank is concerned with evolutionary change,

The

emphasizing a

spirit of cooperation and teamwork.
The banking environment provides different challenges
for management in Canada.
major banks,
networks.

Competition is among the

five

who span Canada with their large branch

A tremendous constraint for Canadian banking

strategy is the number of accounts per bank,
9-10 million for this bank,

a number not directly

translatable into number of customers.
information file

(CIF)

approximately

The computer

system being developed,

integrate all accounts on screen,

will help to

and cut down on work and

problems related to such tasks as changes of address.
type of account commonly in use,

the passbook account,

involves the use of a small booklet,
every transaction,

One

which is updated at

complicating the practical development of

automated transactions.
Automation has been proceeding since the
starting with back office functions,

1960s,

such as check clearing,

proceeding to teller transactions and now to platform or
front counter functions9.
check processing system,
(ABC)

The introduction of the district
administrative banking centers

handling 10-20 branches,

the branch unit,

is having a large impact on

which is being relieved of a tremendous

’Canadians use the terms front or side counter to delineate
the sales and service area, called the platform area in the U.S.A.
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amount of paperwork.

The large computer requirement meant

that this bank had to centralize processing in one location,
aiming to process all checks

in one night.

The check

clearing system is much more efficient than the U.S.
allowing for
The
allows

'any-branch'

system,

banking.

introduction of the on-line transaction system

for simple data capture in the branch and also the

ability to get more

information back to the branch.

Updating of the teller function continues with the
substitution of IBM 4700s

for 3600s,

moving tellers

solely on-line to on-line and realtime.

from

Platform automation

is progressing with the introduction of interactive software
programs

for the 4700,

applications,

enabling functions,

to go on-line.

such as loan

The proprietory ATM network is

perceived as a supplement to the branches.

ATMs are a major

element in delivery services releasing staff to focus on
better sales and service.
improved tremendously,

Although staff planning has

staff numbers continue to increase,

perhaps partly due to the bank's previous policy of leanness
and tight control.
Corporate managements'
stems

decision to automate basically

from the close competitive environment,

in which banks

are not clearly able to differentiate their products or
extend their service.

The ability to improve profit margins

does not really lie in an increase in sales but in a
decrease in expenses.

With rising manpower costs and a
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growth in public demands

for more access via self-service,

automation provides an opportunity to become more efficient
and effective.

Top management is actively encouraging the

move to customer self-service,
to 70%,
ATMs.

hoping to increase from 30%

the number of counter transactions now transacted at
In Norway,

savings banks have managed to move 85% of

non-profit transactions to ATMs.
place with the former tellers,

15% of transactions take

the distinction between

tellers and bank officers having vanished

(Coleman,

1988).

Corporate strategy aims to increase self-service
significantly,

having been handicapped mainly by the

logistics of passbook use,

and vendor tardiness

developing a passbook printer.

in

Corporate strategy is

emphasizing an increasingly marketing-based approach,
towards sales and service oriented.

Tellers are being

renamed customer service officers or representatives,
the U.S.A.,
One

as in

a sure sign that the job is being redefined.

interviewee put it this way,

"in the past 25 years we

have become very much Americanized in our style",
representing a significant change from the previous era of
the Scottish banker.
Corporate strategy is aimed at ensuring the
decentralization of decision-making,

and hand in glove with

that aim "automation will allow us to give bank branch
managers even more authority."
to quantitative data,

With more and quicker access

the bank can streamline overall
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planning,

control and measurement.

This bank is concerned

with the elimination of bureaucracy,

stressing the ease with

which headquarters could start taking control,

which would

be contrary to the acknowledged importance of the individual
branch manager,

who makes money for the bank.

management guides

its branch managers

technology direction,
the benefit"

Corporate

in a particular

but expects the managers to "exploit

of the technology for customer service and

branch productivity.
The Canadian branch manager has a considerable amount
of power and control at the branch level.
tasks,

Among other

managers are responsible for profit and loss,

including responsibility for computer terminals and
maintenance,

for loan decisions,

for check cashing

verification and for some input into the staffing process.
The bank seeks to minimize management layers and there is an
expression that the branch manager is only two steps away
from the President of the bank.
Canadian banks are constrained by product similarity
among banks,

thus their ability to develop a competitive

strategy is limited.
one of low cost,
focus.

The corporate strategy appears to be

using technology strategy to

further this

Technology is being used to reduce costs

in the bank

as a way to counter rising labor costs.

Actually offering

low cost to the customer is unrealistic,

given declining

interest rate spreads and the increasing importance of
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applying fees to services.
cost strategy there

is

In combination with this low

increasing concern with customer

service and sales at the branch level,

and moves are being

made to re-orient the branch focus towards some level

of

differentiation.
To cope with the sales

focus,

more training is being

instituted via courses available on the computer terminals.
The geographic dispersal

of branches and large numbers of

personnel dictate against classroom learning.
handicap,

With this

there will be more pressure on the branch manager

to effectively train and re-orient their staff without the
help of central

specialists,

in order to maintain and

increase branch profitability.

Although staff size tends to

be greater than in our comparable U.S.

bank,

themselves are the same physical size,

about 2-3000 square

feet.

This

fact could imply that the Canadian branches have

more work to do in-house,
automated,

branches

or that the U.S.

branches are more

it seems more likely to be the former than the

latter.

Concluding Discussion

We are aware
structures

from our review of the two banking

in Chapter II,

that the Canadian banking industry

ensures restraint of competition and of distinctive
alternative strategies to achieve a competitive advantage.
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The U.S.

banking industry has more players and the structure

of the industry is

in a greater state of flux.

The

interviews revealed that the structures of the two
organizations are quite different.
Canadian system was
level,

Prior to automation,

the

fairly well decentralized to the branch

while the New England system is broadly centralized.

The same hardware technology systems are being used in both
banks,

purchased from IBM,

and both banks are upgrading that

equipment.
Camillus and Lederer

(1985)

emphasize that strategy

must take into account the appropriateness of technology.
Transactional processing systems are particularly compatible
for a stable industry seeking efficiency of operations,
while decision support systems are appropriate

in a growth

industry which is dealing with semi-structured and non¬
programmable decisions.

In both countries the industry is

changing and progressing through a growth and redefinition
stage.

This throws the use of particular technology into

sharp relief,

as

far as

it's appropriateness.

In both Canada and the U.S.,

bank strategy tends to

incorporate elements of low-cost and differentiation.

We

have pointed out that the strategy of differentiation is
followed more readily in the U.S.
cost,

more readily in Canada.

and a strategy of low

It seems evident that

in

order for a strategy of relationship banking
(differentiation)

to work efficiently,

the players at the

branch level must be able to substantiate their ability to
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commit to a customer relationship,
decisions.

that is,

to make

A low cost strategy would seem to require

concern with cost efficiency and the removal of some
functions to central control.

In both cases the unit level

must be responsible for costs in order to minimize them.
Referring to Porter's competitive strategy delineation,
we ask the question,

does technology determine relative cost

or differentiation position?
bank,

In the case of the Canadian

their ability to implement ATMs quickly and densely,

enabled them to achieve an advantage in the market.
However,

their low cost emphasis only ensures them equality

with competitors,

it is difficult to gain much of a cost

advantage in such a tight industry.
bank,

In the case of the U.S.

their position as a technology follower ensures that

they will be hard pressed to differentiate on the basis of
technology although technology will aid in their overall
differentiation strategy.
Perhaps the clearest factor that emerges from the
interviews is the difference in strategy.

The Canadian bank

is increasing its investment in a strategy for customers'
self-service, with the intent of freeing up staff for more
productive revenue producing tasks.

The U.S.

bank is

following a strategy to provide full-service at the branch
level so that customers develop a relationship with the
bank,

and hence shop there.

In both banks,

automation aids

cost control and premium pricing is not used.
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The shifting sands of an unstable environment obscure
the clear benefits or possibilities that exist in the
industry.

Schumpeter's vision of continuous

innovation

seems perhaps more appropriate in this situation,
Porter's static version of competition.

than

Technology has

proved to be both a blessing and a torment for the banking
industry.
entrance,
Y

(Canada)

Bank X

(U.S.)

suffered later from their outdated hardware.

caught by the manufacturer's strategy

of planned obsolescence.

strategy,

Bank

is also spending considerable time and money

upgrading equipment,

that banks

with an early technological

It is difficult to clearly state

follow primarily a low cost or differentiation
although there tend to be leanings towards one or

the other.
It is pointed out,

that research has shown these

categories to be continuous not dichotomous
Murray,

1988).

In general,

(Miller,

both banks are so constrained by

similarity in cost patterns and product offerings,
competitive strategy in Porter's terms
unattainable.

1988;

is

that a

inherently

In an industry not accustomed to notions of

product differentiation,

it is particularly difficult to

apply technology to meet specific market needs and achieve
clear cost savings
point out the

(Morris,

1987).

Berry and Reider

importance of technology to banking,

(1986)

and the

different requirements of relationship banking compared to
mass-market banking.

Relationship banking requires
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comprehensive client information systems accessible to
relationship bankers,

while low-cost,

mass-market banking

involves on and off-premise electronic delivery of banking
services.
the former,

It would seem that Bank X clearly is striving for
while Bank Y aims

for the latter,

however,

there

is not a clean distinction between the two strategies.
In light of the interview findings,

we turn in Chapter

VI to the perceptions of branch managers at the unit level.
As we shall

see,

branch managers differ on some dimensions

and concur on others.

The organizations themselves are

composed of demographically diverse populations which give
some clues and directions

for our findings.

CHAPTER VI

QUANTITATIVE FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents a four-part analysis of the
results of the survey.

The first section discusses the

questionnaire response rates and explores the implications
of the design and distribution of the survey instrument.
The second section presents the demographic profile of the
bank branch manager respondents,
branches.

and of the sample bank

The third section examines rank order data via

t-tests and frequency distributions.

The fourth section

uses the questionnaire data to document and discuss the
exploratory factor analysis.
sections.

Following these four

Chapter VII discusses the significance these

results have for the field of strategic management.

The Questionnaire Profile

As we pointed out in Chapter IV,

the design of the

survey instrument has major implications for the success of
the project in terms of response rate.

Therefore we

introduce our quantitative analysis with a discussion of the
response rate and contributing factors.
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The Response Rates

A combined response rate of 81%
questionnaires.
rate

This

is obtained from 200

figure breaks down into a 87% response

from Canadian bank branch managers and a 75% response

rate from U.S.

bank branch managers.10

This astounding

response rate occurred over a period of 2 months,
1988

and January 1989.

mail within each bank,
generated a
weeks,

The mailing,

via internal office

took place in early December,

fairly consistent response through the

with no considerable

In the

December

"drop"

following section,

and

following

rate at Christmas.

we will

explore this finding

in relation to previous work on survey response rate,
presented in Chapter IV.

Speculation as to the high success

rate points to several pertinent factors.
1.

The questionnaire was distributed via the in-house mail

system for each bank,

emphasizing the importance of the

survey to the bank.
2.

The questionnaire made a point of stating the explicit

corporate support for the survey,

encouraging managers to

believe that their input would be useful to help improve
their own bank system.

10Previous research has tended to receive high responses from
Canadian subjects, especially when compared to U.S. response rates.
For example see Carlisle and Michael, 1984-85.
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3.

The questionnaire assured anonymity,

and addressed the

participants by the generic term "bank branch manager",
rather than by name,

which could have been taken to mean

that we knew and were using the respondent's name.
4.

A return envelope was

included in each package,

sample received a stamped addressed envelope,

the Canadian

sample received an unstamped addressed envelope,
difficulty in procuring Canadian stamps.
Canadian response rate was higher.

person and as such,
5.

due to

Interestingly,

the

As both sets of

respondents were targeted in the workplace,
hypothesized that mail

the U.S.

it is

is taken care of by the office mail

stamps are not an important issue.

The envelope was business reply for the U.S.

sample,

this did not seem to affect return rate negatively,
presumably,

business people are familiar with this type of

envelope and it is not seen as alienating.
6.

The questionnaire package contained a

be used to indicate,

3"

x 5"

separately from the questionnaire,

"yes or no I have completed the questionnaire"
(Appendix D).

card,

The stamped,

sample was returned by 69%,

to
a

response

addressed card sent to the U.S.
mostly indicating the

respondents wish to receive a copy of the final report.
Inadvertently,
package,

the card was omitted from the Canadian

however several rr-pendents made a note of this

fact on the questionnaire and requested a copy of the final
report.
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7.

The survey was conducted under the auspices of the

Institute

for North American Trade and Economics

the University of Massachusetts,

Amherst,

research
8.

(Bailey,

at

potentially adding

to the perceived legitimacy of the research,
correspondingly high return rate,

(INATE),

and a

common to university-based

1982).

The knowledge that the survey title and the opening

paragraph of the cover letter can affect response rates by
as much as 20%,

ensured attention to their appropriateness

in tone and content.

The title was kept simple

"Questionnaire on Bank Branch Managers and Automation",

and

the first paragraph referred directly to the respondent
twice,

to top management once,

banking,

and to the changes

in

stressing the importance of completing and

returning the questionnaire.
9.

The questionnaire was developed with a general

tone,
10.
tool,

emphasizing thanks,

"upbeat"

and the importance of the manager.

The questionnaire was printed to produce a professional
believed to be more acceptable to the business world

than a photocopied version.
11.

The questionnaire,

contrary to expressed opinion,

rank order and open-ended questions should be avoided,
included 2

reasonably difficult to answer,

questions,

and a lined space

response.

for a

rank order

final open-ended

that
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12.

The questionnaire required a time of 20-30 minutes to

complete,

and was,

in fact,

fully completed in all but 2

cases.
13.

The questionnaire,

designed to cover as many dimensions

of a bank managers decision-making role as possible,
produced several
coverage,

favourable responses as to completeness of

one respondent commenting on the excellence of the

questionnaire.
14.

Finally,

this author believes that the subject matter

of the project
managers,

is of current high importance to bank branch

due to the consolidation of banks,

impact of information technology,
hypothesized changes
branch level.
note,

due to the

and due to the

in decision-making authority at the

Therefore the questionnaire struck a timely

encouraging fast and complete response.

General

On average,

Profile of the Respondents

Canadian bank branch managers seem to be

older,

predominantly male,

level,

and unlikely to have worked for another bank.

average U.S.

The

bank branch manager tends to be younger,

likely to be female,
education,

with a high school education

with a higher level of

formal

often to the undergraduate degree level,

likely to have worked for another bank.

more

and

Canadian managers

are likely to have been employed for a longer period of time
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at their bank,

to have been a branch manager for a longer

period of time and to have been so at more branches.

Both

sets of respondents are likely to have risen through the
branch system and expect to advance to a higher position.
In this survey,

the average Canadian bank branch will

have a similar deposit base to its U.S.
with more employees per branch.

counterpart,

Branches

have similar levels of automation,

but

in each country

although the sequence of

implementation of automation differs between countries.
Personal computer
and the U.S.,

(PC)

usage is fairly low in both Canada

although somewhat lower in Canada,

electronic mail usage

is almost non-existent.

slightly higher tendency for a U.S.
but on average,

and

There is a

branch to have an ATM,

a branch will have at least one ATM.

In order for the reader to be able to assimilate the
presentation of this complex comparison more easily,

we have

prepared a table detailing the similarities and differences
between the two banks.
data

The table was developed partly using

from our research findings,

and partly from our

original understanding of the two banking systems.
is located at the end of this section,
it convenient for reference purposes.

Table I

we hope you will

find
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Demographic Comparisons of Bank Branch Managers

As we can see,

differences between organizations

in

demographic terms warrant close examination and
consideration of their ameliorating effects on the
perceptual data gathered.

The relevent survey questions

in

this section are 102 to 110.

Data Characteristics

The following demographic relationships are tested
using a significance level of p =
frequency test.

86 cases,

for the chi-square

Missing values are coded 0,

presented are of total numbers,
(e.g.

.05

and percentages

including missing values,

1 missing value = 87 total cases).

The

distribution of differences between the expected and
observed values only approximates the chi-square
distribution if the cell
large enough.

(expected values)

are

We cannot assume the distribution to be

chi-squared unless all
(Bailey,

frequencies

1982).

expected values are at least 5

Therefore,

in some tests,

recoded to create larger groupings,
recoding follows standard methods
data is assessed,

the variables are

where appropriate.
1982).

The raw

and taking advantage of natural

"breaks"

in the flow of the data,

(Bailey,

The

new categories are created in an
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interactive process.

This process takes

into account the

need to have groupings with expected cells > 5.
In addition,

descriptive frequency data

is presented

here to help illustrate sample characteristics.

The

demographic comparisons are tabulated and presented in a
series of tables,

Table II through Table VI,

located at the

end of this section.

Bank Branch Managers

The title
acronym "BBMs"
section.

"bank branch managers"

is abbreviated to the

for the purposes of fluent reading,

in this

The data gathered on demographic variables

is

fairly extensive and provides an interesting comparison
between banking personnel
Age

(Table II)

in the U.S.A.

Respondents'

and Canada.

ages were recoded into

three age groups selected on the basis of natural clusters
in the data,
are 20-35;

consistent across countries.

36-44;

45 to high.

The data gives evidence of a

trend towards younger bank branch managers
U.S.A.

These groupings

(BBMs)

in the

For the relationship between country and age,

a

chi-square statistic established a significant difference
between observed and expected frequencies at the p =

.0002

level.
The Canadian sample has a mean age of 42,
sample a mean age of 37.

the U.S.

The variance between high and low
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age

is greater in the U.S.

The

freguency distribution breakdown,

sample has

(24-65)

than in Canada

30% of its BBMs under 30,

2% under 30.

Similarly,

68% of U.S.

shows that the U.S.
the Canadian sample has
BBMs are 40 and under,

and 48% of Canadian BBMs are age 40 and under.
has a total breakdown of 32%
in the middle age bracket,
Changes

(27-58).

The sample

in the lowest age bracket,

and 25%

43%

in the highest.

in the banking industry in the U.S.

proceeded much faster than in Canada,

have

and the re-orientation

of the bank towards an increased sales

focus may account for

a higher turnover of branch managers and the loss of older,
more traditional branch managers.
Gender

(Table II)

into 103 males and 57

The total

females

predominate by 87% to 11%

sample of 162,

(1.8:1).

female

(8:1),

females predominate by 63% to 36% male

In Canada,

subdivides
males

while in the U.S.,
(1.75:1).

The

implication of this breakdown is to affect the ability to
test the small number of Canadian females as a solo grouping
(only 10F).

The chi-square test between country and gender

was significant at p =
Age bv Gender

.0000.

(Table II)

are significant by country,
is tested.

the age and gender relationship

The chi-square test of significance between the

recoded age variable,

and gender across countries,

significant at the p =
at the p =

Given that age and gender

.10

level

.05

(p =

level,
.0823).

however,

is not

it is significant

The distribution of total
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females tends to have clustered in the lower age bracket
(20-35),

with the total males tending to be more evenly

distributed,

the majority being in the 36-44

age group.

Approximately the same number of males and females

fall

into

age group 1

(20-35) ,

approximately 3

times as many males

age group 2

(36-44),

approximately 2

1/2 times as many males

as

females

in age group 3

be misleading,

however,

predominance of males
The U.S.A.
groups,

seem to

(45 to high).

(1.8:1).

gender frequencies when recoded into age
indicate that proportionately across age,

numerically greater.
.05

level.

skewed by males
age brackets,

The frequencies can

because they reflect the overall

males and females are similar,

at the p =

in

(8:1)

however,

although females are

The chi-square test was insignificant
Canadian gender frequencies heavily
reflects the tendency towards older
the Canadian age by gender chi-square

test is unstable due to expected cell

frequencies of less

than 5.
The tendency for greater number of

females

in the U.S.

correlates with the speculation broached in Chapter V,

that

affirmative action has had an affect on the opening up of
job possibilities
Additionally,

for females,

at least at the unit level.

the change in focus of the job,

have dislodged the older,

to sales may

traditional branch managers,

mentioned in the interview analysis.

as

At the moment there is

no evidence of this phenomenon in Canada.

Concern with the
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job losing importance and the consequent opening up to the
female population,

is an interesting topic,

worthy of

further research.
Education

(Table III)

have a high school diploma,

In Canada,

19% have taken courses or

achieved a 2-year college degree,
undergraduate degree,

48% of respondents

and 23% have an

9% have taken courses

or achieved a graduate degree.

in graduate work

In the U.S.A.,

respondents have a high school diploma,

17% of

43% have taken

further courses or achieved a 2-year college degree,

and 39%

have an undergraduate degree,

in

12% have taken courses

graduate work or achieved a graduate degree.

Remembering

the limitations of cell size imposed on significance
testing,

education is recoded.

variable

into 2 groups,

less

1 grouping of respondents having

(and 1 grouping with more)

degree,

Recoding the education

than an undergraduate

and performing a cross tabulation by country,

produced a significant chi-square
have significantly less
respondents,

grouping 1

(59:24).

.0186.

Canadians

formal education than U.S.

who are almost equal

education grouping,

of p =

in number

(37:35)

in each

while Canadians are clustered in
Relative access to University may

account for this education difference to some extent,
well as the efficacy of high school education.
generally acknowledged that in the U.S.
University than do in Canada.

It

as

is

more people study at

Conversely,

education benefit
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may be greater at the high school
the U.S.

level

in Canada than in

One Canadian respondent did refer to the lack of

education of older BBMs as a hindrance to acceptance and
implementation of information technology.
Age by Education

(Table III)

The cross-tabulation of

age and education across Canada and the U.S.
chi-square significant at the p =

.0025

produced a

level.

It is

apparent that older bank branch managers have lower levels
of education,

21.6% of the total had low education and are

in the oldest group.

Mid-age level managers with low

education levels comprised 24.2%.

The youngest age group

with low education levels comprised 16.3%

In contrast high

education levels are held by 16.3% of younger managers,
17.6% of mid-age managers,
In Canada,
achievements

and only 3.9% of older managers.

the trend towards lower education level

is reflected in the significance of the

chi-square test,

p =

test unstable).

In the U.S.

education and age,

.0065

(with 1 EF < 5 which makes the
the relationship between

tested not significantly different,

between expected observations and actual observations.
Average Time with Bank

(Table IV)

The

frequency data

show that Canadian bank branch managers have been employed
much longer by their bank.

The Canadian mean period of time

is 20 years as compared with a U.S.
years.
U.S.

mean period of time of 8

The Canadian median length of time

median length of time

is 6 years.

is 19 years,

the

The range of years
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extended from 4 to 37 years

(Canada),

.5 to 17

(U.S.A.).

Recoding the length of time variable into more manageable
groupings,
the p =
managers

allowed a chi-square test to be significant at

.0000

level.

in the U.S.

The length of tenure of bank branch
is significantly shorter than that of

their Canadian counterparts,
turnover in U.S.

corroborating the

idea that

banks has been quicker recently with more

younger females moving into the job.
Length of Time with Bank by Education
raw data

from the two variables

(Table IV)

The

is recoded to eliminate cell

deficiencies and provide reasonable groupings.

A chi-square

test of the relationship is significant at the

p =

level.

In general,

.0000

longer time periods with the bank are

consistent with lower education levels.

The distribution of

the Canadian sample is probably skewing the results,
U.S.

as the

respondents seem to have a more evenly dispersed formal

education level by age.

Older Canadians have less education

and longer time at the bank.
Length of Time with Bank bv Age
surprisingly,

(Table IV)

a chi-square test between the recoded time

with bank and age was significant at p =
total

sample.

Not

.0000 across the

Neither of the within country tests

the minimum expected cell

fulfilled

frequency requirement.

Length of Time with Bank bv Gender

(Table IV)

Using

the recoded length of tenure data and comparing across
country by gender,

a chi-square test was significant at p =
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.0001.
males,

The results are influenced by the predominance of
especially from the Canadian sample,

although the

results of the total case response show a high number of
older males.

Again,

males are older and have been with the

bank longer.
Length of Time with Bank by BBMs at Other Banks
V)

(Table

Bank branch managers who had previously occupied that

position at another bank,
length of tenure.
group of 56 U.S.

are compared with their current

Respondents

in this category are a select

and 36 Canadians.

This tells us that

Canadians are less likely to have moved from another bank
where they were a branch manager,

indicative of the smaller

number of total banks

A chi-square test between

in Canada.

the two variables across the sample
=

.005

is significant at the p

level.

Average Time as Bank Branch Manager

(Table V)

The

average time as bank branch manager for a Canadian is 8
years and median time is 7 years;

for a U.S.

is 3-5 years and median time is 2.5 years.
tenure is

from

.5 to 25 years Canadian,

Across the sample,
.0000,

respondent it
The range of

.5 to 17 years U.S.

a chi-square test significant at p =

shows that time as a bank branch manager is different

by country,

Canadians tend to have been branch managers

for

longer.
Bank Branch Managers at Other Banks
response rate to this question is 57%

(93

(Table V)
cases)

The

indicating
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that they had moved from another bank where they worked in
the capacity of a BBM or in some other capacity.
Canadian sample were BBMs at another bank,

14% of the

while 28% were

not BBMs.

59% did not move from another bank in any

capacity.

36% of the U.S.

40% were not.
capacity.

sample were BBMs at another bank,

24% did not move from another bank in any

A chi-square is run to test for significance,

this was not found.

However,

a further chi-square was run

including non-respondents as those who had not worked at
another bank

(as the question implied).

significant at p = .0000.
total sample,

This result was

Canadians tend,

at 31.5% of the

not to have worked at another bank.

Number of Branches as Bank Branch Manager

(Table VI)

The number of branches at which bank managers have worked
varies significantly between Canada and the U.S.,

p = .0011.

This finding is obtained using a chi-square test without the
case outliers11.

Canadians have worked in a mean number of

2.3 branches and U.S.
branches.
branches,

respondents a mean number of 1.7

Canadians tend to have been managers at more
a finding probably related to their overall

greater length of tenure.
Rose Through Branch System
both countries,
branch system,

(Table VI)

Overall,

in

bank branch managers progressed through the
99% in Canada,

88% in the U.S.

Due to the

^Outliers are observations that appear to be inconsistent with
the remainder of the data.
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insufficient
deemed

number of negative

irrelevant to

Moving to
both

sets

question,
to

of

a

a

chi-square

is

the analysis.

Higher

Bank Position

respondents

85%

cases,

Canadian,

(Table VI)

Again,

responded positively to this
79%

U.S.

—

they

anticipate moving

a higher bank position.

Bank Branch

In this

section,

we

Demographic

examine

the variables

information about the bank branches
questions
exhibit

1

to

10,

98,

99,

101.

Comparisons

capturing

themselves,

Tables VII

answering

through

IX

the data.

Bank Branches

The
branches,
This

sample

includes

ranging

dispersion

87

Canadian branches

from metropolitan to

is

reflected

in the

rural

range

and

75 U.S.A.

locations.

of the branch

deposit base.
Branch

Deposit

Base

(Table VII)

indicated that branch deposit bases
$100M,

while the

$4M to

above

$46.86M,
a mean of

median

run

Canadian respondents

$100M.
is

The mean
$39.5M,

$47.1M and median

for U.S.

while
of

The U.S.

respondents

from $5M to

indicated a

above

range

bank branches

of

is

Canadian bank branches have

$39M.

From this

data

it
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seems

that deposit bases

chi-square

test

found to be

is

at

remarkably similar.

applied to the

insignificant

Employees
employees

are

at the p =

(Table VII)

a U.S.

recoded data

branch

.05

is

4.45,
is

median

2.6;

branches

tend to have higher numbers

6 median.

for tellers,
96%

being the mean,
could have

18

have

at

least

2.5 median.

employees,

median
1

4,

median

also having an assistant manager.

and

indeed

level.

branches

8.5 mean

and

The mean number of teller

number of platform employees

areas,

A

of
7,

the mean

2,

with

The

mean

in both

for platform

assistant manager,

A Canadian bank,

of

Canadian

employees
6.3

41%

3.5

on average,

an American bank an average of

7

employees.
A chi-square test of
the

recoded data,

including tellers,

assistant managers,
Canadian banks
U.S.

counterparts,

that

in terms

across

proved

employ

of

countries.

significance between countries
platform employees

significant at

the p =

square

footage,

branches

are very

respondents

similar

The greater number of employees per

and greater amounts

located

level.

although qualitative data made the point

paperwork associated with
accounts

and

significantly more people than their

Canadian bank may be potentially accounted
opening hours

.05

on

of

longer

in-house work,

loan decisions

in the branch.

for by

However,

such as

and customer
U.S.

and Canadian

indicated that they are too busy to be

involved
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in staff development.

Canadians are frustrated by their

lack of decision-making authority over staff.
Sequence of Automating

(Table VIII)

U.S.

branches automated in different sequences,
sequence being ATM -> Tellers-> Platform,
Tellers -> Platform -> ATM
Tellers

(13%),

with a

(27%),

few banks

Tellers -> ATMs -> Platform and

bank

the predominant
(32%),

then

then ATM -> Platform ->
(12%)

(8%)

following sequence

Platform -> Tellers ->

ATMs.
Canadian bank branches automated in following sequences
(32%)

Tellers -> ATM -> Platform,

Platform,

(16%)

(31%)

ATM -> Tellers ->

Tellers -> Platform -> ATM,

(10%)

using

other sequences.
Branch Automation

(Table IX)

Respondents indicated

that 83% of Canadian and 81% of U.S.
automated teller transactions,
U.S.

systems being on-line,

and 55% of U.S.

bank branches have

with 51% Canadian and 57%

real time.12

respondents,

38% of Canadians

replied positively to the

question on automated platform transactions,
cases)

Canadians and 65%

real time.

(of 57 cases)

N.

with 81%

(of 42

Americans having

From our analysis of the qualitative data it is

believed that this may be misleading,
of on-line real-time could be

in that understanding

incorrect.

It seems that

12Real-time is taken to mean that the information system allows
for instantaneous interaction and information flow, as opposed to
delayed interaction.
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platform automation is much less widely spread than teller
automation,

in both countries.

Overall,

branch teller

automation figures are the most realistic for our study.
In general personal computer usage is low,

15% Canadian

and 27% U.S.

bank branches use PCs as a platform

alternative,

restricting the use of "what if"

scenarios

for

customers.
An overwhelming number of respondents

indicated that

they did not have ATMs which were branch hours only,
49% Canadian and 65% U.S.
hours.

respondents had 1 ATM available 24

This gives backing to our use of the term,

automation,

while

to include ATMs,

as

in many cases,

branch

ATMs are a

part of the total branch armory of automation.
Electronic mail
Canadian sample,

systems were used by 5% of the

and by 19% of the U.S.

interesting finding:

(and managers).

into question the integration of the units

cohesive system,
managers.
meetings,

This is an

bank branches tend to operate

separately from their fellow branches
brings

sample.

This

into a

and the manager's place amongst fellow

Coordinating mechanisms,
and the telephone,

such as monthly

may alleviate the situation,

however electronic mail could serve to keep managers in
closer touch with each other and with headquarters.
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TABLE I

BANK COMPARISON

CANADA

BANK ELEMENT

950

Number of branches

110

100

Sample size

100

87%

Survey response rate

U.S.A.

75%

Technoloav
83%

Automated tellers

81%

IBM

Type of computer hardware

IBM

49%

ATMs

65%

5%

Electronic mail

19%

15%

PCs

27%

Tellers-ATMs-

(branch)

Main automation sequence

ATMs -TellersPlatform

Platform
Branch Managers Demoaraohics

87%M

11%F

Gender

48% high school

Education

20 years

Time with bank

14%

BBM elsewhere

2.3

37

Mean age

42

Mean number of branches

cont.,

next page

36% M

67%F
4 3% UG
8 years
36%
1.7
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TABLE

I,

continued

CANADA.

U.S.A.

99%

Rose through branch

88%

85%

Moving to a higher position

79%

Branch Demographics
$47.1 M

Mean deposit base

18

Mean Number of

2-3000

Square

$46.8M

employees

7

footage

2-3000

BBM Decision-making
Yes

Lending authority

No

No

Staff hiring

No

Yes

Check cashing

Yes

Customer accounts

Branch/Terminals

Staff training

Limited
in branch

No

Branch/Classroom

Strategy
Yes

Yes

Cost efficiency

Increasing

Sales

Yes

Self-service

No

Somewhat

Full-service

Yes

Somewhat

Relationship banking

Yes

No

Product bundling

Yes

focus

Increasing
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TABLE

II

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Present Age

of Respondent by Country
N

Mean
yrs

Median
yrs

Range
yrs

Std.Dev.

U.S.A.

73

37

36

26-65

9.498

Canada

86

42

41

27-58

6.872

Respondent Age by
Age

Country
20-35

36 -44

45-high

U.S.A.

(35)

22.0%

(27)

17.0%

(11)

6.9%

Canada

(16)

10.1%

(41)

25.8%

(29)

18.2%

(51)

32.1%

(68)

42.8%

(40)

25.1%

total

=

Chi-square

=

17.11229

p =

.0002

*

*
There is a significant difference between the U.S.
Canada at the .05 level.
(U.S. respondents tend to be
younger than their Canadian counterparts).

Gender by

Respondent

U.S.A.

Total
74

Canadian

86

Country

Frequencies (% of
country total)
F

M

N
(27)

36%

(47)

62.7%

=

100%

(76)

87.4%

(10)

11.5%

=

100%

(57)

(103)
Missing =

and

2

cont.,

next page
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TABLE

II,

continued

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Respondent Gender by

Country

Gender

M

F

U.S.A.

(27)

16.9%

(47)

29.4%

Canada

(76)

47.5%

(10)

6.3%

(103)

64.4%

(57)

35.6%

total

=

Chi-square =

44.45584

p =

.0000*

*
There is a significant difference between U.S.A. and
Canada on this characteristic at the .05 level of
significance.
(There are more females in the U.S. bank
branches than there are in the Canadian branches).

Respondents Age by Gender
F

Age
(24)

20-35

M
15.2%

(27)

17.1

36-44

(20)

12.7%

(48)

30.4

45-high

(11)

7.0%

(28)

17.7

total

(55)

36.8%

(103)

65.2

Chi-square
*

(Overall)

=

=

4 .99485

Chi-square

P =

significant at the

cont.,

• 0823*
.10

next page

level

only.
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TABLE

II,

continued

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Respondents Age by Gender
Age

F

M

20-35

(21)

28.8%

(14)

19.2%

36-44

(18)

24.7%

(

9)

12.3%

(7)

9.6%

(

4)

5.5%

(46)

63.0%

(27)

37.0%

45-high
total

=

Chi-square
*

for U.S.A.

statistic

This

=

.29281

p =

.8638*

comparisoni was

not

significant

Respondents Age by Gender

for

Canada

Age

M

20-35

(03)

3.5%

(13)

15.3%

36-44

(02)

2.4%

(39)

45.9%

45-high

(04)

4.7%

(24)

28.2%

total

(46)

63.0%

(27)

37.0%

Chi-square
*

F

This

=

statistic =

2.94227

comparison was

not

p =

. 2297

significant.

(1 cells with
E.F. <5)*
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TABLE III

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Respondents Education by Country
Mean
yrs

Median
yrs

H/S to 2yr
Degree

U/G to Graduate
Degree

U.S.A.

3.1

3

(37)

23.9%

(35)

22.6%

Canada

2.3

1

(59)

38.1%

(24)

15.5%

(96)

61.9%

(59)

38.1%

total =

Chi-square = 5.53590

P = .0186*

*
There is a significant difference between U.S. and
Canada at the .05 level.
(Canadians tend to have less
formal education than their U.S. counterparts).

Respondents Age by Education
Education

(overall)

H/S to 2yr
degree

UG/to graduate
degree

Age
(20-35)

(25)

16.3%

(25)

16.3%

(36-44)

(37)

24.2%

(27)

17.6%

(45-high)

(33)

21.6%

(6)

3.9%

total =

(95)

62.1%

(58)

37.9%

P == .0025*

Chi-square = 12.00943

*
There is a significant difference between Age and
Education at the .05 level.
(Older respondents tend to have
lower education levels).

cont.,

next page
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TABLE III,

continued

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Respondents Age by Education

Education

(U.S.A.)

H/S to 2 yr
degree

UG to graduate
degree

Age
(20-35)

(16)

22.5%

(19)

26.8%

(36-44)

(14)

19.7%

(11)

15.5%

(7)

9.9%

(4)

5.6%

(37)

52.1%

(34)

47.9%

(45-high)
total =

Chi-square = 1.31091
*

p =

.5192*

This is not a significant finding.

Respondents Age by Education

Education

(Canada)

H/S to 2yr
degree

UG to graduate
degree

Age
(20-35)

(9)

11.0%

(6)

7.3%

(36-44)

(23)

28.0%

(16)

19.5%

(44-high)

(26)

31.7%

(2)

2.4%

total =

(58)

70.7%

(24)

29.3%

Chi-square = 10.05977

p =

.0065

(1 cell with
EF <5)*

There is a significant difference between countries.
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TABLE IV

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Respondent Length of Time with Bank

Mean

Median

Range

U.S.A.

8

6

.5 to 17 yrs

Canada

20

19

4 to 37 yrs

Respondent Length of Time with Bank
Group 1
(.5 to 8)

Group 2
(8.5-17)

Group3
(18-38)

U.S.A.

(44)

27.3%

(20)

12.4%

(18)

6.2%

Canada

(5)

3.1%

(35)

21.7%

(47)

29.2%

(49)

30.4%

(55)

34.1%

(65)

35.4%

total =

Chi-square = 58.48086

p = .0000*

*
There is a significant difference between the U.S. and
Canada at the .05 level.
U.S. respondents tend to have less
time of tenure with their bank.

cont.,

next page
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TABLE IV,

continued

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Respondent Time with Bank by Education
Education

H/S to 2 yr
degree

UG to graduate
degree

Time
. 5-8

(20)

13.0%

(27)

17.5%

8.5-17

(28)

18.2%

(24)

15.6%

18-38

(47)

30.5%

(8)

5.2%

total =

(95)

(59)

38.3%

61.7%

Chi-square = 21.779

p =

.0000*

*
There is a significant difference between time and
education at the p = .05 level.
(Longer time with the bank
tends to mean lower education level).

Respondents Time with Bank by Age
Age

20-35

36 -44

45-high

Time
.5-8

(28)

17.7%

(14)

8.9%

(6)

3.8

8.5-17

(23)

14.6%

(26)

16.5%

(5)

3.2

18-38

(00)

0.0%

(27)

17.1%

(29)

18.4

total =

(51)

2.3%

(67)

42.4%

(40)

25.3

Chi-square = 56. 911820

P =

.0000*

*
There is a significant difference between time and age
at the p = .05 level.
(Not surprisingly, longer time with
the bank tends correlates with being older).
cont.,

next page
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TABLE IV,

continued

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Respondent Time with Bank by Gender

Gender

Female

Male

Time
CO

i
in
•

(27)

17.0%

(22)

13.8%

8.5-17

(21)

13.2%

(33)

20.8%

18-38

(08)

5.0%

(48)

30.2%

total =

(56)

35.2%

(103)

64.8%

Chi-square = 19.56474

p = .0001*

*
There is a significant difference between time and
gender at the p = .05 level.
(Longer time with the bank
tends to mean being male).
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TABLE V

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISON

Respondent Length of Time as Bank Branch Manager
Mean
(yrs)

Median
(yrs)

Range
(yrs)

U.S.A.

3.5

2.5

.5 to 17

Canada

8

7

.5 to 25

Respondent Length of Time as Bank Branch Manager
Group 1
.5 to 3

Group 2
3.5 to 5 yrs

Group 3
5.5 yrs to high

U.S.A.

(50)

31.1%

(12)

7.5%

(12)

7.5%

Canada

(22)

13.7%

(13)

8.1%

(52)

37.3%

total =

(72)

44.8%

(25)15.6%

(64)

44.8%

p = .0000*

Chi-square = 35.1081

*
There is a significant difference between countries in
length of time as a bank branch manager.

cont.,

next page
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TABLE V,

continued

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Respondents as BBMs at Other Banks

Frequencies
Yes

No

U.S.A.

36%

40%

27%

Canada

14%

28%

59%

Not at Other Bank

Respondents as BBMs at Other Banks
U.S.A.

29%

32.3%

Canada

12%

25.8%

total =

41%

58.1%

Chi-square = 1.25511
*

p = .2626* *

This test is not significant.

Respondent as BBM at Other Bank
(Including those only at this bank)
Yes

No

This Bank Only

U.S.A.

(27)

16.7%

(30)

18.5%

(18)

11.1%

Canada

(12)

7.4%

(24)

14.8%

(51)

31.5%

total =

(39)

24.1%

(54)

33.3%

(69)

42.6%

Chi-square = 21.4473
*

p = .0000*

There is a significant finding at the p = .05 level.

cont.,

next page
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TABLE V,

continued

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Respondent BBM Length of Time by BBM at Other Bank

Yes

No

Length of Time
(.5-3)

(24)

26.1%

(26)

28.3%

(3.5-5)

( 4)

4.3%

( 8)

8.7%

(5.5-high)

(10)

10.9%

(20)

21.7%

total =

(38)

41.3%

(54)

58.7%

Chi-square = 2.02531
*

p = .3633*

This is not a significant finding.
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TABLE VI

DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Number of Branches as BBM

(no outliers)

1

2

3

4

U.S.A.

(39)

26.4%

(15)

10.1%

(9)

6.1%

(5)

3.4%

Canada

(21)

14.2%

(23)

15.5%

(25)16.9%

(11)

7.4%

total =

(60)

40.5%

(38)

27.7%

(34)23.0%

(16)

10.8%

Chi-square = 15.99581

p = .0011*

*
There is a significant difference at the p = .05 level.
(Canadians tend to have been BBMs at more branches).

BBMs Career Progression
Rose Through Branch System

Moving to a Higher Position

U.S.A.

88%

U.S.A.

79%

Canada

99%

Canada

85%
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TABLE VII

BANK BRANCH DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Respondents Branch Deposit Base
Mean

Median

Range

U.S.A.

$46.86M

$39.5M

$5M to $100M

Canada

$47.1M

$39M

$4M to $100M

Respondents Branch Deposit Base
1-25M

71-■98M

26-7 0M

U.S.A.

(19)

12.7%

(36)

24.0%

Canada

(23)

15.3%

(41)

27.3%

(4)

total =

(42)

28%

(77)

51.3%

(12)

Chi-square = 2.7008
*

(3)

P =

5.3%

99M
(7)

4.7%

2.7%

(12)

8.0%

8%

(19)

12.7%

.4402*

This question is not significant at the p = .05 level.

Employees
Branch Employees
(1-5)
U.S.A.

(21)

Canada

( 2)

total =

(23)

(11 -high)

(6-10)
(40)

24.7%

(15)

8.6%

1.2%

(14)

8.6%

(70)

43.8%

14.2%

(54)

33.3%

(85)

52.5%

13%

Chi-square = 65.91046

P =

.0000*

*
There is a significant difference between the number of
employees in Canadian and U.S. branches.
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TABLE VIII

BANK BRANCH DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Sequence of Automation/Frequencies

Sequence

U.S.A.

ATM-Tellers -Platform
T
P
A
P
T
A
T
A
P
A
P
T
A
T
P

Canada

32%
0%
12%
13%
8%
27%

31%
2%
32%
7%
1%
16%

Respondents Estimate of Sequence
U.S.A.

Canada

1

(24)

16.3%

(26)

17.7%

3

( 9)

6.1%

(27)

18.4%

6

(20)

13.6%

(14)

9.5%

(16)

10.9%

(11)

7.5%

2,

4,

5

Chi-square = 10.55379
*
There is
Canada at the
clusters move
options 1 and

p = .0144* *

a significant difference between the U.S. and
p = .05 level.
(Sequence of automating
heavily on option 1 and 3 in Canada, while
6 are more common in the U.S.)
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TABLE IX

BANK BRANCH DEMOGRAPHIC COMPARISONS

Branch Automation

Automated
Teller

Canada

Automated
Platform

ATMS

PCS

EMS

81%

55%

65%

27%

19%

83%

38%

41%

15%

5%
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Analysis of Rank Order Data

Bank branch managers perform many tasks and are
encouraged or discouraged,

as to the amount of effort which

they bring to these tasks,

by top management.

ordered questions on 8 dimensions,
interviews,

A set of rank

identified in stage 1

was administered to the respondents.

These

dimensions determine the task priority which senior
management appears to favor,
amount of time BBMs spend.

and task priority according to
Please refer to relevant

questions 97 and 100.
First,
important,

using a rating schema of 1-5,
1 = fairly unimportant)

(5 = extremely

the respondents rated the

8 dimensions of task priority preferred by senior
management.
In a later question they were asked to delineate the
amount,
area.

by percent,

of time they actually spend on each

These two response sets are compared,

between countries,

both within and

using frequency distributions and

t-tests.
Overall,

the results show that respondents perceive

that top management emphasizes the importance of the
majority of areas, while BBM actual time spent on each area
varies.

As we shall see,

some areas have significantly less

time spent on them than others.
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Between Country with Question Set 1

There are several areas of significant difference in
BBM perceptions of senior management importance ratings.
(see Table X).
job rated,

Of the eight areas of the branch manager's

6 tested significantly different between

countries.

U.S.

respondents rated new deposit generation

and budget control very highly, more so than their Canadian
counterparts.

Canadians rated retaining customer accounts

as more important to senior management than did U.S.
managers,

as well as,

development.

although less highly,

branch

employee

Canadians also rated new asset sales as highly

as new deposit generation,
making abilities.

U.S.

reflecting their loan decision¬

respondents rated community

involvement more highly than Canadians,

perhaps because

corporate seems more concerned with the new image of the
branch.
Branch Budget Control is rated as extremely important
by 45% of Canadians,
mean = 4.7.

mean = 4.3,

and by 77% of Americans,

There is a significant difference at the p =

.0000 level between U.S.

and Canadian branch managers.

Cross Sales are rated as extremely important by 55% of
Canadians,

mean = 4.5,

and by 47% of Americans, mean = 4.3.

This is not a significant difference.
Retaining Customer Accounts is rated as extremely
important by 61% of Canadians,

mean = 4.5,

and by 47% of
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Americans,

mean 4.2.

There is a significant difference at

the p = .023 level between U.S.

and Canadian branch

managers.
Regional Team Cooperation is rated as important by 34%
of Canadians,
3.3.

and by 25% of Americans,

in both cases mean =

This is not a significant difference.
New Asset Sales are rated as extremely important by 45%

of Canadians,
3.8.

mean = 4.2,

and by 36% of Americans, mean =

There is a significant difference at the p =

between U.S.

.02 level

and Canadian branch managers.

Community Involvement is rated as important by 41% of
Canadians, mean = 3.0,

and by 34% of Americans,

There is a significant difference at the p =
between U.S.

mean = 3.3.

.000 level

and Canadian branch managers.

Employee Development is rated as very important by 35%
of Canadians,
mean = 3.3.

mean = 3.9,

and important by 35% of Americans,

There is a significant difference at the p =

.001 level between U.S.

and Canadian branch managers.

New Deposit Generation is rated as extremely important
by 51% of Canadians, mean = 4.3,
mean = 4.8.

and by 86% of Americans,

There is a significant difference at the p =

.000 level between U.S.

and Canadian branch managers.
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TABLE

X

RANK ORDER DATA

BBMs perceptions

of

senior management priorities

Canadian
Budget

Control

(mean)

sig p.

U.S.

4.3

. 000

4.7

4.5

n/a

4.3

4.5

. 023

4.2

3.3

n/a

3.3

New Asset Sales

4.2

. 020

3.8

Community

3

. 000

3.3

Development

3.9

. 001

3.3

New Deposit Generate

4.3

.000

4.8

Cross

Sales

Retaining Cust.
Regional

Employee

Act.

Team Coop.

Involve.

Between Country with Question Set

There are
spent

several

on each of the

(see Table X).
four tested
results
data

for

significant differences

above

Of the

2

areas,

using percent

eight task areas

significantly different.

and then

summarize the

further clarity.

We

in
of

BBM time
100%.

represented,

only

first present the

findings with a

re-ranking of
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Branch
11%
on

Canadian
10%

Canadian,
The U.S.

This

Sales

is

mean

is

There

The mean

a

The mean

amount

frequency

at

is

11%,

There

13%
and

of

is

a

8%
not

on

significant difference

and

6%

of

35

is

BBMs

is

14%

11%

frequency of

time.

18

BBMs

on

at the p =

.009

Canadian branch managers.

with

of U.S.,

The mean amount

a highest

of time

frequency of

with a highest

Team Cooperation

Canadian,

of U.S.,

spent

amount

of

24
18

.034

BBMs
at

10%.

level

and Canadian branch managers.

Regional
is

BBMs

significant difference at the p =

between U.S.

spent

34

spent

is

Canadian,
17%

of time

with highest

between U.S.

time

frequency

18%,
a

of

significant difference.

Retaining Customer Accounts
spent

amount

with the highest
not

with highest

time.

level

Control

and U.S.,

time.

Cross

20%

Budget

The mean amount

with a highest

with a highest

frequency

frequency of

35

at

of time
of

40

5%.

at

5%,

This

is

significant.
New Asset

Canadian,
U.S.,

with

Sales

The mean amount of time

with a highest
a highest

frequency of

frequency of

significant difference

19

at the p =.000

19
at

at
5%.

level

spent

20%,

is

10%

There

24%

of

is

a

between U.S.

and

Canadian branch managers.
Community
8%

Canadian,

U.S.,

Involvement

with a highest

with a highest

significant.

The mean amount

of time

frequency of

at

frequency of

41

at

32
5%.

5%,

This

spent
7%

is

of
not

is
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Employee Development
13% Canadian,
U.S.,

The mean amount of time spent is

with a highest frequency of 36 at 10%,

with a highest frequency of 30 at 10%.

12% of

This is not

significant.
New Deposit Generation

The mean amount of time spent

is 13% Canadian, with a highest frequency of 27 at 10%,
of U.S.,

with a highest frequency of 24 at 20%.

22%

There is a

significant difference at the p = .000 level between U.S.
and Canadian branch managers.

TABLE XI

RANK ORDER DATA

Percent of 100% of BBM: time on each area
Canadian

(mean)

sig p.

U.S.

(

Budget Control

11

n/a

11

Cross Sales

14

.009

18

Retaining Cust. Acct.

13

.034

17

6

n/a

8

24

. 000

10

8

n/a

7

Employee Development

13

n/a

12

New Deposit Generate

13

. 000

22

Regional Team Coop.
New Asset Sales
Community Involvement
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Representing the data
time

spent

on each area

differing emphasis
Canadians
asset

and Canadian
while U.S.

of Canadians

to

explicitly

and U.S.

in the U.S.

less

assume

asset

in Chapter V.

increase product

are

loans.

loan decisions,
so.

Loan

importance,

as

Current emphasis by U.S.

offerings may be

towards deposit product variety

the

on new

sales

likely to do

a greater

of

respondents.

BBMs have traditionally made

BBMs have been

shows

amount of their time

In banking terminology,

mentioned previously
banks

ranking by mean percent

(Table XII)

spend the greatest

sales.

officers

and

oriented more

(liabilities)

than

sales

of

loans.
The primary concern of U.S.
generation,
Both

sets

with new asset

of

respondents

important time user,
cross

sales

rating much

less

rank cross

sales

emphasizing the

inclined to

customer accounts,

accounts.

is

and relationship banking.

are particularly

competition

sales

respondents

Stage

1

Canadians

seem to

employee development,
customer accounts.

the next

increasing
The U.S.

focus

on

respondents

large

amount of

and the volatility of customer

interviews

account turnover rate

time.

spend time on retaining

explicable by the

in the U.S.

as

new deposit

annually

recorded an estimate

30%

in the U.S.

spend equal

amounts

of time

new deposit generation,

In a

of

less volatile world,

more predictable and competitive

offerings

are

and

on
retraining

customers
less

are
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available.

Both groups

quite highly,
before
rate

rated

employee development time

just higher than budget control.

regional

team cooperation and community

low percents

As mentioned
involvement

of time.

TABLE

XII

RANK ORDER DATA

Ranking by mean percent of time:
Canadian
New Asset

Sales

U.S.

24

New Deposit Generate

22

14

Cross

18

Development

13

Retaining Cust Acct

17

New Deposit Generate

13

Employee

12

Retaining Cust Acct

13

Budget

Budget Control

11

New Asset Sales

Cross

Sales

Employee

Community
Regional

Involvement
Team Coop

Within Countrv Between

Sales

Development

Control

8

Regional

6

Community

Questioni Sets

1

importance

rating,

10

Team Coop

and

and actual

8

Involvement

7

2

Testing within country groups between the
management

11

senior

BBM time

spent by
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percentage of 100%,

recoded to approximate the 1-5 scale,

produced significance t-tests
It

is apparent from the

that the ratings on the
are quite homogenous

for all categories.
freguency distribution data

first dimension

for both groups.

differentiation in rating,

(senior management),
This

lack of

emphasizes the expectations

senior management places on all BBM functions,
less emphasis on regional team cooperation,
involvement,

and employee development.

with perhaps

community

In light of the more

heterogeneous data on the second dimension,

t-tests are

skewed towards significance.
Undoubtedly BBMs spend less time on regional team
cooperation and community involvement,
more time on employee development.

they spend

Time spent on employee

development is guite high and equal to,
on budget control.

however,

or above time spent

Canadians spend the same amount of time

on new deposit generation and retaining customer accounts,
as on

employee development,

cross sales.

U.S.

and almost as much time as on

respondents spend less time on new asset

sales than on employee development.
Senior management priorities as perceived by branch
managers appear to be substantially the same
Canada.

in the U.S.

and

Exploratory Factor Analysis

In addition to demographic information,
data,
are

questionnaire

are clustered into 4 principal construct areas.

(1)

technology construct

responsibilities

(3)

(2)

training

bank managers role and

(4)

bank strategy.

hypothesized that these constructs,
present a

These

It is

central to the study,

fairly comprehensive coverage of the impact of

information technology on the decision-making role of bank
branch managers.

The 86 variables are grouped into the 4

constructs with 17 variables
27;

38 variables

variables

in construct 2,

in construct 3,

in construct 4,

in construct 1,

questions

questions 28 to 65;

questions 66 to 71;

11 to
6

25 variables

questions 72 to 96.

The construction of questionnaire variables was based
on the findings of the qualitative stage 1 research.
Coverage of each construct is the motivating and
constraining factor in terms of extensiveness of variable
number.

The questionnaire design incorporated the use of

homogeneity of question direction,

unidirectionality

implying positive agreement with each statement.

Each of

the 86 variables that may be responsible for variation in
perception between Canadian and U.S.
individually.

BBMs

is treated

Frequency distributions are obtained for each

variable

in terms of its perceived influence on a

interval

scale of disagreement or agreement.

1 to 5
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Within each of the four main constructs,
analysis

is the

factors calculated from the additive valid

responses of appropriate variables.
constructs,

6

construct 4.
the U.S.,

the unit of

Altogether there are 20

in the main construct areas

1,

2,

3

and 2

in

Analyzing the data separately for Canada and

factor analysis

is performed using squared and

contrasted multiple correlations as commonalty estimates,
and varimax rotation.

The dimensions uncovered are compared

and contrasted across countries.
Some general guidelines are adopted to guide the data
analysis.

Variable eigenvalues,

at least over 1,

some cases above 1.5 are considered appropriate.
to restrict and force factor groupings,
points are pre-determined,

In order

cut-off factor

according to the percentage of

variance accounted for by each,
of eigenvalues.

and in

and by graphic scree plots

The scree plots provide a visual guide to

the determination of significant variance attributable to
each additional

factor.

The data

in this study tended to

show an extremely high percentage of variance captured by
the first factors,

with a sharp fall to the next factors and

then a gradual descent in percent accounted for,

evening out

with the remaining factors.
Loadings are included in the
40% of shared variable variance,
30% as a cutoff

factor if they are above
although some authors use

(Dillon and Goldstein,

the loadings are clear and high on all

1984),

in our case

factors.

This
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indicates a good fit in terms of shared variance between
variables on different constructs.
also run to aid factor detection.
simple structure,

Graphic factor plots are
If a rotation achieves a

then there should be few,

if any,

variables with large loadings on more than 1
and Goldstein,

1984).

for an additional

factor

(Dillon

Factors are generated if they account

5 percent variance.

The

factor analysis

procedure enables us to see that respondents conceptualize
variation in perceptions at the construct level.
following analysis,
U.S.

and C

In the

factors are identified by country using

(Canada).

Technology

The picture which forms

from the Canadian factor

analysis of the technology construct,

presents an image of a

strong BBM with control over the branch and customer service
before technology introduction.

Technology appears as a

required supplement primarily to increase efficiency,
expand the branch coverage via ATMs.

and

Technology increases

teller efficiency but does not relinquish teller work to the
customer.
In the U.S.,

the concerns of the BBM generated by the

factor analysis of the technology construct,

are dominated

by the concern that technology replaces staff.
BBM control

is strengthened through technology.

Additionally
Technology
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is

indeed a required supplement ensuring customers equal

service.
The contrast between the two groups seems to be most
strongly apparent in the control of the BBM prior to
automation.

Canadian BBMs appear to have a stronger perhaps

more entrenched position,

due in part to their age,

length

of service and the formalization often endemic in a large
system.

The

impact of technology occurs more slowly in a

larger system and is thwarted by existing control
dispersed units.
branch system,
younger,

The U.S.

in

respondents are part of a smaller

with a demographic profile showing them to be

with less length of service.

competitive changes in the U.S.

The more rapid

and the widespread

availability of ATMs give technology a higher profile and
evidence of a way to replace scarce staff.
We can see that branch managers'

concern with

information technology impinging on the power and control
function,

is manifested primarily by the U.S.

respondents.

The following sections provide a clearer picture of the
issues addressed in the research questions.
It is

interesting to note that with regard to the

technology construct

(17 questions)

both Canada and the U.S.

factor analysis successfully model the relationship in 6 or
fewer dimensions,

with almost an identical percent of

variance explained,

at approximately 2/3

or 66%.

The

explained communality of each variable is above 50%.
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Both first

factors account for a high percent of

variance of the technology variables,
represent an inversion.

Table XIII,

located at the end

provides the factor titles and loadings.

Factor 1 C:
labeled as

they

The leading dimension differs

strongly between countries.
of the chapter,

however,

In Canada

factor 1

(19.4% variance)

technology is a required supplement.

can be

The

emphasis of respondents appears to indicate acceptance of
new technology in the
limitations.

This

variable loading)

form of ATMs,

but with a sense of its

factor is almost identical
to U.S.

factor 4.

(barring 1

Canadians see the role

of ATMs as an important part of bank coverage,

but not as

facilitating staff replacements.
Factor 1 U.S.:
as

U.S.

factor 1

technology replaces staff.

(28% variance)

U.S.

extremely concerned with technology,
ATMs,

as replacing staff,

is labeled

respondents are
mainly in the form of

including tellers,

tend not to agree with this construct.

however they

The possibility for

the replacement of staff is a threat to the bank branch
staff,

and it would seem that their high awareness reflects

this.

U.S.

bank branch staffing is

with less room for reduction,

leaner than in Canada,

as it has previously been

trimmed.
Factor 2

C and U.S.:

Accounting for 13.5% and 11.3%

variance in Canada and the U.S.
loadings on factor 2

imply that

respectively,

variable

BA increases branch
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efficiency.

Both Canadian and U.S.

cognizant of the potential
automation.
loading,

U.S.

respondents are

for increased efficiency due to

respondents have an additional variable

referring to the reduction in teller work.

difference

This

in perception of staff is more clearly reflected

in the generation of factor 4
Factor 3

C:

C.

Canadians are fairly confident in the

belief that ATMs are a branch substitute,
10.4% variance.
loading on this

However,

accounting for

lack of staff-related variables

factor indicates that they do not associate

branch substitution with staff replacements.
a branch alone,

ATMs stand as

perhaps as new branches not replacement

branches.
U.S.

respondents placed the variables

in factor 1 U.S.,

for factor 3

C,

relating ATMs as substitutes with the

replacement of staff and in particular tellers.

This

difference in perception of ATM implementation has
implications

for the psychological

security of branch staff.
reduce jobs,

U.S.

security and indeed job

concerns that ATMs will

may lead to blocking of new technology and

unhappiness on the part of staff.

Canadians are perhaps

more secure in their jobs and less likely to balk at new
technology introduction.
Factor 3 U.S.:
tapping the dimension

9% variance is explained by factor 3,
control.

This dimension implies

recognition of the contemporary need for efficient
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automation,

under the control

of the BBM,

to ensure fair

service.
Factor 4
efficiency

C:

Canadians clearly differentiate

with 9.1% variance explained,

efficiency in general.
overall

staffs

Perhaps this

teller

from staff

is due to the large

in Canadian branches and greater job

separation between tellers and platform staff.

Canadian

branches tend to have larger platform staff than their U.S.
counterparts.

The U.S.

respondents did not manifest this

concern as a separate construct.
Factor 4 U.S.:

Accounting for 7.8% variance,

factor is essentially the same as

factor 1 C,

this

technology is

a required supplement.
Factor 5 C:
to the dimension

Factor 5,
control.

with 8.2% of variance,

refers

The dimension of a strong BBM

who oversees the branch and perhaps acts as an arbiter of
justice for customers.

The factor,

based on 2 variables,

captures some of the essence of U.S.

factor 3,

but does not

correlate the construct with efficient technology.

The

traditional role of Canadian BBMs may already include this
juristic element,

the advent of technology has not affected

this role of the BBM.
Factor 5 U.S.:
to the dimension

Factor 5,

equal

with 7% of variance,

self-service.

Factor 5

refers

indicates

the move towards customer involvement in the work via ATMs
and branch automation.

This

factor is

interesting in its
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orientation towards customer equal
as opposed to factor 5 C,
equal

which is oriented towards customer

service via the BBM.

It is hypothesized that

technology plays a larger role
this respect,
BBMs,

service via technology,

in the U.S.

than in Canada in

additionally pointing to the power level of

which is perhaps greater in Canada.
Factor 6 C:

This

replacing tellers,

factor taps a dimension of

explaining variance of 6.3%.

customers
The

relationship between ATM technology and customer involvement
is made clearer here.

Whereas

in the U.S.

BBMs appear to

relate automation to staff replacement more strongly,
Canadian BBMs disagree with technology as a replacement in
the

form of ATMs.

considered slim,

The potential

for more customer work is

in spite of the corporate strategy aiming

towards greater customer self-service.

(There is no U.S.

factor 6).

Bank Branch Managers Role and Responsibilities

Reflecting our summarization of the technology
construct,

the predominant theme emerging from the factor

analysis of construct 2,

BBM role and responsibilities,

indicates concern with change and especially technological
change.

Loss of decision-making authority,

as a dimension,

loads highly for Canadians and somewhat highly for
Americans.

Canadian BBMs,

as noted previously,

may well
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feel more threatened by the potential
decision-making authority,
authority status,

for the loss of

due to their traditionally higher

while U.S.

respondents perceive loss of

decision-making authority as less of an impact,

due to the

traditionally lower level attributable to the U.S.
Coupled with concern of decision-making loss,

BBM.
Canadians

are aware of the increasing difficulty of doing a
responsible job as their industry changes,
technologically.

competitively and

Deregulation and technology create the

possibility for more products,

and so BBMs and the branch

must concentrate more on sales.

The overall picture of the

Canadian BBM is

focused on the professional,

decision-maker,

whose job is constrained and structured by

formal channels.

objective

The BBM is aware of change and seeks to

modify and co-opt change at a reasonable pace while
retaining the same level of decision-making authority.
U.S.

branch managers perceive that there is a sales

impact on the branch focus,
the professional,
cost control

sales,

and orient their role to that of

decision-maker.

The traditional

function is being emphasized less by today's

BBM in favor of a sales and service focus.

However,

service

is perceived as being rarely rewarded sufficiently well by
the objective evaluation system,
Americans but not Canadians.

a disjuncture affecting

The increased emphasis of U.S.

banks on the entrepreneurial role of the BBM may account for
perceptions of the BBM as entrepreneurial and community
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involved.

The difficulty of recruiting adequate staff,

in particular new BBMs,
New England this

is another dimension uncovered.

factors tapping

bank branch managers role and responsibilities.

Using the same general heuristics,
restricting the
variance

In

is a priority concern.

This section of analysis presents the
construct 2,

and

including the artifice of

factors generated to 6,

in both Canada and the U.S..

structures do just as well

we account

6 dimensional

in each country.

factor contributed 5% explained variance,
including the 6th factor.

for 46%

Each subsequent

up to and

The remaining factors possible,

contributed less than 5% variance each in both samples,

even

though they have eigenvalues over 1.
Eigenvalues

for the

Canadian and 1.9 U.S..
variable

following factors are above 1.7
The explained communality of each

is above 32% Canadian,

and 23% U.S..

The first

dimension for each country accounted for a high percent of
common variance,
dimension are

13.8% Canadian and 14.8% U.S..

inverted,

The

with each of them being partially

duplicated by less strong factors

in the other country.

Table XIII provides the factor titles and loadings.
Factor 1 C:
the construct

The variables loading on factor 1

loss of decision-making authority.

indicate
Given

that Canadian BBMs tend to have a large amount of decision¬
making authority prior to automation,

it would appear likely

that they are concerned with any possible reduction.
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Canadians seem to disagree with statements that they are
experiencing a loss of decision-making authority.
factor 3

covers the same directional dimension,

variables loading,

implying that U.S.

U.S.

with less

BBMs also are

concerned with loss of decision-making authority,

but are

not necessarily experiencing this phenomenon.
Factor 1 U.S.:

This

maker focused on sales,

factor,

accounts

professional decision¬
for the greatest degree of

shared variance amongst the variables

in this construct.

This dimension has high factor loadings

for variables

capturing decision-making,

transferability,

measures,

it appears that BBMs agree with

the

and sales

focus,

objective

idea that their role includes these attributes.
Factor 2

C:

more difficult,
BBMs.

Capturing 8.5% shared variance,
responsible job,

factor 2

is strongly agreed with by

This may indicate that there is more pressure on BBMs

in an increasingly competitive

industry,

as witnessed in

several respondent comments.
Factor 2 U.S.:
construct,

Conversely,

entrepreneurial,

the second highest dimension

U.S.

BBMs selected the

community,

decision-maker,

(8.3% variance).

is perhaps emphasized more in the U.S.

This BBM role

than in Canada,

although some of these variables load on factor 5 C.,
tapping a

less generally accepted Canadian construct.

Factor 3
dimension

C:

sales

7.6% variance is explained by the
focus.

as

The Canadians tend to strongly
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agree with the importance of the construct.
construct,
as

which includes the variable,

factor 1 U.S.,

The U.S.

cross-sales,

appears

indicating greater attachment of

importance to this dimension.

Canadian responses vary

fairly communally in this construct but not as communally as
U.S.

responses.

Cross-sales are not

included,

reflecting

the bank's lack of focus on this aspect of sales.
Factor 3 U.S.:
authority

accounts

on factor 3,

The construct

for 6.8% explained variance,

and loads

indicating a common concern with Canadian BBMs

but at a lower ranking.
construct,

loss of decision-making

however,

BBMs do not agree with the

less strongly than the Canadians.

U.S.

BBMs have less decision-making authority so perhaps they
have less to lose than their Canadian counterparts.
Factor 4

C:

The dimension of the

objective decision-making manager,
variable loadings of 6.4% variance,
perceive the
U.S.

is tapped by shared
indicating that BBMs

importance of this aspect of their role.

respondents do not generate this

assume that this

factor,

The

thus we can

is a clearly Canadian phenomenon.

Factor 4 U.S.:

Explaining 5.7% variance,

dimension for the U.S.
BBMs.

professional,

the fourth

respondents can be coded as scarce

This construct probably reflects the low unemployment

rate in New England and the difficulty with which banks are
faced in hiring new staff,
interviews.

In particular,

a common thread in stage

1

with the role of the branch
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orienting towards a deposit gathering mechanism,
of the job

is perhaps

Factor 5 C:
factor 1 U.S.,
for at 5.7%,
are

less strong.

Reflecting the same dimension captured in

but with considerable less variance accounted

the Canadian respondents

transferable,

certain degree,
manner.

indicated that BBMs

entrepreneurial decision-makers.

Canadians define the BBMs role

The ranking of this dimension as

Canadians,

the allure

To a

in this

fifth by

indicates that it has less clear importance

in

their universe.
Factor 5 U.S.:

The highest loading on this

the variable indicating,
be."

"I prefer the way banking used to

Allied with variables concerning the importance of

operations,
less

factor is

cost control pressures and the branch becoming

important,

the dimension being tapped appears to be

traditional cost control

focus,

explaining 5.2% variance.

Respondents do not tend to prefer this

focus.

Sales are

being emphasized much more than previously in the U.S.,

BBMs

prefer this orientation.
Factor 6 C:

Explaining 4.4% variance,

the dimension of the job of the BBM,

this

factor taps

which includes the use

of formal channels to a large extent,

as well as having more

time to make less routine decisions.

This dimension is

labelled

formality.

BBMs seem to neither agree or disagree

on the ability of technology to affect their decision¬
making.

Formal channels are one way to get things done.
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Factor 6 U.S.:

Objective evaluations

service time emerges as the sixth dimension,
variance of 5%.

ignore BBM
explaining

The tightening up and increase of

performance evaluations,

perhaps accounts

with which BBMs tend to agree.

for this concern,

Canadians do not identify

this as an area of separate concern.

Bank Strategy

The correlation between the 2

factor structures in this

construct indicates that the underlying dimensions of the
banking world tapped are similar.
construct analyses,

Echoing the previous 2

we deduce that concern with corporate

strategy to centralize decision-making is a major concern of
BBMs.

As the primary factor identified by Canadians,

concern is very evident,

but in the sense that it is

believed not to be occurring.

In spite of change,

the branch becoming more like a retail
platform automation,

this

such as

store and increased

BBMs are maintaining their powers.

Canadian BBMs seem to indicate a lack of agreement with
the idea that information technology has had an impact on
the decision-making responsibility of the bank branch
manager,

while U.S.

that assertion.

respondents would tend to agree with

U.S.

branch managers acknowledge the

of automation more clearly,
of customers and service,

impact

emphasizing the objectification

and in general the dehumanizing of
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branch banking,

as they follow uniform policies.

perceive that the

U.S.

BBMs

introduction of information technology has

resulted in some centralization of operations of retail
banking.
Both U.S.

and Canadian BBMs concur that the

requirements of the job of retail bank branch managers today
are markedly different from the requirements of the job in
pre-deregulation and pre-information technology
implementation days,

with

increased emphasis on sales and

less emphasis on the BBMs job as cost control.
We model the bank strategy construct in 6 dimensions,
accounting for an identical percent of variance explained at
approximately 56%,

for the U.S.

and Canada.

It is

interesting to note that there are very similar eigenvalue
structures,
6

factors

and percent of variance change structures.

for Canada and the U.S.

and above.

The

have eigenvalues of 1.4

The explained communality of each variable

loading is above 40%

for the

first 5

factors and above 22%

for the 6th factor.
The leading factor is substantially larger than the
others although not as dramatically as
constructs,

for the first two

technology and BBM role and responsibilities.

The first dimension captured is

inverted between countries,

with a large drop to factor 2.

The first dimension has

15.1% variance in Canada and 16.4% variance
Table XIV provides the

in the U.S.

factor titles and loadings.
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Factor 1 C:

Factor 1 C and factor 5 C directly invert

with factor 5 U.S.

and factor 1 U.S.

in factor 1 C is clearly
seems to

The dimension revealed

empowerment.

Canadian concern

identify this dimension disagreeing

disempowerment,

therefore empowerment.

large component of factor 1 C,
variable loadings,

with

Factor 5 U.S.

has a

with virtually identical

the strongest of which are identical.

The ranking of this dimension as number 1

for Canadians

indicates that they are more concerned with empowerment than
their American counterparts.
Factor 1 U.S.:
entrepreneurship

The dimension

refers to BBMs

encouraging

identification of top

managements understanding of BBM concerns,

and the corporate

strategy of helping BBMs to be successful.
Factor 2

C:

Explaining variance of 11.3%,

factor loading implies the dimension
store.

the second

branch as retail

Customers shop and pay for products according to

their needs.

This

is a new idea

in retail banking,

where

typically costs have not been clearly attributable to
particular services.
concept and its

Canadian BBMs strongly agree with this

impact on their world.

Factor 2 U.S.;

The second U.S.

for 11.3% variance also,

is

dimension,

identified in the factor

objectification of customers and service.
"right for customers to pay for service"
and factor 2 U.S.

highly.

accounting

The variable
loads on factor 2

However additional variables

C
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loading on

factor 2 U.S.

seem to render this dimension more

clearly that of objectification of both customers and
service.

U.S.

BBMs perceive that banks exhibit this

tendency without necessarily agreeing with it.
Factor 3

C:

Ease of automation

is the third factor

capturing the dimension specifically concerned with
implementation of technology
loadings of 2 variables,

(10.1% variance).

The high

more closely indicate the concern

with lack of anticipation of problems and the apparent ease
of solutions.

BBMs obviously relate the corporate strategy

of introducing automation with customer expectations,

but

think that automation occurred without BBM consultation.
The results have been satisfactory however.
Factor 3 U.S.:

Explaining variance of 9.5%,

the third dimension of importance in this
inclusion.

U.S.

BBMs

we capture

factor,

identify the importance of top

management concern with branch level
necessarily believing that they,

input,

in fact,

without

have much say in

decisions.
Factor 4

C:

The identical construct is shared by

Canadian respondents who identify

inclusion

as their next

dimension with 7.3% variance.
Factor 4 U.S.:
variables

Loading very highly on this

indicating the construct

7.1% variance.

Similar to factor 2

retail
C,

stores

factor,

2

explain

but with different
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emphasis,

this nevertheless seems to capture the same idea

that branches are becoming more like retail
Factor 5 C:
dimension,

stores.

Mirroring factor 1 U.S.,

with 6.8% variance explained,

the fifth

is

encouraging

entrepreneurship.
Factor 5 U.S.:
factor 1 C,
this

Again,

empowerment.

as mentioned before this mirrors
Accounting for 6.1% variance,

factor seems to tap the dimension,

with the process of disempowerment.

where concern exists

In the U.S.

instance,

mild agreement with the direction of the construct towards
disempowerment exists,

as opposed to Canada where BBMs agree

with empowerment.
Factor 6 C:
dimension tapped

Platform automation
(5.7% variance).

is the sixth

BBMs agree to some extent

that product deregulation necessitates

increased platform

automation with the corollary that ATM usage limits sales
opportunities at the branch.
Factor 6 U.S.:
respondents
construct

is

The sixth dimension for U.S.

uniform policies

at 5.5% variance.

The

implies that bank policy is uniformly applied.

BBMs do not have a particular leaning on this dimension.

Training

The two factors explaining this construct indicate a
concern with good training in both banks.

The only real
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difference between the two sets of respondents
distinction by the U.S.

is the

branch managers between the growing

importance of the platform side of banking and the
importance of training in how the bank system works.
Canadians correlate platform importance with understanding
the banking system.

The inference to be drawn here is that

Canadians are more concerned with their ability to control
events

in the branch than are U.S.

branch managers.

This

would reflect the lower level of decision-making ability in
the U.S.

bank branches.

The 6 variables applicable to this construct yield 2
factors

in each country.

heuristics,
and U.S.

According to the same general

eigenvalues over 1 are acceptable.

The Canadian

factor analysis successfully models the

relationship,
explained.
Canadian.

with 61% U.S.

and 62% Canadian variance

Communality explained is above 47% U.S.

and 55%

Table XVI provides the factor titles and

loadings.
Factor 1 C/U.S.:
countries accounts

for approximately 40% variance,

factor is labelled
extent,

The leading factor common to both

training.

Respondents,

this

to a certain

agree that training is sufficient and good.

variables

loading have high degrees of explained variance of

communality on this
Factor 2
variance),

The 3

C:

factor.

Sophisticated understanding

(19.4%

taps the dimension of understanding the banking
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system.

BBMs

understood

tend to

in their advisory role.

for the branches
2

sophisticated

to

cope

U.S.:

The

advisory

with the

importance

variable

referring to,

lack of
staff

on this

knowledge

of

Training

is

essential

in the new environment.
second dimension

role

for U.S.

(21.4% variance).

BBMs

automation
system,

factor.
the

reducing the

the

necessity of

loads highly counter-

This may be

system which

should or need to have.

is

Agreeing

of the platform staff role however,

understanding the banking
directional

system must be

and that platform staff are becoming more

sophisticated

Factor

agree that the banking

explainable by the

BBMs

think branch
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TABLE

XIII

FACTOR ANALYSIS

Construct

1:

Technology/Canada

Variables

.
2.
1

3 .
4.
5.
6.
7.
8 .
9 .
10.
11.
12 .
13 .
14.
15.
16.
17.

Staffing down
Better staff scheduling
Increase transaction vol.
Back shop functions down
Teller work down
Efficient error-free
Customer work
Central file access
Equal service
BBM power
ATMs required
ATMs reduce teller work
ATMs replace tellers
Branch supplement
Psb branch substitute
ATMs are branch sub.
Competitive advantage

Variables

.

1

2 .
3 .
4 .
5.
6
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

.

Staffing down
Better staff scheduling
Increase transaction vol.
Back shop functions down
Teller work down
Efficient error-free
Customer work
Central file access
Equal service
BBM power
ATMs required
ATMs reduce teller work
ATMs replace tellers
Branch supplement
Psb branch substitute
ATMs are branch sub.
Competitive advantage

and U.S.A.
Factor 1
C U.S.
67
46

Factor 2
C U.S.
75
80
56
55

Factor
C U.S

54
73
70
72
74

74

80
73

67
52
63
55
75
67
67

87
86

68

Factor 4
C U.S.

Factor 5
C U.S.

Factor <
C U.S

86
81
79
66
81

55

62

69
50
75
66

71
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TABLE

XIV

FACTOR ANALYSIS

Construct

2:

BBM Role

and Responsibilites/Canada

Variables

1.
2 .
3 .
4 .
5.
6 .
7 .
8 .
9 .
10.
11.
12 .
13 .
14 .
15.
16.
17 .
18 .
19.
20.
21.
22 .
23 .
24 .
25.
26.
27 .
28 .
29 .
30.
31.
32 .
33 .
34 .
35.
36 .
37.
38.

Factor 1
C U.S.

Branch profits
Hiring staff
Product focus
Loan decisions
Loans on computer scores
Firing staff
Identify staff training
Planning of technology
Transfer frequently
Non-objective measures
Formal channels
Community figure
Deposit gathering
Branch procedures changed
Primary concern is sales
Cross sales top priority
Too much time on service
Platform priority service
President
Run as I wish
Entrepreneurial
BA restricts flexibility
BA routinizes decisions
Traditional banker no more
Preferred banking before
Harder to find BBMs
More difficult role
Highly esteemed profession
Operations are primary
BA reduces decision-making
Centralizing decisions
Branch less important
BBM can run any branch
More time for less routine
Transfers help learning
Cost control pressure
Go beyond bank guidelines
Objective evaluations

cont.,

58
74
49

Factor 2
C U.S.

and U.S.A.
Factor 3
C U.S.

62

63

42

48
56
52

64
44
56

76
80

41
53
45
63
63
70

50
55

69
62
66
60
57
58

66
76

76
53
47
54
59

55

next page
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TABLE

XIV,

continued

FACTOR ANALYSIS

Construct 2: Bank Branch Manager Role
Canada and U.S.A.
Variables

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Factor 4
C U.S.

Branch profits
Hiring staff
Product focus
Loan decisions
Loans on computer scores
Firing staff
Identify staff training
Planning of technology
Transfer frequently
Non-objective measures
Formal channels
Community figure
Deposit gathering
Branch procedures changed
Primary concern is sales
Cross sales top priority
Too much time on service
Platform priority service
President
Run as I wish
Entrepreneurial
BA restricts flexibility
BA routinizes decisions
Traditional banker no more
Preferred banking before
Harder to find BBMs
More difficult role
Highly esteemed profession
Operations are primary
BA reduces decision-making
Centralizing decisions
Branch less important
BBM can run any branch
More time for less routine
Transfers help learning
Cost control pressure
Go beyond bank guidelines
Objective evaluations

and Responsibilities/

Factor 5
C U.S.

Factor 6
C U.S.

57
59

50
43
51

44
49
54
67
44

68
50
63
51
49

45

44
46
51
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TABLE XV

FACTOR ANALYSIS

Construct

3:

Bank Strategy/Canada

Variables

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23 .
24.
25.

and U.S.A.

Factor 1
C U.S.

Different branch markets
Uniform bank policy
Top management understands
Designed for easy usage
Encourage entrepreneurship
Limits entrepreneurship
Industry of sheep
Centralizing control
Exacting evaluations
Over-rely on technology
Increase platform auto
Consulted about auto
Anticipated problems
Easy solutions
Input considered
Problems listened to
Customers must pay
Banks informs customers
Retail stores
Platform more import.
Objective criteria
Expect automation
Prefer humans
Customers educated on BA
Limits sales at branch

cont •

t

Factor 2
C U.S.

Factor 3
C U.S.

61
71
71
60

44
50
48

65
79
53
79

51
45
51
51

45
77
82

49
50

73
68
49

next page

70
66
41
46

73

71
41
51
44

45

51
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TABLE

XV,

continued

FACTOR ANALYSIS

Construct

3:

Bank Strategy/Canada and U.S.A.

Variables

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Different branch markets
Uniform bank policy
Top management understands
Designed for easy usage
Encourage entrepreneurship
Limits entrepreneurship
Industry of sheep
Centralizing control
Exacting evaluations
Over-rely on technology
Increase platform auto
Consulted about auto
Anticipated problems
Easy solutions
Input considered
Problems listened to
Customers must pay
Banks informs customers
Retail stores

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Platform more import.
Objective criteria
Expect automation
Prefer humans
Customers educated on BA
Limits sales at branch

Factor 4
C U.S.

Factor 5
C U.S.

Factor 6
C U.S.

59
60
64
58

46

78
49
63
76

77
78

89
83

59

51
56

46
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TABLE XVI

FACTOR ANALYSIS

Construct

4:

Training/Canada/U.S.A.

Variables

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Sufficient training
Training on sales products
Lacking and insufficient
Understanding bank system
Sophisticated role
Satisfied with training

Factor 1
C U.S.
81
62

Factor
C

Factor 2
U.S.

84
66
76
76

82

2

82

80

CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Summary

Our original
between strategy,

intention was to examine the relationship
technology strategy and structure,

detailed in the research questions.

We

identified the

expediency of technology strategy following from the overall
strategic

focus and the importance of the resulting fit with

organizational

structure.

nature of the study,

Recognizing the exploratory

we were prepared to investigate a

broader range of variables than might have been the case in
an inferential

study.

Our aim was to understand the

differences between organizations not to infer a priori
differences.

The nature of an institutional

study restricts

the generalizability of results but allows us to present
ideas on the basis of a sound understanding of the
institution.

Theoretical Contributions

In Chapter III,
theory,

we discussed the importance of systems

relating it to the success of organizations.

In our

study we identified the previously closed world of banking
and its current opening up to competition.

As the banking
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industry becomes more

flexible,

banks to operate successfully,
protection,

the ability of

individual

without legislative

will be challenged.

A major conclusion that we draw in this study is that
the strength of Canadian banking lies

in the branch network,

providing service delivery coverage nationally.
strength,

in turn,

This

rests on the decentralized decision¬

making authority of the branch manager.

Each unit functions

fairly autonomously and the branch manager is responsible
for branch performance
performance.

in several task areas and for overall

The traditional

importance of the branch

manager is being maintained currently with automation,
expected in Chapter I,

as we

due to the existing culture in place

and the cultural constraints on strategic choice,

discussed

in Chapter III.
As the U.S.A.

bank expands its branch network in an

extremely competitive environment,
decision-making authority.
lays

it relies on regional

By proceeding in this way,

it

itself open to potential problems with sustaining

efficiency and effectiveness.

With some responsibility but

relatively low authority in the branch,
bigger,

as the system gets

regional centers must exert more control

maintain the system.

This

in order to

implies the use of a complex

technology system not yet in place.

The U.S.

branch manager

does not contribute as much decision-making to the system as
does the Canadian branch manager.

We discussed this

idea

in
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Chapter I

and Chapter VI.

In the

following section,

we

answer the research questions and discuss the future for
retail branch banking as related to the two subject banks
for the two nations.

Questions the Study Answered

In Chapter IV,
the research.

we developed a set of questions to guide

We provide answers to these 6 questions here.

At this point we wish to make it clear that the following
discussion refers to the banks studied and not to the
general population of banks.
What
corporate

is the strategic focus of the subject banks?
interviews determined that the overall

focus of the U.S.

strategic

bank embodies both low cost and

differentiation strategies.

The stated objective of the

bank is to achieve relationship banking,
differentiation strategy.
achieve super-regional
strategy is

primarily a

Additionally they are aiming to

status.

The stated Canadian bank

increased customer self-service,

reflecting a

bias towards low cost with decreased customer contact.
However,

The

the Canadian bank also is starting to

focus on

differentiation as an imperative in the battle to gain
market share.
In Chapters III and V,

we discussed the relevence of

Porter's typology of competitive strategy.

Previous
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research has established that these generic strategies are
not mutually exclusive,

but perhaps understood more usefully

as representing a continuum

(Miller,

1988;

Murray,

1988).

We conclude that in the case of the retail banking industry,
legal

restraints on activities at best constrain individual

organizations towards a combination of competitive
strategies,

making the dichotomy of strategy a somewhat

facile distinction.
more clearly calls

The dynamic environment of the industry
for a contingency approach to strategy,

requiring management to be constantly prepared to update
their strategy and corresponding structure.

The inability

of any one

institution to achieve a constant competitive

advantage,

makes reliance on a set,

unrealistic.

The difficulty of achieving a good

strategy/structure balance

is made apparent in the poor fit

between strategy and structure
potential

single strategy

in the U.S.

bank,

and the

for an increasingly poor fit in the Canadian bank.

Does the

information technology strategy in effect.

seem to be consistent with the overall
Originally,

technology was

strategy?

introduced to reduce costs and

increase efficiency in both countries.

Technology strategy

in the U.S.

bank is driven somewhat by the availability of

technology,

such as ATMs and vendor hardware available for

the branch.
equipment,

Selection of the standard and less

flexible

further restricts technology strategy.

technology in place restricts changes

Existing

in strategy towards a
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sales

focus.

Given the relationship strategy,

strategy is a poor fit for the bank,
is

technology

and existing structure

inadequate.
The Canadian bank technology strategy was thwarted in

its strategic aim by the delay in development of ATMs,
capable of accepting passbooks.
the pace of the

Technology has determined

implementation of strategy.

the technology introduced has

In the branch,

improved teller efficiency,

carrying out the main strategy and slowly the platform is
being automated to help speed up and make information more
available.

However the technology determines the

possibilities
extent.
(CIF)

for product and service development to some

The development of the computer information file

will

aid considerably the bank's ability to service

customers more efficiently,
10 million accounts.

with the coordination of the 9-

The Canadian bank is more advanced in

this area of technlogical

sophistication than the U.S.

bank.

Is the structural dimension of centralization/
decentralization of decision-making at the bank branch
level,

consistent with the strategic

structure

is centralized,

branch manager level,

focus?

The U.S.

bank

with low decision-making at the

potentially restricting strategy.

A

respondent commented on the many "levels of upper
management,

where decisions are made,

related to staff,
restrictive."

....

making a decision

the approval process is too long and too

The structure also restricts

flexibility to
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customers'

needs,

especially with the lack of lending

authority in the branch.
decision-point

Customers are not close to the

in the bank,

therefore have less ability to

negotiate effectively with the bank.
comments on the

fact that

One U.S.

respondent

"erosion of credit authority from

managers has had a negative impact on our overall
effectiveness,

..

with interaction between lending segments

and branch managers
Additionally,

lacking."
the paper trail differs between branches

making for less efficiency and less time

for customers.

perception that technology replaces staff,
staff numbers

in the branch,

The

with the low

reflects a concern of branch

managers that they are unable to adequately serve customers.
Although branch managers emphasize that they spend the
largest percent of their time on new deposit generation,
customer accounts are not located in the branch.
customer records
host is down,
branch level.

is restricted,

Access to

especially if the computer

in turn restricting decision-making at the
A sales

focus

implies more time spent on

cross-sales and new asset sales and less time on new deposit
generation.
Branch managers
more control

indicate that increased efficiency and

for the branch manager are offset by

objectification of customers and service,
dehumanizing of the branch.

and the

As the system becomes

depersonalized the tendency to lose or fail to assimilate
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information,
retail

increases.

store situation,

The branch is moving towards a
referred to by one respondent as

"becoming like K-Mart or Filene's Basement.

We are becoming

like order takers and although we are told it
in reality we have very limited authority."

is

"our shop"

This tendency

specifically goes against the emphasis on entrepreneurship
and relationship banking.

"Senior management says

it wants

branch managers to be entrepreneurial but really does not
give us

freedom to be so."

There appears to be a substantial amount of disjuncture
between the elements of strategy,
structure.

technology strategy and

The increased emphasis on sales and full-service

via product bundling and relationship banking is seen to be
rewarded inadequately.

Branch managers who find themselves

"spending more and more time working the customer service
counter and less time managing"
manager's role.

are not performing a branch

Relationship banking may also imply the

need for increased use of custom technology rather than
transaction based technology

(Thompson,

bank is aware of the problems,
help in their resolution.

1967).

While the

clarity on these issues could

Training of managers aimed to

increase awareness of relationships and corresponding
increase in decentralization of decision-making by the bank,
might strengthen the branch in the marketplace and enable it
to better compete.
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Decentralized decision-making in the Canadian bank
ensures that customers are close to the decision-point.

In

spite of corporate emphasis on the importance of the branch
manager,

the increased trend towards self-service could

remove customers

from dependence on the branch,

consequently restrict sales.

and

Branch managers emphasize the

importance of technology but generally do not agree with its
ability to reduce their decision-making powers or staffing
levels.
now,

Branch managers perceive that staffing is tight

even though staff levels are much higher than in the

U.S.

In general branch managers do not have much input into

staffing.
A low cost strategy implies the increased use of
technology that
based.

is transaction-based rather then custom-

Respondents point out that "automation appears to be

more control

oriented than user oriented"

and "a report

system rather than a management information system."

It

does seem evident that more self-service would reduce the
staffing requirements and emphasize cost control as a major
element of strategy.

However the additional emphasis on

sales places more pressure on the branch manager as loan
officer,

although automation will aid this process.

tight market,

attaining new customer accounts

difficult than in the fluid U.S.
more

important.

market,

In a

is more

therefore loans are
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The strategy of self-service would seem to hold the
potential

for ameliorating branch manager decision-making

authority in the

future,

however the diverse nature of tasks

performed in the branch network will discourage this.
lack of large numbers of financial

The

intermediaries in Canada,

forces customers to remain with their bank and indeed,
customers are conservative.

Customer conservatism restricts

the strategy of self-service,

thwarts technology strategy

and supports the existing structure.
the platform staff to a

focus on a

The redeployment of

financial advisory role

will change the nature of the task requirements but maintain
branch importance

in a different way.

Is the technology strategy consistent with the
structural dimensions of centralization?
suggested that when automation is
existing structure,
of the organization.

In Chapter III,

we

introduced into the

it can affect the structural orientation
As Smeds

(1988)

points out:

Computerized information
systems are thus affecting
organizational structure at
multiple levels: they change
the internal division of labor
and the mechanisms of
coordination, and they affect
the strategies of the
enterprise (p90).

Er

(1987)

organizational

clearly points to the potential effect on
structure,

that one outcome of automation is

decentralization with routine decision-making being taken
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over,

and the

increased capacity of mid and low levels of

management to make less routine decisions.
outcome

is

The second

increased centralization with accurate

information more readily available to top managers.
From our research,

it seems that information technology

is being used to continue centralization of decision-making
in the U.S.

bank.

Correspondingly,

information technology

is being used to continue the decentralization of decision¬
making in the Canadian bank.
to the survey,

However,

some of the responses

do indicate that there are concerns about top

management using technology to centralize Canadian branch
managers'

decision-making in the

future.

Task uncertainty is assumed to affect organization
structure

(Galbraith,

1980),

however our research shows that

with information technology implementation,
structure can determine the task itself,

organizational

depending on the

use of the technology and perceptions as to its appropriate
benefits.

The U.S.

bank is developing transaction

technology which is appropriate to strategy tf it is
adequate

in linking branches to a centralized decision¬

making capacity.
inadequate,

In this case,

therefore

it is probably not totally effective

in carrying out the strategy.
decision-making,
efficiently.

the technology is

Without decentralized

the branches can only function less than
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The Canadian bank is developing both transaction and
custom technology,
to

the former to reduce costs and the latter

improve services.

This

is more congruent with the bank

strategy of increasing self-service.

Relationship banking

implies task variance and custom technology,
banking implies

while low-cost

invariance and transaction technology.

The cumulative effects of automation and structure
interaction may lead to new strategy and structure
configurations.
branch system,

As the technology is absorbed into the
and its

closely understood,

limitations and benefits are more

the banks can redefine the

appropriateness of their strategy/structure balance
dynamic

interaction.

in a

Some preliminary indications of this

reconfiguration are seen in the early results

from the

extension of the study to a comparison of New England banks
(Clarke,

1989).

With the continuing implementation of
technology,

how do bank branch managers perceive their

decision-making role?
perceive their role
orientation

In our study,

branch managers

increasing to include more sales

"a sales and service hat"

the branch facility,
hat"

information

as well as maintaining

"an operations and building maintenance

resulting in increased pressure to perform.

branch managers

U.S.

in the study tend to feel undervalued in

their job and see themselves as having less
the decision-making process.

importance

in

The job is not as prestigious
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as

it is

in other states although one comment emphasized

"Great job!

never boring..

I

love it!."

Realization by

corporate management of the importance of the branch manager
is beginning to occur,
recently

(1989)

but slowly.

The U.S.

bank has

started to update and improve the branch

evaluation system,

and the status of the branch manager

(personal communication).
Automation aids U.S.

branch managers somewhat,

poses a threat in terms of reducing staff.

but

Individual U.S.

respondents did not mention the resulting efficiencies and
cost saving of automation as much as their Canadian
counterparts.
the branches'
changes

In addition,
ability to

automation should not obscure

"focus on their markets."

The

in banking require diversity on the part of the

branch managers and the demographics of the branch managers
indicate the employment of less tradition-bound groups.
The Canadian respondents

in this study recognize the

convenience and necessity of automation as an aid in their
tasks,

without the threat

However,

the

(so far)

of staff reductions.

increase in pressure to sell

factor for them.

Interestingly,

is a worrying

one Canadian branch manager

pointed out that in spite of some latitude in decision¬
making,

the

"bank continues to be a very structured and most

controlling giant."

Branch managers have little

input into

the development of information technology systems and the
uniform control

systems tying the Canadian bank together,
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are obviously more
managers
trying to
manager,

irksome to some than others.

Older

in particular are more likely to have given up
"rock the boat,"

(sic),

and according to one

"old"

should be prudently retired.

The current encouragement of entrepreneurship by the
Canadian bank will be thwarted by this built-in conformity
and restricted

input

Another respondent

into new technological developments.

indicated that

"It is

important to the

branch network to give the manager plus his/her staff the
authority to make decisions.
the job day after day,

Who else than the person doing

knows the job better!"

If

managers are glorified supervisors with no power,
to make decisions,
reality,

and with

'thin'

staffing,"

"branch
or leeway

then in

the bank is more centralized than seems to be the

case from the job description of the branch manager.

Branch

managers make decisions on loans and check verifications,
but do not make staffing decisions or engage in staff
development.
Do they perceive any changes
from branch automation?

in that role resulting

In this study,

both U.S.

and

Canadian branch managers are optimistic that automation will
help them to deal with their increasing workload and enable
them to make better decisions.

As two Canadian respondents

said "BA takes the drudgery out of the bank,"
not replace the decision-making process."

As

and "BA does
far as the

increasing sophistication of the platform goes,

Canadian
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respondents emphasized that training for the platform means
understanding the banking system,
emphasized the opposite.

while U.S.

The two banks differ strongly in

their sense of power and responsibility.
general

However,

in

information technology is seen as a small part of

the overall picture,
in the

respondents

industry.

which focuses on competition and change

For some U.S.

primarily means ATMs.

branch managers,

automation

Concern was expressed that

"the

bank's automation systems are antiquated and should be as
sophisticated as our bank is."

Implications

To a certain extent,

for Practioners

technology drives strategy,

due to

current technological capability.

However,

the same technology in the branch,

different decision-making

structures and different strategies.

both banks have

Affected by

environmental turbulence and market pressures,
a strategy to cope,
needs.

each develops

trying to apply the technology to their

These perceived needs are limited in their

satisfaction by technological capabilities.
The

increasing bifarcation of tasks in the bank branch

will probably continue as automation gains sophistication.
Routine transactions can be delivered via automated
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mechanisms,

such as ATMs or counter card swipes.13

Transactions requiring direct customer contact

include the

necessity for platform staff to help the customer through
the maze of products available.
positions may become obsolete,

In the

future,

as in Norway,

teller

and platform

staff will occupy financial advisory positions,

particularly

with the lowering of legislative restrictions.

"The introduction of new technology may
entail an increased demand for more
experienced staff, who have more
responsibility." (Kirchner, 1984)
We have acknowledged that the primary driver for
information technology implementation was originally a bid
to reduce costs.

However,

both banks

levels have not changed significantly,
physical

size

indicate that staff
although branch

is decreasing with new branch additions.

Checks being processed continue to reach high numbers
(Steiner and Texeira,

1988).

Technology has had a decided

effect on the cost structure of banking,
costs.

increasing fixed

In the highly competitive banking environment,

higher fixed costs can only be justified with a more
productive customer base.

Therefore retail banks are

forced

to increase their efforts to sell existing and new products
for fees to customers,

at the same time as they continue to

control costs.

13Card swipes are customer identification machines which
verify credit cards or a particular proprietory bank card.

can
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The pressure that results
observations

is evident

from the preceeding

in the comments of branch managers

from both sides of the border.

The branch manager's job is

increasingly perceived as being more difficult and with a
dual

focus,

requiring the branch manager to wear many hats.

As one Canadian respondent put it

"BBMs are bombarded and

overburdened with paper,

statistics,

reports,

Things are changing so fast,

...

we can't absorb it.

will all burn out before our time,
stress."

circulars.
We

unless we can handle the

The previous role of the branch manager as

generalist enabled managers to operate fairly autonomously.
Branch managers are now increasingly concerned with the
problem of making poor decisions,

due to time pressures.

Increasing sophistication of automation,
and customer orientation towards

products available

investments,

requires

additional training and the growth of specialists
branch.

One Canadian respondent said "Younger managers with

higher education,
ones."
job,

in the

accept automation better than the older

Automation helps simplify the

however,

increasingly complex

the customer still demands the personal touch,

so time spent on service

is even more important.

All of this points to the importance of organizational
structure and the limits of a centralized organizational
structure.

The more centralized the organization then the

less likelihood that the organization can respond to
stimuli,

in the

form of problems and opportunities
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(Frederickson,

1986).

In the banking world,

the diversity

of the marketplace and the on-going changes necessitate
quick response.

The decentralization of information

technology with the development of interactive multiple
computer terminals,

in place of large central mainframes,

can be a major factor in the actual decentralization of
decision-making.

Networks of information exchange are the

key to cross selling,

therefore communication becomes

central not peripheral,

so technology should be intent on

primarily increasing communication not control.
It can be argued that information technology can be
used to increase communication between unit and corporate
management.

Decision-making can be made less variable and

incorporate stronger corporate control,
managers some flexibility in decisions.
to decentralized decision-making,
requires the operation of complex,

while allowing local
As an alternative

this structural

form

sophisticated and

interactive technology to ensure effective communications.
The technological capabilities currently available to both
our subject banks restrict this alternative.

Some Suggestions

for the U.S.A.

Bank

In the absence of sophisticated custom technology,

I

recommend choosing the option to decentralize decision¬
making.

It

is essential to close the gap between customers
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and the decision-point.

This

involves

increased training

for managers and sales staff and the introduction of custom
technology

(PCs),

branch level.

if some lending authority devolves to the

Larger branch networks will mean increased

delays

in decisions

level,

and a growth in regional middle management.

Additionally,
localized,

if these take place at the regional

centralized decisions may not account for

subjective factors.

poorly performing loans,

controls and guidelines must be

part of a decentralized plan.
cooperation and support,

To assuage concerns with

To encourage regional team

electonic mail could be more

fully

operationalized.
The bank must recognize that increasing bifarcation of
tasks will occur,
will

and that computerized teller transactions

lead to more focus on sales,

generation,

other than new deposit

which is really the first stage in a

relationship.

Bank managers are insufficiently informed

about account turnover activity,

and the rate at which this

occurs.
Currently,

the high account turnover rate in New

England leads to an implicit strategy of industry
cannabilization.
competitors,

Each bank is attracting customers

from

driving the industry to an unacceptable

economic position,

in an industry with already low profit

margins.

increase in mergers and acquisitions and

thus

With the

fewer banks,

this activity may decrease.

It is
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important
of

the

that management

current

strategy

realize the

in

lack of

a broader market

Retaining customer accounts must be
creation

of

relations with

locating

accounts

in the branch.

currently provided with
Limited technology and
of

customers,

few tools
low

relationship banking,

sense.

emphasized by the

perhaps by

first

The branch manager

is

to

task.

staffing

accomplish this
levels

restrict the

and can be deemed

Increasing platform staff

sophistication

aim

short-sighted.

and/or branch decision-making

could counteract the tendency

for customers

to

relocate

their accounts.
Canada

now exempts U.S.

foreign holdings,
international
Ontario

in the

market,

Canadian

network complications.
managers,

who

are

cause problems,

range

new products

the

Canadian bank
and

a

and national

strong base

industry

emphasis

in an arguably more

perhaps more
successful

lack of

entry,

Canadian customer

interbank procedures,
The

to

However

of branch
will

also

without adequate training capabilities.

side,

bank,

barriers

familiar with decision-making,

the plus
of

of Quebec,

are geographically close.

form of multibranch networks,

on

into this

especially as the provinces

is made problematic by various

conservatism,

U.S.

from restrictions

so this bank could move

and the Maritimes

this move

banks

familiar with this

is

opening up

is moving to

sales.

sales-oriented culture,
approach and could be

in capturing Canadian market

share.

On
to
The
is

a
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Some Suggestions to the Canadian Bank

The strength of the Canadian branching system has been
a significant factor in providing economic stability in
recessions and expansions.
to change.

The system is also a hindrance

With the deregulation of banking,

the Canadian

bank can alter its strategic focus but will be hampered by
the established organizational

form.

If bank strategy is to increase customer self-service,
then senior management must consider the future role of the
branch.

Computerization of routine transactions should lead

to a reduction of staffing on the teller side and a move to
increase sales.

Branchwide computerization may be quite

difficult to implement with the current demographic make-up
of the branch manager base.
particular females,

Hiring younger people and in

who have higher education levels,

including computer literacy,
changing the branch focus.
of loan decisions
imperative.

It

would be a significant help in
The continuing decentralization

in such a geographically diverse system is

is

important to improve training in sales

and proactive selling,
additional products

especially as the availability of

increases.

The Canadian passbook system is worth considering as a
barrier to entry.

With increased foreign competition,

the

use of a defensive strategy with retention of the passbook,
could preclude significant

inroads

into market share.
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Canadian customers are conservative and wish to retain
"hands on"

control of their money.

The Canadian bank could enter the U.S.
reasonable hope of success,

drawing on the large pool

experienced branch managers as a resource
branches,

market with a

either to run them or train U.S.

of

for new U.S.
branch managers.

Lack of branch manager flexibility and education may be a
problem,

especially with the demands of the U.S.

The U.S.

is a peculiar market,

more volatile,

consumer.

paying lip-

service to customer's needs and trying to be more conscious
of meeting those needs.

The acquisition of a savings bank

may be a better target than a regional bank,

especially with

the Canadian experience with the passbook system.

Recommendations

for Future Research

In this concluding section we make some propositions
for future research as an aid for researchers.

These

propositions are merely guides to interesting areas of
research,

their operationalization requires additional

development.

We believe the understanding gained in this

study can be tested in a wider setting,

both within the

banking industry,

in other industries.

and by extrapolation,

The relationship between strategy,
and structure

is complex.

technology strategy

We have explored the world of

branch banking in an attempt to understand the permutations
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for development of banking systems across nations.
going restructuring of the Canadian and U.S.
can benefit from these results.

The on¬

bank industry

Our first proposition

points to the importance of strategy embedded in culture.
Proposition 1:

In a comparable

institutional

setting,

differing cultural contexts exert stronger influence on
structure than identical technologies.
The conclusions we draw about the relationship between
strategy,

technology strategy and structure provide a strong

theoretical
3

stance for further research.

Propositions 2

and

outline this relationship.

Proposition 2:

Effective implementation of bank strategy is

contingent on both technology capability and the moderating
effects of existing decision-making structure.
Proposition 3:
global

The orientation of top management to a

organizational perspective influences technology

choice and structural configuration.
The power of

information technology to be used to

centralize or decentralize decision-making is just beginning
to be understood.
Proposition 4:

Identical technology and similar

institutional context exist with dissimilar organizational
structures.
Our ability to structure the technology
transaction-based or custom-based,

itself as

is related to the design
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of the task,

its corresponding level of uncertainty and

organizational
Proposition 5:

structure.
There

is a relationship between transaction-

based technology and centralization of decision-making.
Proposition 6:

Organizational

structure determines task

structure when information technology is the predominate
technology.
Proposition 7:

Information technology increases the

variability of task structure.
Information technology provides organizations with the
ability to maximize communication between customers and
staff,

and indeed between staff and corporate levels.

Increased use of computers to help personnel make decisions
and yet allow corporate to retain control,
hierarchical
of the

levels.

result in the organization

future being very different.

Proposition 8:
based

This will

can reduce

A combination of custom and transaction-

information technology will

increasingly make

hierarchical arrangements redundant,

as decisions can be

routinized and less routine decisions are decentralized.
Proposition 9:
decisions as

Top management can choose to centralize

information technology allows more control.

The next stage of this research is to compare and
contrast several New England banks.

This will give a

clearer picture of the differences and similarities between
banks

in the same industry,

within the same country,
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although with varying degrees of centralization,

and

different types of technology.
As the New England banks continue to merge and make
acquisitions,

the question of the

impact of organizational

size on structure and technology changes.
Undoubtedly the research pointed to the

importance of

senior management in the process of new technology
development.
interest,

The strategic decision process

which should be researched further.

is an area of
Strong

leadership coupled with top management engagement in
technology development,

initially seems to be essential

the organization to make progress

in this direction.

for

In the

interviews there were indications of a particular strong
individual who drove the technology strategy in each bank.
It would be

interesting to determine more closely,

the

understanding of top management of the organizational
effects of their chosen technology strategy.
Proposition 10:

Global organizational development of

technology is contingent on top managements'

understanding

of the relationship between strategy and information
technology opportunities.
Proposition 11:
technology choice

Top managements'

involvement in information

improves congruence between information

technology and organizational strategy.
Proposition 12:

Managerial belief in technological

determinism limits strategic choice.
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The extreme disparity between the employment of females
and males as branch managers
warrants additional

study.

in the two subject banks,
Preliminary observation implies

that with a lowering of decision-making authority and
corresponding importance of the job,

the U.S.

to use more females and minorities.

The ability of the bank

to

bank is able

implement strategy depends on staff acceptance of that

strategy.

The demise of the more traditional branch manager

may be linked to this acceptance of change

in corporate

strategy.
Proposition 13:
unit level

Decreasing decision-making authority at the

corresponds with increased hiring of females and

minorities,

and lower salary rates.

Proposition 14:

Less entrenched,

younger females and

minorities are more adaptable to strategic change than
established,

older males.

A comparison of salary rates between banks and
countries,

would be extremely enlightening in this context,

particularly in relation to job requirements.

Additionally,

research on the correlation between older staff and the
speed and completeness of strategy implementation is called
for.

Further research measuring in greater detail the

extent of centralization of decision-making,

could throw

light on the importance of individual task areas to the
branch managers'

sense of

importance.
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The relationship between the customer and the bank is
also an important area
of the customer,
banks

for further study.

The requirements

and the extent to which they are met by the

in both countries,

would provide insight into the

relevence and success of corporate strategy.
Proposition 15:

Organizational

strategy and structure

is

constrained by customer demand for services.
This dissertation has addressed a complex relationship
and provides us with rich material
directions.

for further research

We hope that the reader takes away a deeper

understanding of the impact of information technology on
strategic decisions and organizational structure,
potential

for congruence.

and the
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APPENDIX A
Introductory Letter

June

1,

1988

Dear _:
I would like to request your assistance for one of our doctoral students,
Ruth

Clarke,

Institute

in

for

her

North

dissertation
American

research.

Trade

and

Under

the

Economics,

auspices

Ruth

research on retail banking and information technology.

is

of

the

conducting

Specifically,

she

is concerned with the strategic choice and implementation of information
technology,
bank

and its implications for the future of decision-making in the

branch

system.

differences,

the

Taking

into

study will make

a

account

the

comparison of

historic
the

U.S.

and

legal

and Canadian

retail banking systems.
Initially,

Ruth

Canadian banks,
managers
stage

will

conduct

interviews

at

several

Massachusetts

with corporate strategists and decision-makers,

and with

in overall charge of information technology implementation.

two,

managers

a

to

would like

questionnaire

obtain
the

their

will

be

perceptions

Bank of _ to be

delivered
of

to

retail

bank

the branch banking

and
In

branch

system.
one

We

a participant

in both stage

and

study will be

treated with respect,

stage two of the research.
Naturally,

your cooperation in this

and the bank and all employees are assured anonymity.
study will

provide

extremely

interesting

and future of the bank branch system,
centralization and control.

We

information on

think that the
the

development

including clarity on issues such as

We will be pleased to share our findings with

you at the conclusion of the study.
Please

do

not

hesitate

further clarification.
call

to

your

office

assistance.
Sincerely

Thomas O'Brien
Dean

to

contact

Ruth

Clarke

Ruth will follow up this

next

week.

Thank

you

for

at

(413)

665-4188

for

letter with a telephone
your

consideration

and

APPENDIX B

Interview Schedule

I am conducting research into the decision-making role
of the bank branch manager in today's banking world.
I am
specifically
looking
at
the
effects
produced
by
the
implementation of new information technology.
I am making
comparisons between U.S. and Canadian banks, the names of
which will not be used in this research, and I can assure
you personally of complete anonymity.
Should you wish to
receive a copy of the report, I will be glad to send it to
you.
I would like to ask you a few directed questions and
hope that you will feel free to add additional information
where you think it is appropriate.
I am going to tape the
interview so that I can be sure that I do not misunderstand
you.
However, again I want to emphasize an assurance of
complete anonymity.
Any questions before we begin?
Interview questions.
Section 1 - Strategic choice of information technology
1.
In recent years, has your bank strategy included the
introduction of Information Technology (IT) branch
automation?
(what kinds eg. transactions processing, EFT,
DSS (PCs), batch processing, ATM,?)
2.
Why do you think it was decided to select new
technology? whether transactions processing, EFT, batch
processing, DSS, ATMs. When? (What was the strategic aim?)
3.
I'd like you to tell me about the process of selection
of new information technology - its tie-in to strategy and
who is involved in its selection and implementation.
4. Is there a strategic thrust to move from interest-based
ROE, to fee based. ROA?
5.
What is company policy on the ATM?
as a bank branch
substitute or supplement,
some history on IT.
Section 2 - The implications of technological impact
1.
When the process of consideration of implementation of
IT was occurring, what did you consider to be the
implications of these actions?
(i.e. the strategic effects
on the organization)
That is, you personally and the top
management team in general.
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2.
What did you think would be the implications for
organizational decision-making (in terms of who makes
decisions)
Where are decisions made, in branches?
3. How has the introduction of information technology
affected retail banking and the bank branch system, were
there any unexpected developments?
4.
What do you think are the effects of IT on
organizational control systems?
(standards, policies,
reporting procedures)
5.
Does IT make it easier to use specific numeric standards
for evaluation of customers status?
(for loans, credit,
evaluations) Drawbacks of these? Possible lossofinformation
6.
How does IT affect the bank's performance in terms of
efficiency, or human resource management?
7.
Some systems literature on potential problems of online
MIS refers to (1) systems shutdown (2) incorrect data
entry (3) delayed reaction to customers.
Are these issues
of concern to you and how much were they considered?
Standardized open-ended questions:
Section 3 - The impact of information technology on the role
of the bank branch manager
In this section some comparisons will be asked for between
a decade ago and the present time.
1.
Please explain your concept of the role of bank
branches, (e.g. as funnels for business to regional centers
or as semi-autonomous units, now and 10 years ago).
2.
Now, expand on this to include the role of the bank
branch manager.
3.
What do you see as the usual career paths of bank
branch managers, now and 10 years ago?
(Where do they
come from, college degrees, how move thru'ranks)
4.
Please describe any differences between yesterday and
today's bank branch manager, (more women, younger/older?)
5.
What are the criteria for choosing bank branch managers?
6.
What are the criteria for judging their successful
accomplishment of their job?
7.
More specifically can you tell me about their role in
relation to customer related areas, such as:
a.
Loan decisions (then and now)
Where are loan
decisions made now (at regional or branch level)
Where were they made before IT?
Where do you think
they should be made?
Has the authority of BBMs
changed in this area with the implementation of IT?
b.
bad checks
(as above)
c.
approved credit lines
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d.
approved reserve checking
e.
IRAs, CDs, Mutual Funds, Home Banking Services
8.
Now, can we move to the role of the BBM in terms of
personnel related areas, such as:
a.
teller selection
teller training
teller firing
teller promotions
b.
scheduling, job design, job description, job
rotation
9.
If I advanced the idea to you that the use of IT
increases the need for greater conceptual understanding
of the banking system - what would be your response?
10. What are the educational programs of the organization
with regard to the use of technology (for tellers and
managers) conceptually oriented or practically, push
button oriented?
11.
Do you think skill levels should increase or decrease
(at bank branch level) with the new technology?
12.
Thirdly, can we look at the role of the BBM in terms of
operations:
a.
MIS systems implementation/changes
b.
branch specific operations, physical layout, ads,
promotions (any flexibility, sponsorship of arts
etc., discretionary funds, branch specialities)
13.
So, in sum, how has IT affected the BBMs decision¬
making role?
14.
What do you think about the idea that the scope of the
role of the BBM, as financial counselor, is being
emphasized as opposed to the actual decision-making role?
15. In the literature, such as American Banker, there are
articles about the entrepreneurial role of the BB, does
your bank want to emphasize the entrepreneurial role of
bank branches?

APPENDIX C
The Questionnaire
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QUEST I ONNAI RE CN BANK BRANCH MANAGERS AND AUTOMATION

Dear Bar.R Branch Manager:

As you may know, we are sending this questionnaire to you
with the support of top management at your bank for this project
With so many changes taking place in the banking world these
days, it is an appropriate time to find out the concerns of bank
branch managers.
In particular, we would like to know how you
perceive your role as a bank branch manager.
It is extremely
important to the study that vou complete and return the
questionnaire!
The following questionnaire is designed to be completed in
approximately fifteen minutes.
In order for it to be useful to
us. we need you to complete it entirely.
Your responses and
input are crucial to this study and we would welcome any
additional comments you may like to make, with the assurance of
complete anonymity.
To let us know that you have responded,
please nail the "yes" card to us when you send the questionnaire.
If ycu would like a copy of our final report, please check the
box on the same card.
Please place the completed questionnaire in the prepaid
envelope provided, and return to us as soon as possible.
We
loo* forward to your valuable and speedy reply.
Thank you so much for your cooperation and time!
Sincerely

Ruth Clarke
Project Director

ABBREVIATIONS AND TERNS USED IN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE
In order to make this questionnaire more manageable, there are
certain abbreviations and common terms used, some of which may be
unfamiliar to you.
Please use the following list as a guide to
these terms.
1.

Bank Branch Manager is abbreviated to BBM

2.

The term platform is used here to mean the customer service
and sales function or front counter

3.

Branch Automation is abbreviated to £A

4.

"Automated Teller Machines" is abbreviated to ATMs

5.

Additional sales made to current customers are cross salps

START HERE!

SECTION 1:

BRANCH TECHNOLOGY

Please answer the following questions as they apply to vour bank
branch.
1. Does your branch have
automated teller transactions?
2.

3.

_Yes

If you do, are they on-line real-time
with the central bank host?

_Yes _Some _No

_Yes_ Partially _No (go to Q7)

5. Are these terminals cn-Ilr.e, real-time
with the central bank host?

_Yes _Some _No

6. Or are these off-line terminals?
(using "batch" mode of data transfer)
7.

No

_Yes _Some _No

Or are they data entry terminals?

4. Does your branch have an
automated platform?

Partially

_Yes _Some _No

Do your platform staff use PCs ?

_Yes_No

8. How many 24 hr accessible ATMs does your branch have? _
9. How many "branch hours only" ATMs? _
10. Do you use an electronic mail system?

Yes

No

SECTION 2:

BRANCH AUTOMATION AND AUTOMATED TELLER MACHINES

Please answer the following questions, whatever your level
of BRANCH AUTOMATION (BA) , by circling one number on the
scale of 1 - 5 strongly disagree to strongly agree.

strongly
strongly
disagree .... agree
11.

BA helps to keep staffing levels down

i

2

3

4

5

12.

BA allows for better staff scheduling

i

2

3

4

5

13.

BA increases transaction volume capacity

1

2

3

4

5

14.

BA cuts down on back shop functions

1

2

3

4

5

15.

BA reduces the amount of work for the teller

1

2

3

4

5

16.

BA helps tellers to perform efficient, more
error-free transactions

1

2

3

4

5

17.

BA involves the customer in more of the work

1

2

3

4

5

18.

BA must include central file access to be
really effective

1

2

3

4

5

19.

BA helps to ensure that all customers receive
the same service

1

2

3

4

5

In my bank,

1

2

3

4

5

21. ATMs are required by today's customers

1

2

3

4

5

22. ATMs reduce the number of routine teller
transactions

1

2

3

4

5

Eventually, ATMs will virtually replace tellers 1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

In many cases,. ATMs can act as a branch
substitute

1

2

3

4

5

Full service ATMs

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

20.

23.

BA gives more power to the BBM

24. ATMs are a branch supplement
25.

26.

act as branch substitutes

27. ATMs give the bank a competitive advantage

SECTION 3:

BANK BRANCH MANAGER RESPONSIBILITIES AND ROLES
strongly
strongly
disagree ....agree

28.

I am responsible for the branch's profitability 1

2

3

4

5

29.

I have the final say in the hiring of staff

1

2

3

4

5

30.

I decide on the product focus of my branch

1

2

3

4

5

31.

I make loan decisions up to a specified limit

1

2

3

4

5

32.

I make loan decisions primarily on the basis
of computer generated credit scores

1

2

3

4

5

33.

I have the final say in the firing of staff

1

2

3

4

5

34.

I usually identify staff training needs

1

2

3

4

5

35.

I am involved in the planning of technology

1

2

3

4

5

36.

I transfer frequently from branch to branch

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

39. A BBM is a recognized community figure

1

2

3

4

5

40.

Branches are primarily for deposit gathering

1

2

3

4

5

41.

Branch procedures have changed substantially
with BA introduction

1

2

3

4

5

42.

The primary concern of the BBM is sales

1

2

3

4

5

43.

Cross sales should have top priority

1

2

3

4

5

44.

BBMs spend too much time on customer service

1

2

3

4

5

45.

Platform staff’s top priority is service

1

2

3

4

5

46.

The BBM is the President of her/his branch

1

2

3

4

5

47.

I run my branch as I wish

1

2

3

4

5

48.

I feel entrepreneurial in my role

1

2

3

4

5

49.

BA has restricted my flexibility in running
the branch

1

2

3

4

5

BA routinizes most decisions

1

2

3

4

5

37. Non-objective performance measures of my job
are important
38.

50.

I almost always use formal channels
to get things done

strongly
disagree
1

strongly
... agree
3
4
5

51.

"The traditional banker is no more"

52.

I preferred the way banking used to be

1

3

4

5

53.

Its getting harder to find new BBMs

1

3

4

5

54 .

The B3M has a more difficult role these days

1

2

3

4

5

55.

Banking is a highly esteemed profession

1

2

3

4

5

56.

Operations are the BBMs primary concern

1

2

3

4

5

57.

BA is reducing my decision-making authority

1

2

3

4

5

58.

Corporate strategy aims to use BA to
centralize decision-making

l

2

3

4

5

59.

The branch is becoming less important

1

2

3

4

5

60.

A BBM is capable of running any branch

1

2

3

4

5

61.

BA gives me mere time for less routine
decisions

1

2

3

4

5

62.

Transfers help BBMs to learn their job

12

3

4

5

63.

Cost control creates tremendous BBM pressure

1

2

3

4

5

64.

I sometimes go beyond bank guidelines to deal
with unusual situations

1

2

3

4

5

The objective evaluations used to appraise my
work are good measures of my contribution

1

2

3

4

5

65.

SECTION 4: TRAINING
66.

strongly
strongly
disagree ...agree

HQ provides sufficient training in new
technology

1

2

3

4

5

67.

Sales training as to bank products is good

1

2

3

4

5

68.

Overall, I would characterize our training as
lacking and insufficient

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

Platform staff are becoming more sophisticated
in their financial advisory role

1

2

3

4

5

I am satisfied with the training I receive
on new technology

1

2

3

4

5

69. Automation reduces the necessity
of understanding the banking system
70.

71.
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strongly
strongly
disagree
agree

72.

Branches serve different markets

1

2

3

4

5

73 .

Bank policy is applied uniformly
across branches

1

2

3

4

5

74 .

Top management understands my concerns

1

2

3

4

5

75 .

In general, new products and services
are designed for our easy usage

1

2

3

4

5

Corporate management encourages
entrepreneurship

1

2

3

4

5

77 .

Reporting requirements limit entrepreneurship

1

2

3

4

5

78.

Strategically, banking is an industry of sheep

1

2

3

4

5

79.

BA is placing branch control in the hands of
central management

1

2

3

4

5

OD
O

SEC TION 5:

Our evaluation systems are exacting

1

2

3

4

5

81.

Top management over-relies on new technology

1

2

3 • 4

5

82.

Product deregulation necessitates increased
use of platform automation

1

2

3

4

5

I was consulted about automation before
its implementation

1

2

3

4

5

84.

System problems were mostly anticipated

1

2

3

4

5

85.

Solutions to problems are being implemented
fairly easily

1

2

3

4

5

I feel that my input into the new system is
being seriously considered

1

2

3

4

5

My problems with the new technology are
listened to

1

2

3

4

5

88.

It is right that customers pay for services

1

2

3

4

5

89.

My bank keeps customers informed of new productsl

2

3

4

5

90.

Branches are becoming like retail stores

1

2

3

4

5

91.

Platform work is becoming more important

1

2

3

4

5

92.

Objective criteria should be the main
estimate of customer credit-worthiness

1

2

3

4

5

76.

83.

86.

87.

strongly
strongly
disagree ...
agree
93.

Customers expect an automated branch system

1

2

3

4

5

94 .

Customers prefer to deal with human beings

1

2

3

4

5

95.

Customers are being educated about BA
advantages

1

2

3

4

5

ATM usage limits sales opportunities at
the branch

1

2

3

4

5

96.

97 .

How important does senior management rate these areas

Please number according to importance
5 = extremely important,
4 = very important,
3 = important,
2 = moderately important,
1 = fairly important.
PLEASE RATE ALL ITEMS!
branch budget control _
new asset sales _
cross sales _
community involvement
retaining customer accounts _employee development
regional team cooperation _ new deposit generation
98.

In order to have an idea of the size of your branch, we
would like to know the number of
Tellers? _
Platform staff? _
Assistant Manager? j_

99.

What is your branch:

100.

Please take an extra minute to think about the percentage
(%) of time that you spend on each of the following areas
and then rate the area.

opening/closing ratio? _
annual volume of loans? _#
deposit base? S_

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU ACCOUNT FOR 100%
branch budget control _
new asset sales _
cross sales_
community involvement _
retaining customer accounts _ employee development_
regional team cooperation _ new deposit generation_
101. We are interested in your bank’s strategy for implementing
branch automation.
In what sequence is your branch
automating?
PLEASE CIRCLE ONE:a. ATM - tellers - platform
b. platform - ATM - tellers
c. tellers - ATM - platform

d.
e.
f.

ATM - platform - tellers
platform - tellers - ATM
tellers - platform - ATM

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
In this last section, it is important that you answer the
questions as accurately as possible, so that we can make
comparisons across our sample.
Thank you.
102

.

I have been with this bank for _ yrs

103 .

I have been a branch manager with-this bank for _y

104 .

In how many branches of this bank have you been branch
manager? _

105.

If you moved from another bank, were you a BBM?

106.

I rose through the branch system to become a BBM _yes _no

107.

I anticipate moving on to a higher bank position _yes _no

108.

Highest education level completed:_

10 9.

Age: _

110.

Gender:

_yes _no

Female_ Male

Now that you have finished the questionnaire, please
use this
space to give us your reactions and further comments on the topic
of the branch manager's decision-making role and the impact of
information technology.
Any comments you make will be greatly
appreciated and will help in our research.
THANK YOU FOR TAKING THE TIME!

When you have completed this questionnaire, please mail it in the
enclosed pre-addressed envelope or send to:
Ruth Clarke
School of Management
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA., 01003, U.S.A.
THANK YOU!

APPENDIX D
Postcard

I *0 POSTAGE
I NECESSaav

,

j ir mailed in

i

I

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
*|«ST Class PE"U'T no 3 am«E»*ST ma

POSTAGE mill BE »aiOB> ADDRESSEE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
RUTH CLARKE
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
AMHERST MA 01002-9987

i.mi,..it.

PLEASE MAIL THIS CARD
Yes, I have completed and returned the
Questionnaire on Bank Branch Managers.
I would like a copy of the final report
Yes
Name:

Address:

No

Th£ UNiT£0 STATES

|
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